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Abstract

Managing the interference is the main challenge in cellular networks. Multiple-Input

Multiple-Output (MIMO) schemes have emerged as a means of achieving high-capacity

in wireless communications. The most efficient MIMO techniques are based on manag-

ing the interference instead of avoiding it by employing orthogonal resource allocation

schemes. These transmission schemes require the knowledge of the Channel State In-

formation at the Transmitter (CSIT) to achieve the optimal Degrees of Freedom (DoF),

also known as multiplexing gain. Providing an accurate CSIT in cellular environments

involves high-capacity backhaul links and accurate synchronization, which imply the use

of a large amount of network resources. Recently, a Blind Interference Alignment (BIA)

scheme was devised as a means of achieving a growth in DoF regarding the amount of

users served without the need for CSIT in the Multiple-Input Single-Output (MISO)

Broadcast Channel (BC). It is demonstrated that BIA achieves the optimal DoF in

the BC without CSIT. However, the implementation of BIA in cellular networks is not

straightforward. This dissertation investigates the DoF and the corresponding sum-rate

of cellular networks in absence of CSIT and their achievability by using BIA schemes.

First, this dissertation derives the DoF-region of homogenous cellular networks with

partial connectivity. Assuming that all the Base Stations (BSs) cooperate in order to

transmit to all users in the network, we proposed an extension of the BIA scheme for the

MISO BC where the set of BSs transmits as in a network MIMO. It is shown that the

cooperation between BSs results futile because of the lack of full connectivity in cellular

networks. After that, this dissertation presents several transmission schemes based on

the network topology. By differentiating between users that can treat this interference

optimally as noise and those who need to manage the interference from neighbouring

BSs, a network BIA scheme is devised to achieve the optimal DoF in homogeneous

cellular networks.
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Second, the use of BIA schemes is analyzed for heterogeneous cellular networks. It is

demonstrated that the previous BIA schemes based on the network topology result non-

optimal in DoF because of the particular features of the heterogenous cellular networks.

More specifically, assuming a macro-femto network, cooperation between both tiers leads

to a penalty for macro users while femto users do not exploit the particular topology of

this kind of network. In this dissertation, the optimal linear DoF (lDoF) in a two-tier

network are derived subject to optimality in DoF for the upper tier. It is demonstrated

that, without CSIT or any cooperation between tiers, the lower tier can achieve non-

zero DoF while the upper tier attains the optimal DoF by transmitting independently of

the lower tier deployment. After that, a cognitive BIA scheme that achieves this outer

bound is devised for macro-femto cellular networks.

The third part of this dissertation is focused on the implementation of BIA in practical

scenarios. It is shown that transmission at limited SNR and coherence time are the

main hurdles to overcome for practical implementations of BIA. With aim of managing

both constraints, the use of BIA together with orthogonal approaches is proposed in this

work. An improvement on the inherent noise increase of BIA and the required coherence

time is achieved at expenses of losing DoF. Therefore, there exists a trade-off between

multiplexing gain, sum-rate at finite SNR and coherence time in practical scenarios. The

optimal resource allocation for orthogonal transmission is obtained after solving a very

specific optimization problem. To complete the characterization of the performance of

BIA in realistic scenarios a experimental evaluation based on a hardware implementation

is presented at the end of this work. It is shown that BIA outperforms the sum-rate

of schemes based on CSIT such as LZFB because of the hardware impairments and the

costs of providing CSIT in a realist implementation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The pressing need to improve the efficiency of wireless systems has led to the intensive

study of interference and its effect on communications. Given the increasing demand for

high data rates in cellular networks several generations of standards have been developed

during the last two decades. Every generation proposes new requirements dictated by

the trends in the use of the mobile connectivity. In the early 90s the main motivation

was to provide reliable voice service by using Base Stations (BSs) covering a widely

geographical area. The effects of the interference between BSs was avoided by using

orthogonal Frequency Reuse (FR) and treating the co-channel interference as noise.

Nowadays, the research efforts are focused on managing the interference in multiple

antenna systems, referred to as Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO), over a very

heterogenous cellular network composed of macro, micro, pico, femto cells and relays.

Furthermore, voice service plays a minor role while issues such as achieving higher data

rates, low latency, or greater power efficiency are the main motivations of the researchers.

The evolution of the mobile communications can be summarized as follows.

Mobile 1G. The first generation of mobile technologies such as Advance Mobile Phone

System (AMPS) or Total Access Communication System (TACs) provides analog voice

services. Although 1G standards are already extinct, they established the foundation

of the actual cellular systems, regulating the licensed spectrum, managing the intercell

interference by using FR, and standardizing the mobile network. In this sense, the first

generation brought forth a coordinated wireless network for seamless access and mobility.

However, the capacity of the analog voice services was quite limited. The available

2
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bandwidth was split in 30 KHz channels by using Frequency Division Multiple Access

(FDMA). Since each user consumes 1 channel per slice, a extremely scarce resource such

as the available bandwidth was wasted to provide analog voice services.

Mobile 2G. Analog voice services based on FDMA were replaced by digital wireless tech-

nologies using Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). Second generation technologies

provide voice and also data services compressed in small digital packages multiplexed

in time slots. Hence, more than 1 user can be served per channel. Moreover, the use of

digital components instead of analog reduces the costs and weight of the cellular devices.

Although there exists several 2G standards, the most successful has been Global Sys-

tem for Mobile communications (GSM) and its extension General Packet Radio Service

(GPRS), which is widely used currently with more than 4 billion connections [1, 2]. It

is interesting to remark that a secondary service of GSM such as Short Message Service

(SMS) has been the most profitable service for the mobile operators. This fact reflects

the unpredictable behavior of the users demand. In spite of the GSM achievements, due

to the huge increase of the number of cellular devices in the last decades, the channel

capacity given by 2G was not enough to satisfy the user demands.
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Figure 1.1: Evolution of the generations of mobile communications.

Mobile 3G. With the aim of improving the efficiency of the spectral resource, Code

Division Multiple Access (CDMA) was proposed to implement the third generation of

mobile standards. Basically, CDMA enables the users to share the same frequency and

communicate at the same time [3, 4]. Challenging issues such as the near-far prob-

lem, cell-edge users and multipath fading were solved by using previous research works

on power control, soft/hard handoffs and RAKE receivers (note that RAKE is not an

acronym, is the real name for this type of receiver), respectively. However, the first 3G
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standards such as Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) or CDMA2000

were overwhelmed by the users demand of high data rates. At this time of the evolution

of mobile standards, data traffic played a major role in the network design. In conse-

quence, the previous 3G standards evolved to Evolution Data Optimized (EVDO) and

High Speed Packet Access (HSPA), which have satisfied the users demand during the

last years.

Mobile 4G. Nevertheless, the demand of faster and better broadband capacity have been

increasing continually. Besides, nowadays not only the classical mobile devices require

cellular service, tablets, laptops, cars, and other home devices can be connected to

the cellular network. To satisfy the market demand, the fourth generation of mobile

standards such as Long Term Evolution (LTE) or LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) propose

to employ Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) transmission joint to

advanced MIMO technologies [5, 6]. As occurs in the evolution of previous mobile

generations, the foundation of 4G is based on the research advances achieved during the

last years.

Mobile 5G. Future generation of mobile standards is still defining accurate requirements

to specify the techniques employed to achieve them [7–10]. The challengues to be ad-

dressed by the 5G of mobile communications can be summarized as

• Flexibility of all the network parameters; resource allocation, spectrum, antennas,

protocols...

• High speed (6 - 50 Gbps) and low-latency (1 msec) services.

• Distributed mobility over a extremely dense radio network.

• Improved utilization of the current frequency bands (800MHz - 6 GHz) and explo-

ration of centimeter/millimeter bands (6 GHz - 100 GHz).

• Better power efficiency. Optimization of the Energy Consumption Rating (ECR).

With the aim of satisfying these requirements in the future cellular networks results

useful to analyze the following approximation of the capacity for MIMO systems

C ≈ W · n · log2 (1 + SNR) , (1.1)
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where W is the available spectrum for transmission, n corresponds to the number of

antennas, and SNR denotes the Signal-to-Noise Ratio. Therefore, there exist three ways

to improve the network capacity

• Best use of the spectrum W . The available spectrum is split according to a fixed

regulation that allocates each slice to a predefined service. Traditionally, improve

the spectral efficiency involves the development of novel transmission and mod-

ulation schemes [10]. Although upgrade these features do not satisfy the actual

demand, the use of cognitive approaches has been proposed to enhance the band-

width utilization. Notice that in spite of the fact that the available spectrum is

a scarce resource, it is usually underused due to the fixed bandwidth regulation

[11–14]. Other way to achieve better utilization of the spectrum consist in the

use of the barely exploited bands. Significant research efforts on the use of higher

frequency bands have been carried out during the last years. Millimeter waves (60

GHz systems) [15–17], THz transmission antennas [18, 19], and even the use of

Free Space Optimal (FSO) MIMO [20] communications have focused the interest

of the researchers.

• Augment the transmit/receive antennas n. The use of MIMO systems is already

considered in 3G and plays a major role for 4G. Therefore, the research efforts are

focused on exploiting the spatial diversity by using multiple antennas [21, 22]. It is

interesting to remark the current referred to as Massive MIMO, which is one of the

most promising approaches for 5G. Basically, Massive MIMO exploits an excess of

transmit antennas, which is assumed to be about 10 times the number of receive

antennas, to achieve robustness, power efficiency, and high data rates [23, 24].

Although Massive MIMO is a promising transmission scheme, there are still some

open issues such as the need for Time Division Duplex (TDD) transmission instead

of Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) or its interaction with heterogeneous cellular

networks.

• Increase the SNR. Power consumption, is a principal issue to solve for the opera-

tors nowadays. Increase the power transmission involves to waste a considerable

amount of energy, which taking into consideration the decouple between profits and

expenditures results unaffordable by the operators. In this sense, Green Commu-

nications is a very actual topic [14], not only because of the obvious environmental
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benefits, but also for increasing the mobile operator earnings. Since increasing the

transmit power does not seem to be a solution, an affordable approach to improve

the SNR is the micro-ization of the cellular network, that is reducing the distance

between transmitter and receiver. Heterogeneous networks composed of macro,

micro, pico, femto cells and relays according to the user demands have been pro-

posed to improve the SNR, and at the same time, improve the energy efficiency of

the cellular network [25–27].

In conclusion, the future cellular network will be characterized by an enormous flexibility

of all the parameters. Adaptive power and bandwidth allocation must be carried out

while reducing the amount of information necessary to handle a cellular massive multi-

antenna heterogeneous network.

1.1 Multiple Antenna techniques for Cellular Systems

The use of MIMO systems has emerged as a means of achieving high-capacity commu-

nications. The use of multiple antennas allow to increase the data rate either through

diversity or multiplexing gain. Diversity use the fact that independent signal paths have

a low probability of experiencing the same channel response, including deep fading, when

the antennas are sufficiently far apart. The simplest example of diversity gain is either a

transmitter or receiver equipped with 2 antennas that selects the strongest signal from

both paths, which contain the same message. In contrast, multiplexing gain exploits the

channel structure formed by the signal paths from multiple antennas. Considering the

previous case, multiplexing gain would be achieved when different symbols are trans-

mitted by both antennas and the receiver is able to decode them. The multiplexing

gain is usually measured by using the Degrees of Freedom metric (DoF). Basically, the

DoF metric takes the limit when the total transmit power approaches infinity, whereas

the channel coefficients and the local noise power remain unchanged. Denoting the

sum-capacity as C(P ) with a total transmit power P , the DoF metric η is defined as

DoF : η = lim
P→+∞

C(P )

log(P )
, (1.2)
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which can be rewritten as

C(P ) = η log(P ) + o (log(P )) , (1.3)

where the o (log(P )) term is some function f(P ) that satisfies

o (log(P )) = lim
P→+∞

f(P )

log(P )
= 0. (1.4)

Notice that checking (1.3) we can consider the DoF metric as the number of signaling

dimensions, where each dimension corresponds to an interference-free Additive White

Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel where the SNR increases proportionally with P . Be-

sides, taken into consideration a baseband model in a wireless communication system as

shown in (1.1), we can consider η as the bandwidth effectivity. Therefore, the DoF met-

ric can be understood as the multiplexing gain, bandwidth, number of signal dimensions,

or the capacity pre-log factor.

1.1.1 Parallel Decomposition of the MIMO Channel

For illustrative purposes consider a MIMO channel where the transmitter and receiver

are equipped with Nt and Nr antennas, respectively. Thus, the corresponding input-

output system can be represented by the following discrete time model

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

y1
...

yNr

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

h11 . . . h1Nt

...
...

hNr1 . . . hNrNt

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

x1
...

xNt

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

n1

...

nNr

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (1.5)

which can be written simply as y = Hx + n, where H denotes the Nr × Nt channel

matrix gain. By using Single Value Decomposition (SVD) we can rewrite the matrix H

as a function of its singular values

H = UΣVH , (1.6)

where U and V are Nr × Nr and Nt × Nt are unitary matrices, i.e. UUH = I, and

Σ the Nr × Nt diagonal matrix of singular values σi of H. The vector σi contains

the RH eigenvalues of HHH , where RH is the rank of the matrix H. Hence, taken

into consideration the structure of the channel matrix, the rank is upper bounded as
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RH ≤ min (Nt, Nr), which holds with equability for rich scattering channels and RH = 1

for high correlated channels.

y = Hx + n x = VH �x  �y = U
H y �  �  � �

 �x x y  �y

Figure 1.2: MIMO parallel decomposition. Transmit precoding and receiver shaping
filters

The mathematical process shown above can be applied to obtain a parallel decomposition

of the MIMO channel H as is shown in Figure 1.2. The matrix VH is employed as a

transmit precoding to transform the input of the MIMO system as x = VH x̃. Similarly,

the receiver decouples the precoded signal by using the matrix UH as a receiver shaping

matrix. Therefore, the signal received after parallel decomposition is given by

ỹ = UH (Hx+ n)

= UH (UΣVx+ n)

= UH
(
UΣVVH x̃+ n

)

= UHUΣVVH x̃+UHn

= Σx̃+UHn,

(1.7)

where, since UH is a unitary matrix, the distribution of the noise after the multiplication

UHn does not change. Notice that Σ is a diagonal matrix. Thus, the Nt × Nr MIMO

system has been transformed into RH parallel AWGN independent channel where the

input and output of the i-th channel is given by x̃i and ỹi, respectively, and the channel

gain σi. In consequence, the MIMO channel can support RH times the rate of a single

antenna system, i.e. a multiplexing gain of RH . At this point the question that naturally

arises is, could the MIMO channel decomposition be employed for cellular networks?.

The first issue to consider is the need for Channel State Information (CSI). Checking

(1.7) it can be seen that a knowledge of the channel matrix H is necessary to calculate

the corresponding transmit precoders and receive filters. For the point-to-point MIMO

channel, the decomposition described above is doable when CSI is available either at the

transmitter (CSIT) or receiver (CSIR). It is interesting to remark that CSIR allow to

obtain this decomposition only for the point-to-point MIMO by using joint processing.
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h[BS1 ]

h[BS2 ]

h[BS3 ]

(a) LZFB over a 3-cell MIMO network

TX1

TX2

TX3

RX1

RX2

RX3

(b) IA over a 3-user IC

Figure 1.3: Cellular network as MIMO network and Interference Channel

However, accurate CSIT is necessary when the MIMO channel is composed of more

than one transmitter. Notice that CSIR is quite easy to provide in a wireless network

with only consider the use of pilot signals as a preamble of the data signal. In contrast,

CSIT involves a more complex methodology; a pilot sequence has to be transmitted

orthogonally, the channel is estimated by the receivers, and the CSI has to be sent to

the transmitter through feedback channels between transmitter and receivers.

Considering a cellular network with NBS BSs where each BS is equipped with Nt anten-

nas and a single user per cell equipped with Nr antennas1 as is shown in Figure 1.3(a).

The straightforward solution is to consider the cellular scenario as a unique MIMO

system where the set of BSs is treated as a single transmitter equipped with NBSNt

antennas that transmit to NBSNr receive antennas. This concept is usually referred

to as a network MIMO. Many techniques such as Linear Zero Forcing Beamforming

(LZFB) [28, 29] or Block Diagonalization (BD) [30, 31] have been developed with the

aim of exploiting the MIMO channel given by the cellular network. However, consid-

ering a multiple BSs system, the network MIMO approach results quite challenging for

a realistic implementation. Providing global CSIT does not only involve feedback be-

tween receivers and their corresponding BSs, but also very accurate synchronization and

high-speed backhaul links among the set of BSs for sharing CSIT and data information.

1The single-user model can be considered as a Nr single-antenna users grouped in a single user with
Nr antennas.
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An alternative approach referred to as Interference Alignment (IA) is proposed in [32–

36]. To tackle the interference in a cellular network, it is treated as an Interference

Channel (IC) where each transmitter and receiver is equipped with Nt and Nr antennas,

respectively, as is shown in Figure 1.3(b). The IA approach applied to a cellular network

assumes that the i-th transmitter sends a message Wi to the i-th receiver while the

interference because of the transmission of Wi is properly aligned at the remaining

receivers j ̸= i. It is demonstrated in [47] that K
2 DoF are achievable by using IA.

1.1.2 Costs of Channel State Information

As we have shown, previous MIMO techniques can achieve an enormous improvement

of the achievable data rates. However, the achievability of the aforementioned rates is

subject to an accurate and instantaneous knowledge of the CSIT. In cellular networks,

providing CSIT involves to waste a considerable amount of the network resources for pilot

overheads, feedback channels, high-capacity backhaul links and accurate synchronization

[37]. Let us consider a cellular scenario as shown in Figure 1.4. Each BS transmits a

pilot sequence that is employed to quantize and feedback the estimation of the CSI to

the corresponding BSs via uplink, once the local CSI is obtained, it is shared through

backhaul links, which also have to provide precise synchronization and/or data sharing,

among the set of BSs.

Backhaul

(1) (1)

(2) (2)

(3)(3)

Figure 1.4: Achieving CSIT in a cellular network. (1) Pilot transmission, (2) CSI
feedback via uplink, (3) backhaul sharing and synchronization

Let us denote θcsi and θcd as the fraction of the total transmission resources employed

for channel estimation and coherence detection required in a scheme based on CSIT,

respectively. Similarly, θfb is denoted as the fraction of downlink resources that has to

be re-allocated to the uplink to support the CSI feedback. Assuming that each BS is
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equipped with Nt antennas serving K active users, the amount of pilots employed to

obtain CSI scales as Ntθcsi. Since each user transmits via uplink the estimation of the

CSI, the feedback costs scales as the number of users Kθfb when the CSI is sent directly

to the BS. However, notice that it increases to KNtθfb sending the CSI independently to

each transmit antenna of the BS. Once the data frame is transmitted, a pilot overhead

Kθcd is employed for coherence detection.

Consider now the use of blind transmission schemes in the same cellular scenario. Since

CSIT is not required θcsi = θfb = 0. However, it is necessary to know the channel from

the transmitter to each antenna of the corresponding BS. Therefore, the costs of the

pilot frames for coherent detection scales as Ntθcd′ , where θcd′ is the pilot overhead per

transmit antenna for blind schemes. Moreover, assuming that the receiver antennas can

switch among a set of Nt preset modes, e.g. reconfigurable antennas, this cost increases

to N2
t θcd′ .

Table 1.1 summarizes the overheads for a cellular systems when each BS is equipped

with Nt transmit antennas serving K users.

Type CSIT Blind
CSI pilots Ntθcsi 0
Feedback Kθfb to KNtθfb 0
Wednesday Kθcd Ntθcd′ to N2

t θcd′

Table 1.1: CSI overheads for cellular networks

1.2 Analysis of the State of Art

The bulk of this thesis is around interference management for cellular networks. Tradi-

tionally, the interference between users within the same cell has been avoided by assign-

ing orthogonal slices of either time or bandwidth to each one, whereas the interference

between different cells has been treated by using Frequency Reuse (FR). A survey of

these traditional methods to deal with the interference is presented in [38]. An accurate

analysis of the efficiency of FR as a function of the reuse distance is presented in [39].

Indeed, the use of smaller cellular coverage areas over a dense deployment was predicted

in this work. The evolution of the generations of mobile communications, i.e. from
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1G to 5G, can be summarized in [1–10]. Remarkable, a survey of the evolution from

homogeneous to heterogeneous cellular networks is described in [14, 25, 27, 40].

Information Theory provides a notion of the theoretical limits of the channel capacity.

However, closed-form expressions of the capacity for most of the MIMO configurations

are not available. Instead, the ability of multiple signals in the space is measured by the

multiplexing gain, i.e. the Degrees of Freedom (DoF) metric. For the MISO BC with Nt

antennas at the transmitter and K = Nt users with a single antenna, the achievable DoF

are Nt when perfect CSIT knowledge is available [41–43]. Assuming a MISO BC with

Nt transmit antennas and 2 users equipped with Nr1 and Nr2 antennas, respectively, it

is shown that the DoF are max (Nt, Nr1 +Nr2). Similarly, max (Nt1 +Nt2 , Nr) DoF are

achievable for the Multiple Access Channel (MAC) with 2 transmitters equipped with

Nt1 and Nt2 antennas, respectively, and Nr antennas at the receiver [44]. As the number

of transmitters and/or receivers increases the DoF analysis becomes more complex. The

achievable DoF for the MIMO X channel is derived in [45, 46]. In this case, the DoF

region depends on the antennas of each transmitter and receiver. As an example, 4
3 DoF

are achievable when the transmitters and receivers are equipped with the same amount

of antennas denoted as Nt. The extension of the X channel consist in a Interference

Channel (IC) where there exist K pairs transmitter-receiver equipped with Nt and Nr

asntennas each, respectively. It is demonstrated in [47] that min (Nt, Nr)K if K ≤ R

and min (Nt, Nr)
R

R+1 if K > R DoF are achievable for the IC where R = max(Nt,Nr)
min(Nt,Nr)

.

As a remark, Nt
2 DoF are achievable in the IC where the transmitters and receivers are

equipped with the same amount of antennas.

The achievable DoF described above for different channel configurations assume that

perfect CSIT is available. Nevertheless, the main goal of this work is the use of blind

transmission schemes with the aim of reducing the amount of information required at

the transmitter to reach high data rates. Taking the MISO BC for illustrative purposes,

the achievable DoF are only 1 when CSIT is not available and traditional orthogonal

resource division is applied. The DoF regions for the BC and IC in absence of CSIT are

derived in [48]. An extension of the DoF regions for the previous channel configurations

was presented in [49]. However, the CSIT can be partially known. In this sense, the

quantization by using codebooks of the channel values is addressed in [50]. Furthermore,

because of the limited capacity of the feedback channel, the CSI could not be available

at the transmitter on time. Interestingly, in [51] it is demonstrated that even when the
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CSI is completely expired it is still useful. The achievable DoF under delayed CSIT for

different channel configurations have been widely analyzed in [52–56]. The linear DoF,

i.e. by using only linear beamforming, for the X channel with delayed CSIT are derived

in [57]. In [58] it is shown that the optimal DoF are achievable when the delay is small

enough. The other side of the coin is that maybe CSIT is available but the channel

changes at data transmission time. Transmission under channel variations is usually

referred to as Compound Channel [59]. The achievable DoF in the compound BC are

derived in [60], which conjectures the results of [61], demonstrating that more that more

than 1 DoF is achievable when the channel varies among a set of finite states. In [62] an

exhaustive analysis of the DoF of the compound BC, X, and IC configurations is carried

out. It is demonstrated that NtK
Nt+K−1 are the DoF for the MISO BC with Nt transmit

antennas and K single-antenna users even when the channel changes between a finite

number of states. Similarly, the DoF for a IC network for the real compound channel

are K
2 .

A point in the middle between CSIT and totally blind techniques consists in the knowl-

edge of network topology. It is interesting to remark that this information is quite

easily to provide at the transmitters, and indeed it is a common knowledge in the Media

Access Control (MAC) layer. The use of topological interference management is pre-

sented initially in [63–65]. The main idea under topological interference management

is the optimality of treating interference as noise (TIN) when it is small enough. In

[66], it is demonstrated that TIN results optimal in the K user IC when the desired

signal strength for each user is no less than the sum of the strengths of the strongest

interference from this user and the strongest interference to this user. An analysis

for homogeneous hexagonal cellular networks is carried out in [67]. Furthermore, it is

demonstrated in [68, 69] that topological interference management for linear, square,

and hexagonal cellular arrays results optimal by using three fundamental elements such

as aligned frequency reuse, wireless index coding, and interference diversity. Notice that

in fact, FR is a simple form of interference alignment without the need for CSIT that

allow to reuse network resources. Therefore, knowledge of the network topology is a

strong feature for blind transmission techniques.

Once the DoF expressions of each kind of channel have been derived taking into consid-

eration the amount of CSI known at the transmitter side, the question that naturally
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arises is how can this performance be reached in cellular networks?. The full multi-

plexing gain when CSIT is available can be easily achieved by using the Linear Zero

Forcing Beamforming (LZFB) scheme proposed and analyzed in [28, 29, 70]. When the

receivers are equipped with more than one antenna, Block Diagonalization is proposed

in [30, 31, 71–73]. As the number of transmitters increases the schemes to achieve the

optimal DoF become more complex. There exists a vast bibliography regarding ob-

taining this optimality by using Interference Alignment (IA). At first, it is necessary to

consider the feasibility conditions of IA, which are derived in [74, 75]. The achievability

of the optimal DoF in the IC by using IA is proposed in [47, 76–78]. Basically, precoding

matrices at the transmitters and shaping filters at the receivers, calculated both by using

CSIT and CSIR, can be designed in order to maximize the DoF achieved by the desired

receiver while aligning the interference at the remaining receivers. Considering a delay

in the CSIT knowledge, Retrospective Interference Alignment (RIA) is proposed in [79]

to exploit the outdated CSIT. Furthermore, IA is also feasible in absence of CSIT. It is

demonstrated in [80, 81] that the interference can be aligned in the BC by exploiting

predefined channel correlations. By using reconfigurable antennas [82–87] to generate

these channel variations artificially, Blind Interference Alignment (BIA) is proposed in

[88, 89]. It is shown that the proposed BIA scheme achieves the optimal NtK
Nt+K−1 DoF

derived for the compound BC [62]. The use of multiple antennas also at the receiver in

the BC for BIA transmission is analyzed in [90], and the linear DoF achievable in the

MIMO BC with reconfigurable antennas are derived in [91]. However, the use of BIA

when there are more than one transmitter is not straightforward. BIA for the 3-user IC

is devised in [92] and a BIA scheme for the K-users IC based on exploiting diversity is

proposed in [93, 94]. Nevertheless, the DoF achieved in the K-users IC are far from the

optimal. It is interesting to remark that, to best of our knowledge, a BIA scheme able

to reach the optimal DoF in the general IC has not been developed yet.

The use of BIA in cellular networks is studied in [95]. It is shown that although BIA

cancels the intracell interference, the users subject to interference from the neighboring

BSs referred to as intercell interference, which is not handled by standard BIA, achieve

poor rates. Moreover, a comparison with a transmission technique based on CSIT such

as LZFB is carried out in [96]. Taking into consideration the costs of providing accurate

CSIT BIA outperforms the sum-rate of LZFB in many scenarios. With the aim of

reducing the effects of intercell interference in the two-cell scenario a BIA scheme based
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on data sharing is devised in [97]. The set of users is labeled between private users

located in the inner cell, and therefore receive a weak signal from the neighboring BSs,

and shared users heavily subject to intercell interference. Thus, the same symbol is

transmitted to each shared user generating diversity while private users treat intercell

interference optimally as noise. The use of diversity for BIA schemes is also proposed in

[93, 94, 98]. However, these schemes result sub-optimal in DoF because of the diversity

achieved.

Interference management for heterogenous networks is also studied in this work. In [99]

and [100] the main issues for the implementation of small cells, femto and pico cells,

are discussed. Several schemes based on CSIT such as [101–105] have been developed

during the previous years. However, deal with the intracell, intercell, and also inter-

tier interference by exploiting the channel knowledge from a set of macro, micro, pico

and femto cells involves to manage a huge amount of information through feedback

channels and backhaul links. The influence of these limited elements of the cellular

network is analyzed in [106], which concludes that, although small cells can improve

their performance assuming theoretical cooperative schemes, the costs of its use penalize

the global working of an heterogeneous network. With the aim of solving this issue

cognitive smalls cell have been proposed in [107–114]. The inherent features of BIA

transmission result attractive for its implementation in heterogenous cellular networks.

There also exist a few recent schemes that apply BIA for interference management in

macro-femto cellular networks. In [115], the authors propose several heuristic schemes

that exploit the information of the users and BSs location to reduce the supersymbol

length, and therefore achieve more DoF. In [116], the authors use a Kronecker product

representation to design a BIA scheme for interference management in a heterogeneous

network with one Macro BS and several FAPs, each with one femto user. Although the

schemes proposed in [115] and [116] can cancel all the intracell and intercell interference

through a coordinated transmission of the Macro BS and the FAPs without CSIT, they

are generally sub-optimal in DoF sense.

1.3 Motivation and Contributions

The initial research of the thesis author was focused on developing transmission schemes

based on CSIT for heterogeneous networks [101, 104]. Without considering the costs of
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providing global CSIT, these schemes achieve a significant improvement of the sum-rates

regarding traditional approaches based on orthogonal resource allocation. However, the

turning point of the research undertaken during the last 4 years is given by the hardware

evaluation of LZFB and BD presented in [117]. It is shown that a considerable amount

of the transmission resources are wasted not only for providing instantaneous CSIT,

extremely accurate synchronization among the set of transmitters is also required to

handle the clock drifts for simultaneous transmission. After obtaining these conclusions,

I decided to investigate alternative solutions able to reduce the amount of information

required at the transmitters and overcome the performance achieved by orthogonal ap-

proaches.

The original BIA scheme for the MISO BC was proposed at the beginning of the re-

search period of this thesis. Obviously, the features of BIA made it attractive for its

implementation in cellular networks. Nevertheless, it is necessary to remark that the

extension of BIA for systems with more than one transmitter is not straightforward.

Therefore, questions such as how to implement BIA in homogeneous and heterogeneous

cellular networks? What are the optimal DoF for cellular networks? Is this optimal

achievable?, or What is the performance of BIA in practical channels? motivated this

work.

The main contributions are summarized as follows

• First, we evaluate the implementation of standard BIA in cellular networks. It is

shown that users subject to intercell interference, which is not handled by standard

BIA, attain zero-DoF and the achieved sum-rate in the whole network is heavily

limited at finite SNR. Besides, we derive a straightforward extension of the stan-

dard BIA scheme for cellular networks based on full cooperation among the BSs.

This contribution motivates the development of transmission schemes based on

exploiting the network topology for cellular networks.

• Focused on homogenous cellular networks we derive the information theoretic sum-

DoF outer bound for cellular networks with partial connectivity in absence of

CSIT. For cellular scenarios with partial connectivity, we depict the DoF region

without CSIT. It is demonstrated that knowledge of the network topology at the

transmitter achieves more DoF than schemes based on cooperation when CSIT is

not available. With the aim of developing a transmission scheme that reaches the
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derived outer bound we propose a flexible bandwidth BIA scheme that improves the

DoF achieved by schemes based on exploiting the diversity given by the multiple

transmitters in a cellular network. Nevertheless, the inherent orthogonality due to

flexible bandwidth makes this scheme sub-optimal in DoF. After that we devise

a network BIA scheme based on exploiting the network topology that attains the

optimal DoF for symmetric partially connected networks. It is demonstrated that,

by properly combining the BIA supersymbol and the information given by the

network topology, the outer bound of the DoF region derived for cellular networks

in absence of CSIT is achievable. Moreover, the proposed network BIA obtains a

relaxation of the coherence time requirements. For asymmetric partially connected

networks in absence of CSIT we design an alternative extension of the network BIA

scheme that minimizes the loss of DoF because of asymmetric impairments.

• For two-tier macro-femto heterogeneous networks, we analyze the suitability of

the devised network BIA scheme. It is shown that network BIA penalizes the DoF

achieved by the upper-tier users, whereas the lower-tier cannot exploit the features

of network BIA. As a conclusion, it is demonstrated that the achievable DoF per

cell, either upper or lower tier, does no scale as the number of cells in the lower tier

increases. Encouraged by this fact, we derive the linear-DoF region for two-tier

cellular networks. After analyze this region, it is shown that the upper tier can

still attain the optimal DoF given by the compound BC while femto users achieve

non-zero DoF. After that, we develop a cognitive BIA scheme that achieves the

optimal linear-DoF in the two-tier cellular networks without CSIT, data sharing, or

backhaul links between both tiers. Femto users achieve non-zero DoF by stealing an

additional dimension from the alignment blocks of macro users. Furthermore, the

macro tier achieves the optimal DoF as in a MISO BC transmitting independently

of the femtocell deployment within its coverage. Finally, we present an analysis

of the achievable performance of several BIA schemes in heterogeneous cellular

networks.

• Previous contributions are mainly focused on the DoF for cellular networks, either

homogeneous or heterogenous, in absence of CSIT. After that, we analyze the

performance of BIA schemes for practical channels. It is shown that coherence

time and limited SNR are the main hurdles to overcome for the implementation

of BIA. For dealing with both limitations, we devise a practical BIA scheme that,
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combined with orthogonal approaches, achieves a trade-off between multiplexing

gain, sum-rate at finite SNR, and coherence time. Additionally, we implement a

hardware testbed to validate the performance of BIA transmission in comparison

with schemes based on CSIT. It is shown that BIA achieves better sum-rate that

LZFB when the costs of providing CSIT and also the hardware impairments are

taken into consideration.

1.4 Organization

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the BIA scheme

for the BC. In Chapter 3 we analyze the implementation of the standard BIA scheme

in cellular scenarios. Moreover, an extension of the BIA scheme for the BC based on

cooperation among the set of BSs is devised with the aim of managing both intracell and

intercell interference. This chapter presents the motivation of developing BIA schemes

for cellular networks. In this sense, in Chapter 4 we derive the information theoretic outer

bound of the DoF for homogenous cellular networks with partial connectivity and present

an achievability BIA scheme that can reach this outer bound. In Chapter 5 BIA for

heterogenous networks is considered showing that previous approaches are not suitable

because of the particular topology of this kind of networks. This Chapter is devoted to

derive the DoF region for two-tier cellular networks and devise a BIA scheme able to

reach the outer bound of this region. After that, the use of BIA schemes in practical

channels is analyzed in Chapter 6, where an alternative BIA is proposed to handle

the limitations of BIA schemes in practical channels, namely coherence time and finite

SNR. Addtionaly, an experimental evaluation of BIA in a hardware testbed is presented.

Finally, Chapter 7 draws conclusions from the contributions of this dissertation and

proposed directions for future work.





Chapter 2

Blind Interference Alignment for

the MISO Broadcast Channel

This chapter presents a Blind Interference Alignment scheme for the MISO BC based

on reconfigurable antennas at each receiver. After analyzing BIA transmission in several

specific examples, the methodology to achieve NtK
Nt+K−1 DoF in the Nt transmit antennas

K-users MISO BC is developed in detail. Then, closed form expressions of the achievable

rates are obtained depending on the power allocation strategy. Simulation results point

out the benefits and drawbacks of BIA in the MISO BC.

2.1 Introduction

The idea of Interference Alignment (IA) for wireless networks lead to an intensive study

of the high-capacity potentially achievable by its application [47, 74, 76, 77, 118]. Most

of these works are based on perfect knowledge of the Channel State Information at the

Transmitter (CSIT). Satisfying this requirement involves high-capacity backhaul links

and accurate synchronization, which imply to use a large amount of network resources

[37, 119]. Hence, the implementation of IA in realistic wireless networks results chal-

lenging or even impossible. However, beyond the costs of providing accurate CSIT, it

is necessary to study whether the high-capacity of IA is still achievable under channel

uncertainty.

20
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For the MIMO point to point channel it is well known that the absence of CSIT does

not affect the achievable DoF. This is because of the combination of joint processing

and perfect CSIR is able to compensate the lack of CSIT. Considering the two user

MIMO BC where the transmitter is equipped with Nt antennas and there are r1 and

r2 antennas at each receiver, it is demonstrated in [45, 62] that min (Nt, r1 + r2) DoF

are achievable, which is the same as with perfect cooperation at the receiver. However,

under lack of CSIT a loss in DoF is expected. For example, under the assumption of

i.i.d. fading, it is clear that only 1 DoF is achievable in the absence of CSIT.

The impact on the achievable DoF regarding the channel uncertainty in the MISO BC

is widely studied in [120] and [61]. The channel uncertainty is obtained by assuming a

space of non-zero probability measured under time-varying channel conditions in [120].

Instead, in [61] the channel uncertainty is modelled by considering each receiver as a

compound of states where the channel is drawn among a set of states. Note that the

state of each user is unknown to the transmitter. Curiously, both works conjecture the

DoF outer bound for the 2-user MISO BC in absence of CSIT. It is known that the outer

bound for a 2-user MISO BC where the transmitter is equipped with 2 antennas is 4
3 DoF.

For this setting, [120] conjecture that the DoF collapse to 1. In [61] this conjecture is

solved when the channel of each user changes among two states. However, as the number

of states for either users increases, the DoF collapse to 1. This conjecture is finally

disproved in [62]. Based on interference alignment schemes with asymmetric complex

signaling [121] and reciprocity/duality relationship with the interference alignment for

the SIMO interference channel [122], it is demonstrated that the number of states does

not decrease the achievable DoF. Specifically, it is demonstrated that NtK
Nt+K−1 DoF are

achievable almost surely for the real compound BC with Nt transmit antennas and K

single-antenna receivers with Jk ≥ Nt states at the k-th receiver.

Once the outer bound of the DoF in absence of CSIT is determined, the natural question

is how can we achieve it?. The straightforward idea is to use classical blind schemes

based on orthogonal resource division, e.g. time or frequency division, which obtain a

DoF performance far to the outer bound. Furthermore, it is interesting to remark that

the DoF decrease regarding the number of users when orthogonal schemes are employed.

In other words, the cake is divided in 1
K pieces to each user. However, the outer bound

of [62] tends to Nt when the number of users goes to infinity. In [80, 81] it is shown

that the outer bound is achievable by employing channel correlations when they are
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RF Chain

Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode m

Figure 2.1: MISO BC scenario with Nt = 2 transmit antennas and K users equipped
with reconfigurable antennas.

suitably staggered. These channel correlations form a pattern called supersymbol from

now on. However, it is clear that we cannot manipulate the channel state at our own

whim. Thus, the following question is, Can we artificially manipulate the channel state

of each user with the aim of building a predefined supersymbol?

The goal of manipulating the channel state of each user can be carried out by using

reconfigurable antennas. Basically, reconfigurable antennas can switch their radiation

pattern among a set of preset modes by employing only one RF chain as is shown in

Figure 2.1. They are constructed through micro-electromechanical switches (MEMS),

nano-electromechanical switches (NEMS) that can change the geometry of the antenna

or solid state switches able to modify the radiative properties of the antenna [82–87].

Although reconfigurable antennas provide some benefits such as only one RF chain

or less space required than multiple conventional antennas, they are not popular in

communication signal processing, where in general it is not interesting to use different

preset modes. Notice that for implementing beamforming techniques such as LZFB

the antennas must use a fixed in a determined channel state. In contrast, the use of

reconfigurable antennas have been explored for diversity benefits and they have been

widely employed in other fields as RADAR applications [123].

This chapter analyzes in detail the BIA scheme based on reconfigurable antennas that

was initially proposed in [88] and developed in [89]. It is shown that NtK
Nt+K−1 DoF are

achievable in the MISO BC with Nt transmit antennas and K single-antenna users. Note

that it coincides with the outer bound of the maximum DoF achievable in the absence

of CSIT. The methodology to create a generic BIA supersymbol and the corresponding

beamforming matrices are thoroughly described. Once the BIA scheme has been pre-

sented in terms of DoF, the closed-form expression for the achievable rates of each user
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is derived. Furthermore, following the power allocation scheme proposed in [95, 96],

uniform power per symbol and constant power during the whole supersymbol schemes

are described.

2.2 System Model

This section describes the system model for the MISO BC used in this chapter. The

transmitter is equipped with Nt antennas and the number of active users is denoted by

K. Each user is equipped with a reconfigurable antenna that can switch its radiation

pattern among a set of preset modes equals to the number of transmit antennas, i.e. Nt

channel modes are available at each receiver. Figure 2.2 shows the 2 transmit antenna

K-user MISO BC where each user is equipped with a reconfigurable antenna. The signal

transmitted at time t is given by x[t] =
[
x1, . . . , xNt

]T
∈ CNt×1, where xτ , τ = 1, . . . , Nt,

is the symbol transmitted by the τ -th antenna. Thus, the signal received by the user k

at time t can be written as

y[k][t] = h[k]
(
l[k][t]

)T
x[t] + z[k][t] (2.1)

where h[k]
(
l[k][t]

)
∈ CNt×1 is the channel vector between user k and each transmit

antenna when the preset mode l, l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nt} is selected and z[k][t] ∼ CN (0, 1) is

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).

Tx

User 1

User 2

User K

. . .  

Figure 2.2: MISO BC scenario with Nt = 2 transmit antennas and K users equipped
with reconfigurable antennas.

The transmitted signal is subject to an average power constraint E
{
∥x[t]∥2

}
≤ P for all

t ≥ 1 and t ∈ N. Furthermore, the channel coefficients between transmitter and users

are drawn from a continuous distribution and, therefore, are linearly independent almost
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surely. The transmitter does not have any channel state information (CSIT). Moreover,

we assume that the physical channel stays constant across a sufficient number of time

or frequency slots. For simplicity, we focus on the temporal dimension, without loss of

generality. Hence, from now on each symbol extension t corresponds to a time slot. The

application of this system model along frequency slots is straightforward.

2.3 Blind Interference Alignment for the MISO Broadcast

Channel. Supersymbol and Beamforming Design

2.3.1 Nt = 2, K-user MISO Broadcast Channel

Let us first consider a MISO BC where the transmitter is equipped with Nt = 2 antennas

serving K = 2 active users. Notice that our goal is to achieve the optimal sum-DoF

attainable in this scenario, that is 4
3 DoF [62]. The proposed supersymbol for this toy

example is shown in Figure 2.3 and the transmitted signal during the 3 symbol extension

that comprise the entire supersymbol X =
[
x[1]T x[2]T x[3]T

]T
∈ C3Nt×1 is given by

X =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

x[1]

x[2]

x[3]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

I

I

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
u[1]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

I

0

I

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
u[2]
1 , (2.2)

where u[k]
ℓ =

[
u[k]ℓ,1 u[k]ℓ,2

]T
is the ℓ-th vector, ℓ = 1 for this specific example1, that

contains the symbols transmitted to the user k composed by the symbol transmitted by

the τ -th antenna, τ ∈ {1, 2}, denoted as u[k]ℓ,τ , and I and 0 are the 2 × 2 identity and

zero matrices, respectively. Therefore, the signal received at user 1 during the entire

supersymbol can be written as

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

y[1][1]

y[1][2]

y[1][3]

⎤

⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

h[1](1)
T

h[1](2)
T

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
rank=2

u[1]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

h[1](1)
T

0

h[1](1)
T

⎤

⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
rank=1

u[2]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

z[1][1]

z[1][2]

z[1][3]

⎤

⎥⎥⎦ . (2.3)

1For the Nt = 2 case, only one symbol with 2 DoF is provided to each user during the entire
supersymbol, and therefore, ℓ ∈ {1}. However, the index ℓ = {1, 2, . . . , (Nt − 1)K−1} for the Nt > 2
cases.
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1 2 3

User 1 h[1](1) h[1](2) h[1](1)

User 2 h[2](1) h[2](1) h[2](2)

Figure 2.3: The supersymbol structure for the K = 2, Nt = 2 MISO BC.

It can be easily seen that the interference because of the transmission to user 2 is aligned

into one dimension over the vector
[
1 0 1

]T
while the desired signal is contained in a

full-rank matrix. Besides, note that symbols u[1]
1 and u[2]

1 are transmitted in orthogonal

fashion during the second and third symbol extensions, respectively. Thus, notice that

the user 1 can employ the signal received during the third symbol extension to measure

the interference due to u[2]
1 transmission by using the same preset mode as during the

first symbol extension. Therefore, user 1 can remove the interference received in the first

symbol extension. In consequence, the signal at user 1 after zero forcing cancellation

can be written as

ỹ[1] =

⎡

⎣y
[1][1]− y[1][3]

y[1][2]

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎣h
[1](1)

T

h[1](2)
T

⎤

⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H[1]

u[1]
1 +

⎡

⎣z
[1][1]− z[1][3]

z[1][2]

⎤

⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
z̃[k]

. (2.4)

Consequently, denoting ỹ[k] ∈ CNt×1 and z̃[k] ∈ CNt×1 as the received signal and noise

after zero-forcing interference subtraction at user k, respectively, the user 1 can decode

the 2 DoF contained in u[1]
1 by solving the following 2 × 2 interference-free equation

system

ỹ = H[1]u[1]
1 + z̃, (2.5)

where H[1] =
[
h[1](1)T h[1](2)T

]T
∈ C2×2 is referred to as the channel matrix of user

1. Beyond the DoF metric, it is interesting to remark that the decoded signal at first

symbol extension of (2.4) suffers a noise increase because of the interference subtraction.

Similarly, user 2 attains 2 DoF by receiving the desired symbol u[2]
1 during the symbol

extensions {1, 3}, whereas the interference due to transmission of u[1]
1 is measured in

symbol extension {2}. Therefore, each user achieves 2 DoF by using a supersymbol that

comprises 3 symbol extensions. In consequence, 4
3 DoF are achievable in this scenario,

which coincide with the information-theoretic sum-DoF in absence of CSIT [62].
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1 2 3 K+1

User 1 h[1](1) h[1](2) h[1](1) … h[1](1)

User 2 h[2](1) h[2](1) h[2](2) … h[2](1)

¦ ¦ ¦

User K h[K](1) h[K](1) h[K](1) … h[K](2)

block 1 block 2

Figure 2.4: The supersymbol structure for the K user Nt = 2 MISO BC.

For the general case, where K users are served by a transmitter equipped with Nt = 2

antennas, the supersymbol is as Figure 2.4 shows. Simultaneous transmission of the

symbols desired by each user,
{
u[1]
1 , . . . ,u[k]

1 , . . . ,u[K]
1

}
, is carried out during the first

symbol extension over the preset mode h[k](1) for k = {1, 2, . . . ,K}. Thus, the signal

transmitted during the first symbol extension is

x(1) =
K∑

k=1

u[k]
1 . (2.6)

After that, an additional symbol extension corresponding to the channel mode h[k](2)

is required to complete a full-rank matrix for each user. The channel mode h[k](2)

is employed by the k-th user during the symbol extension k + 1. At the same time,

the remaining users take advantage of this additional symbol extension to align the

interference by using the same channel mode as during the first symbol extension, i.e.

h[j](1), j ̸= k. Hence, the remaining users employ this symbol extension to measure the

interference because of the transmission of u[k]
1 , k ̸= j. Consequently, each symbol has

to be transmitted independently during the following symbol extensions, that is

x(ρ) = u[ρ−1]
1 , (2.7)

for 2 ≤ ρ ≤ K + 1.

The k-th user can remove the K − 1 interference terms received in the first symbol

extension by measuring them in Block 2. Besides, the symbol extension used to complete

the full-rank matrix is free of interference because of (2.7). Thus, the signal received by
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the k-th user after zero forcing can be written as

ỹ[k] =

⎡

⎢⎣
y[k](1)−

∑
ρ=2

ρ̸=k+1
y[k](ρ)

y[k](k + 1)

⎤

⎥⎦ =

⎡

⎣h
[k](1)

T

h[k](2)
T

⎤

⎦u[k]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎣
z[k](1)−

∑
ρ=2

ρ̸=k+1
z[k](ρ)

z[k](k + 1)

⎤

⎥⎦ .

(2.8)

Therefore, the user k can decode 2 DoF by solving the equation system given by

ỹ[k] = H[k]u[k]
1 + z̃[k] (2.9)

where H[k] =
[
h[k](1)

T
h[k](2)

T
]T

and z̃[k] ∼ CN (0,Rz̃) where the covariance matrix

of the noise is Rz̃ = diag (K − 1, 1).

Therefore, each user attains 1 alignment block providing 2 DoF each when using BIA.

Since the supersymbol structure comprises K +1 symbol extensions, BIA achieves 2K
K−1

sum-DoF in the Nt = 2, K-user MISO BC. In conclusion, the optimal DoF for this

MISO BC case are achieved [62].

2.3.2 Nt = 3, K-user MISO Broadcast Channel

As the number of transmit antennas increases the design of the supersymbol is more

challenging. The key idea is to create a pattern where the channel state of the desired

user changes while the channel state of all other users remains constant within the

alignment block of the desired user.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

User 1 h[1](1) h[1](2) h[1](1) h[1](2) h[1](3) h[1](3) h[1](1) h[1](2)

User 2 h[2](1) h[2](1) h[2](2) h[2](2) h[2](1) h[2](2) h[2](3) h[2](3)

Block 1 Block 2

Figure 2.5: The supersymbol structure for the Nt = 2, K = 2 MISO BC.

For illustrative purposes we first consider a toy example where the transmitter is equipped

with Nt = 3 and there are K = 2 active users. The supersymbol for the proposed exam-

ple is shown in Figure 2.5. Notice that it can be differentiated into Block 1 and Block

2. The alignment between the transmitted symbols in ensured in Block 1 while Block

2 guarantees desired signals do not overlap with interference. For user 1, each set of
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symbol extensions {1, 2, 5} and {3, 4, 6} form an alignment block denoted by the index

ℓ = {1, 2}, for user 1. Note that the first two symbol extensions belong to Block 1 and

the last symbol extension that completes each alignment block is provided by Block

2. It can be seen that during each of these alignment blocks the channel mode of user

1 changes among Nt = 3 preset modes while the channel of user 2 remains constant

at preset mode h[k](1) and h[k](2) during each alignment block. Similarly, the symbol

extensions {1, 3, 7} and {2, 4, 8} form two alignment blocks for user 2. The symbols u[k]
ℓ ,

k = {1, 2} and ℓ = {1, 2}, are transmitted during each alignment block. It is interesting

to remark that in contrast to the Nt = 2 case, each user attains more than one align-

ment block. To ensure the alignment between the transmitted symbols during Block 1

the channel mode of user 2 must remain constant over each pattern
{
h[1](1),h[1](2)

}
of

user 1. Therefore, to maintain this condition the pattern
{
h[1](1),h[1](2)

}
is repeated

twice while user 2 employs the pattern
{
h[2](1),h[2](1),h[2](2),h[2](2)

}
. In consequence,

two alignment blocks, providing 3 DoF each, have to me assigned to each user due to

this periodic repetition. Furthermore, an additional symbol extension from Block 2 is

used to complete each alignment block. Orthogonal transmission is used to ensure the

independence between the transmitted symbols. Therefore, taking into consideration

the supersymbol structure, the transmitted signal is given by

X =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I 0

I 0

0 I

0 I

I 0

0 I

0 0

0 0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡

⎣u
[1]
1

u[1]
2

⎤

⎦+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I 0

0 I

I 0

0 I

0 0

0 0

I 0

0 I

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡

⎣u
[2]
1

u[2]
2

⎤

⎦ , (2.10)

where u[k]
ℓ =

[
u[k]ℓ,1, u[k]ℓ,2, u[k]ℓ,3

]T
is the vector that contains the symbols transmitted to

the user k during the ℓ-th alignment block, and I and 0 are the 3× 3 identity and zero

matrices, respectively.
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With the proposed scheme the signal received during the first alignment block at user 1

is ⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

y[1][1]

y[1][2]

y[1][5]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[1](1)
T

h[1](2)
T

h[1](3)
T

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
rank=3

u[1]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[1](1)
T
u[2]
1

h[1](2)
T
u[2]
2

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
rank=2

+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

z[1][1]

z[1][2]

z[1][3]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (2.11)

Notice that the desired symbol u[1]
1 is transmitted over a full-rank matrix while the inter-

ference is aligned in a rank = 2 matrix. Therefore, the 3 DoF transmitted in the symbol

u[1]
1 are decodable without the influence of the interference. Checking the supersymbol

structure in Figure 2.5, it can be seen that the interference received in symbol extensions

{1} and {2} can be measured in symbol extensions {7} and {8}, respectively, and there-

fore, removed afterwards. Thus, the signal after zero-forcing interference cancellation

can be written as

ỹ[1] =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

y[1][1]− y[1][7]

y[1][2]− y[1][8]

y[1][5]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[1](1)
T

h[1](2)
T

h[1](3)
T

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H[1]

u[1]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

z[1][1]− z[1][7]

z[1][2]− z[1][8]

z[1][3]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
z̃[1]

, (2.12)

where H[1] =
[
h[1](1)

T
h[1](2)

T
h[1](3)

T
]T

∈ C3×3 is the channel matrix and z̃[1] ∼

CN (0,Rz̃) with Rz̃ = diag (3, 1).

As we have shown the interference has been completely canceled, and therefore, the 3

DoF of the first alignment block of user 1 can be decoded. Repeating the same procedure

with the alignment blocks formed by the sets of symbol extensions {3, 4, 6} for user 1,

and {1, 3, 7} and {2, 4, 8} for user 2, 3DoF× 2 = 6 DoF are achieved by each user over 8

symbol extensions. Thus, the proposed BIA scheme attains 3
2 sum-DoF for the Nt = 3

2-user MISO BC.

As the number of users increases the supersymbol design comprises becomes more com-

plex. The key idea is to replicate periodically the patterns composed of channel modes

h[k](1) and h[k](2) during Block 1 by ensuring the alignment between users. Checking

the previous case, it can be seen in Figure 2.5 that the patterns
{
h[1](1),h[1](2)

}
and

{
h[2](1),h[2](1)h[2](2),h[2](2)

}
are repeated twice and only once for users 1 and 2, re-

spectively. We refer as building blocks to each of these patterns. Figure 2.6 shows the

structure of the building blocks for the general case where the transmitter is equipped
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group

groupgroup

group group

User 1 h[k](1) h[k](2)

User 2 h[k](1) h[k](1) h[k](2) h[k](2)

User 3 h[k](1) h[k](1) h[k](1) h[k](1) h[k](2) h[k](2) h[k](2) h[k](2)

User K ← h[k](1) → ← h[k](2) →

Figure 2.6: Building block construction for the Nt = 3 MISO BC.

with Nt = 3 antennas. The building block of the k-th user comprises 2k symbol exten-

sions where each preset mode, h[k](1) and h[k](2), is repeated 2k−1 times. It can be seen

that the channel of user k changes among 2 preset modes while the channel of all other

users, k + 1, . . . ,K, remains constant. The length of Block 1 is given by the number of

symbol extensions that composes the largest building block. Therefore, since Block 1

comprises 2K symbol extensions, the k-th user repeats its corresponding building block

2K−k times, where the index p =
{
1, 2, . . . , 2K−k

}
is defined to denote the p-th building

block of user k.

Once the Block 1 has been designed, the beamforming matrices can be devised by

creating groups of 2 channel modes within every building block. Therefore, the align-

ment between groups is ensured because of the building block construction described

in Figure 2.6. Since the k-th user contains 2K−k building blocks comprising 2k symbol

extensions each, 2k−1 groups can be assembled over each building block. Thus, each

user forms 2K−k × 2k−1 = 2K−1 groups. According to the Block 1 structure proposed

in Figure 2.6, the ℓ-group in the p-th building block of the users k corresponds to the

symbol extensions
{
(p− 1)2 + 2K−1

}
, (2.13)

where ℓ ∈
{
1, 2, . . . , 2K−1

}
and p ∈

{
1, 2, . . . , 2K−k

}
.

Ultimately, Block 2 is easily determined with only annexing an additional symbol exten-

sion per each group of each user to complete an alignment block composed of 3 different

channel modes. Thus, Block 2 provides 2K−1 symbol extensions corresponding to the

channel mode h[k](3) per each user. In consequence, it comprises K × 2K−1 symbol

extensions. To guarantee that each symbol does not overlap with other symbols either

desired or interfering, each symbol u[k]
ℓ is transmitted in orthogonal fashion during Block

2. Furthermore, all other users j ̸= k take advantage of this strategy to measure the
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interference subspace because of transmission to user k and remove it from their desired

signal space.

Following the proposed BIA design, each user attains 2K−1 alignment blocks providing

3 DoF each. Therefore, 3×K × 2K−1 DoF are attainable by using BIA. To achieve this

goal a supersymbol made up by Block 1 and Block 2, which comprise 2K and K × 2K−1

symbol extensions, respectively, is required. Since K × 2K−1 symbols providing 3 DoF

each are decodable over 2K + K × 2K−1 symbol extensions, the normalized DoF per

symbol extension achievable in the Nt = 3, K-user MISO BC by using BIA is

DoF =
3×K × 2K−1

2K +K × 2K−1
=

3K

K + 2
. (2.14)

2.3.3 Nt K-user MISO Broadcast Channel

So far, the methodology of building a BIA scheme for the MISO BC has been described

for some specific cases. For the general case we can consider it as two independent

problems.

• Alignment problem. The transmission of each desired symbol must be contained

in at least one dimension more than the interfering subspace. To ensure this

condition a supersymbol based on constructing non-overlapping alignment blocks

can be devised. As we have shown previously, the key idea is to create a pattern

where the channel state of the desired user changes while the state of all other users

remains constant within the alignment block of the desired user. This issue can

be solved systematically by creating building blocks that are periodically repeated

over the Block 1.

• Linear independence problem. The BIA design must guarantee the linear in-

dependence of each desired symbol and all other desired and interfering symbols.

For the set of desired symbols, notice that the signal transmitted over one align-

ment block must be linearly independent, which is satisfied by using Nt channel

modes over each alignment block. Besides, the independence between different

alignment blocks for the same user is ensured by orthogonality between them, i.e.

the alignment blocks of each user are transmitted over different columns of its
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beamforming matrix. Finally, linear independence between the desired and inter-

fering signals is ensured by orthogonality in the las slot of each alignment block.

Therefore, each user can measure the interference subspace received because of

transmission to all other users.

To tackle both problems separately, Block 1 ensures alignment between the transmitted

signals while Block 2 guarantees that the desired signal does not overlap with the inter-

ference. This section shows a systematic procedure to build a BIA supersymbol and its

corresponding beamforming matrices.

2.3.3.1 Design of Block 1

For the general case where the transmitter is equipped with Nt antennas Block 1 is

constructed by generalizing the idea of generate periodic building blocks. For the k-

th user each building block is made up by Nt − 1 sub-blocks, comprising (Nt − 1)k−1

symbol extensions each, where the channel state remains fixed. Thus, the channel state

associated to each sub-block corresponds to the channel preset mode selected by the

user. The construction of a generic building block is shown in Figure 2.7. Once the

User k h[k](1) h[k](1) … h[k](1) h[k](2) h[k](2) … h[k](2) … h[k](Nt) … h[k](Nt) h[k](Nt)

subblock 1 2 … Nt -1

Nt −1( )k−1 Nt −1( )k−1 Nt −1( )k−1

Figure 2.7: The building block of user k for the Nt MISO BC.

building block of each user has been defined, the Block 1 is obtained with only repeat

the building block of the k-th user (Nt−1)K−k times. In consequence, Block 1 comprises

LBlock1 = (Nt − 1)K (2.15)

symbol extensions. Figure 2.8 shows the design of a generic Block 1. As can be seen,

the temporal correlation at user k during Block 1 can be written as a function of the

channel mode {h[k](1), . . . ,h[k](l), . . . ,h[k](Nt)} during a periodic building block. Thus,
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the channel mode selected by user k at time t is given by

gk(t) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

h[k](1) t ≡ 1, 2, . . . , (Nt − 1)k−1
(
mod(Nt − 1)k

)

...

h[k](l) t ≡ (l − 1)(Nt − 1)k−1 + 1, . . . , l(Nt − 1)k−1
(
mod(Nt − 1)k

)

...

h[k](Nt − 1) t ≡ (Nt − 2)(Nt − 1)k−1 + 1, . . . , (Nt − 1)k − 1
(
mod(Nt − 1)k

)

(2.16)

where t ∈
{
1, 2, . . . , (Nt − 1)K

}
.

Nt −1( )

Nt −1( )k−1 Nt −1( )k−1Nt −1( )k−1

Nt −1( )K −1 Nt −1( )K −1

group

group

User 1 h[k](1) h[k](2) … h[k](Nt -1)

User k h[k](1) h[k](1) … h[k](1) h[k](2) … h[k](2) … h[k](Nt -1) … h[k](Nt -1)

User K h[k](1) … h[k](Nt -1)

Figure 2.8: Staggering of the Building blocks for the Nt, K-user MISO BC.

2.3.3.2 Design of the Beamforming Matrices

With the structure of Block 1 determined, the design of the beamforming matrices can

be carried out. The key idea is to create non-overlapping alignment blocks where the

channel state of the desired user changes while all the other users remain constant. Tak-

ing into consideration the supersymbol structure, it is easy to satisfy this condition with

only forming groups of symbol extensions within each building block where the channel

state changes among Nt − 1 preset modes. The last symbol extension to complete each

alignment block is provided in Block 2. Besides, the independence between alignment

blocks is guaranteed by using orthogonality. For example, checking the equation (2.10),

the symbols of the k-th users u[k]
ℓ are orthogonally separated, i.e. they are allocated to

different columns in the beamforming matrices. Therefore, the ℓ-th symbol of the k-th

user, u[k]
ℓ , is transmitted during each alignment block, which corresponds to the ℓ-th

column of the beamforming matrix.
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Focused on the k-th user, it can be seen that each building block occupies (Nt − 1)k

symbol extensions. Since each building block is composed by sub-blocks of (Nt − 1)k−1

slots, each user k forms a group with each building block during the slots

i, i+ (Nt − 1)k−1, . . . , i(Nt − 2)(Nt − 1)k−1, (2.17)

where i ∈
{
1, 2, . . . , (Nt − 1)k−1

}
.

As can be seen in Figure 2.8, the building block of user k is repeated (Nt−1)K−k times.

Therefore, following the supersymbol structure, the ℓ-th group in the p-th building block

of the user k is located in the symbol extensions

{
(p− 1)(Nt − 1) + κ(Nt − 1)k−1

}Nt−2

κ=0
(2.18)

where ℓ ∈
{
1, 2, . . . , (Nt − 1)k−1

}
and p ∈

{
1, 2, . . . , (Nt − 1)K−k

}
.

2.3.4 Design of Block 2

Block 2 can be easily determined from the design of Block 1. Recall that each group

in Block 1 contains Nt − 1 symbol extensions corresponding to distinct channel modes.

The purpose of Block 2 is to complete each group of each user providing an additional

symbol extension with the Nt-th channel mode. Since there are (Nt − 1)K−1 alignment

blocks per user, it comprises

LBlock2 = K(Nt − 1)K−1 (2.19)

symbol extensions. Block 2 can be divided in K sub-blocks comprising (Nt − 1)K−1

symbol extensions each as Figure 2.9 shows. For the k-th user each alignment block is

completed by selecting the preset mode h[k](Nt) during the symbol extensions

{
LBlock1 +

(k − 1)LBlock2

K
+ ℓ

}LBlock2
K

ℓ=1

, (2.20)

where k = {1, 2, . . . ,K}.

Orthogonal transmission is employed during Block 2 to ensure the independence between

the desired symbols and the interference. As we have seen in the previous toy examples,
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User 1 h[k](Nt ) h[k](Nt ) … h[k](Nt ) h[k](1) h[k](2) … h[k](Nt -1) … h[k](1) h[k](2) … h[k](Nt -1)

User 2 h[k](1) h[k](2) … h[k](Nt -1) h[k](Nt ) h[k](Nt ) … h[k](Nt ) … h[k](1) h[k](1) … h[k](Nt -1)

...
User K h[k](1) h[k](1) … h[k](Nt -1) h[k](1) h[k](1) … h[k](Nt -1) … h[k](Nt ) h[k](Nt ) … h[k](Nt )

Nt −1( )K −1 Nt −1( )K −1 Nt −1( )K −1

Figure 2.9: Block 2 of the BIA supersymbol for the Nt = 2 MISO BC.

all other users take advantage of the transmission of the symbols u[k]
ℓ , ℓ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , (Nt−

1)K−1}, in Block 2 to measure the interference subspace received because of transmission

to user k. According to (2.18) the transmission of u[k]
ℓ takes place during the i-th group,

i = 1, . . . , (Nt − 1)k of the p-th building block, p = 1, . . . , (Nt − 1)K−k, of user k. Thus

the channel state of the users j = 1, . . . , k−1, k+1, . . . ,K in the k-th sub-block in Block

2 equals to

gj
(
(p− 1)(Nt − 1)k + i

)
, (2.21)

where gj(·) is the temporal correlation function of user j given by (2.16).

2.3.5 Achievable Degrees of Freedom

For the general case, where the transmitter is equipped with Nt antennas serving K

active users, the BIA scheme described in this chapter generates (Nt− 1)K−1 alignment

blocks per each user. Since each alignment blocks provides Nt DoF, Nt×K×(Nt−1)K−1

DoF are attained by using BIA over a supersymbol that comprises

LBIA = (Nt − 1)K +K(Nt − 1)K−1 (2.22)

symbol extensions. Therefore, the normalized sum-DoF per symbol extension achieved

by BIA in the MISO BC is

DoFsBIA =
NtK(Nt − 1)K

(Nt − 1)K +K(Nt − 1)K−1
=

NtK

Nt +K − 1
. (2.23)

Notice that DoF achieved in (2.23) coincides with the information-theoretic outer bound

for the MISO BC in absence of CSIT derived in [62].
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2.4 Achievable Rates

Until now this chapter has been focused on the achievable DoF in the MISO BC by using

BIA. This section is devoted to obtain the closed-form expressions of the achievable

rates of BIA at finite SNR. For the general case, each alignment block is composed of

Nt symbol extensions where the channel state changes among Nt preset modes. Recall

that the first Nt − 1 symbol extensions of each alignment block are provided by Block

1, and therefore are subject to K − 1 terms of interference. The last element of each

alignment block is transmitted in Block 2, where orthogonal transmission of each symbol

is carried out. According to the BIA scheme, the K − 1 interference terms received in

the first Nt − 1 symbol extensions of the alignment block can be measured in Block 2

and removed afterwards. Notice that although the interference is completely canceled,

a noise increase because of the interference subtraction has to be considered in the first

Nt−1 elements of each alignment block. Thus, the signal of the user k after zero forcing

during a generic alignment block ℓ can be written as

ỹ[k] =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ỹ[k][1]
...

ỹ[k][Nt − 1]

ỹ[k][Nt]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[k](1)
T

...

h[k](Nt − 1)
T

h[k](Nt)
T

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
u[k]
ℓ +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

z[k][1]−
∑K

j=1,j ̸=k z
[k][j]

...

z[k][Nt − 1]−
∑K

j=1,j ̸=k z
[k][j]

z[k][Nt]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (2.24)

Note that for simplicity, the temporal index refers to the position of the symbol extension

in the alignment block instead of referring the position in supersymbol. As can be seen,

each user can decode Nt DoF by solving a Nt ×Nt equation system given by

ỹ[k] = H[k]u[k]
ℓ + z̃[k], (2.25)

where

H[k] =
[
h[k](1)

T
h[k](2)

T
. . . h[k](Nt)

T
]T

∈ CNt×Nt (2.26)

is the channel matrix of the user k, u[k]
ℓ ∈ CNt×1 is the desired symbol, and z̃[k] ∼

CN (0,Rz̃) is the noise vector after the interference subtraction where

Rz̃ =

⎡

⎣KINt−1 0

0 1

⎤

⎦ . (2.27)
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Besides, the ratio of alignment blocks per user over the entire supersymbol must be

taken into consideration. Since there exist (Nt − 1)K−1 alignment blocks per each user,

this ratio is given by

Br =
(Nt − 1)K−1

LBIA
=

(Nt − 1)K−1

(Nt − 1)K +K(Nt − 1)K−1
=

1

Nt +K − 1
. (2.28)

2.4.1 Uniform Power Allocation

Following a logical design, equal power allocation to each symbol in both Block 1 and

Block 2 is assumed. Note that during Block 1 NtK symbols are transmitted in each time

slot because of the simultaneous transmission while only Nt symbols per slot are trans-

mitted orthogonally in Block 2. Since the average power constraint in the transmitter

is E
{
∥x[t]∥2

}
≤ P , the power allocated to each symbol is

Pstr =
LBIA

NtKLBlock1 +NtLBlock2
P

=
(Nt − 1)K +K(Nt − 1)K−1

NtK(Nt − 1)K +NtK(Nt − 1)K−1
P =

Nt +K − 1

N2
t K

P.
(2.29)

Therefore, assuming uniform power allocation to each symbol, the normalized rate of

the user k is

R[k] = Br E
[
log det

(
I+ PstrH

[k]H[k]HRz̃
[k]−1

)]

=
1

Nt +K − 1
E
[
log det

(
I+

Nt +K − 1

N2
t K

PH[k]H[k]HRz̃
−1

)]
.

(2.30)

2.4.2 Optimizing the Power Allocation

Different amount of symbols are transmitted in each symbol extension of Block 1 and

Block 2. In consequence, the power allocation strategy should take into consideration

this variation between both blocks. Let us denote π as the ratio of the power allocated

to each symbol in Block 1 over the assigned to each symbol in Block 2. This ratio can

be modified in order to optimize the power allocation strategy.

For illustrative purposes consider the K-users case where the transmitter is equipped

with Nt = 2 antennas. The supersymbol is shown in Figure 2.4 and the corresponding

beamforming matrices are given by (2.6) and (2.7). The signal received in the first
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symbol extension is composed by the sum ofK symbols transmitted as 1√
π
u[k]
ℓ . Following

the described BIA design, the interference in each of the first Nt − 1 elements of each

alignment block is completely subtracted by using K − 1 symbol extensions from Block

2. Thus, the signal after zero forcing can be written now as

ỹ[k] =

⎡

⎣ỹ
[k](1)

ỹ[k](2)

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎣

(
1√
π
y[k](1)−

∑K
ρ=1,ρ ̸=k y

[k](ρ)
)

y[k](k + 1)

⎤

⎦ . (2.31)

Note that taking into account the power allocation strategy the noise is given by the

vector z̃[k] ∼ CN (0,Rz̃) where the covariance matrix is Rz̃ = diag
(
1
π +K − 1, 1

)
.

For the general case the interference subtraction follows the same steps as in the example

described below. Hence, the covariance matrix of the noise after interference subtraction

is

Rz̃ =

⎡

⎣
(
1
π +K − 1

)
INt−1 0

0 1

⎤

⎦ . (2.32)

Besides, the average power allocated to each symbol is now given by

Pstr =
LBIA

NtKπLblock1 +NtLblock2
P =

Nt +K − 1

NtK ((Nt − 1)π + 1)
P. (2.33)

Thus, the normalized rate per symbol extension of user k depending on the ratio π is

R[k] =
1

Nt +K − 1
E
[
log det

(
I+

Nt +K − 1

NtK ((Nt − 1)π + 1)
H[k]H[k]HR−1

z̃

)]
. (2.34)

where H[k] and Rz̃ are given by (2.26) and (2.32), respectively.

2.4.3 Constant Power Allocation

Constant power allocation is proposed in [95]. It is demonstrated that the optimal2

power strategy at finite SNR is achieved when the same power is assigned to each slot

of the supersymbol, i.e. π−1 = K. In other words, it does not exist power fluctuation

between Block 1 and Block 2. For this particular case, the covariance matrix of the noise

2Assuming that CSIT is not available also to design the power allocation strategy.
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after interference subtraction is given by using π−1 = K in (2.32)

Rz̃ =

⎡

⎣(2K − 1)INt−1 0

0 1

⎤

⎦ , (2.35)

and the normalized rate per symbol extension of the k-th user reduces to

R[k] =
1

Nt +K − 1
E
[
log det

(
I+

P

Nt
H[k]H[k]HRz̃

−1

)]
, (2.36)

with Rz̃ given by (2.36).

2.5 Simulation Results

The achievable sum-DoF by using BIA depending on the number of active users is

depicted in Figure 2.10. First of all, it is interesting to remark that 1 sum-DoF is

achievable when basic blind schemes such as orthogonal times or frequency division are

employed. Therefore, BIA outperforms clearly the classical blind schemes. Besides, the

sum-DoF grows asymptotically to the maximum multiplexing gain min (Nt,K) as the

number of users increases. This effect results more remarkable when the transmitter

is equipped with less antennas. Considering that the transmitter serves K = 10 users,

it can be seen that for the Nt = 2 case BIA achieves 1.82 DoF, only 0.18 DoF below

the optimal assuming perfect CSIT knowledge, i.e. 2 DoF. However, the achievable

sum-DoF is 2 DoF below the maximum achieved with CSIT for Nt = 6 when the same

amount of users is served. On the other hand, it is 3 DoF above the sum-DoF achievable

with orthogonal time or frequency division.

The length of the supersymbols for different values of Nt is shown in Figure 2.11. Note

that the length of the supersymbol is directly related with the required coherence time of

the system. For Nt = 2 the supersymbol grows linearly with the number of active users.

Thus, for Nt = 2 the coherence time is not a considerable limiting factor. However,

as the number of transmit antennas increases, the length of the supersymbol grows

exponentially with the number of users. Hence, we conclude that coherence time can be

a limiting factor when using BIA. This issue will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
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Figure 2.10: Achievable sum-DoF by using BIA.
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Figure 2.11: Supersymbol length of BIA.

Once BIA has been analyzed in DoF terms, we consider the performance of BIA in the

medium SNR regime. Figure 2.12 shows the achievable sum-rate of BIA obtained when

uniform and constant power allocation are used. Besides, the SU-MISO performance is

depicted for comparison purposes. For the same parameters it is shown that constant

power allocation outperforms uniform power allocation, which are labeled as improved

and original BIA, respectively. Furthermore, it can be seen that the benefits of improved

BIA increase with larger Nt and K.
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Figure 2.12: Achievable sum-rate in the finite SNR regime.

2.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we describe the BIA transmission scheme for the MISO BC. After

analyzing some toy examples in detail, we describe the methodology to build a BIA

supersymbol and its corresponding beamforming matrices. We show that the BIA su-

persymbol can be differentiated between two parts referred to as Block 1 and Block 2,

where simultaneous and orthogonal transmission is carried out, respectively. We show

that the interference received during Block 1 can be removed by measuring the interfer-

ence subspace in Block 2. It is proved that the presented BIA scheme achieves NtK
Nt+K−1

DoF when the transmitter is equipped with Nt antennas serving K single-antenna users,

which corresponds to the optimal DoF achievable in the compound MISO BC. At this

point, recall that traditional blind approaches divide the transmission resource, either

time or frequency, in K slices, and therefore they only achieve 1 sum-DoF divided be-

tween K users. In contrast, as the numbers of users goes to infinity, the sum-DoF tends

to Nt when using BIA. In other words, BIA achieves a growth in DoF with respect to

the amount of users.

Although BIA results optimal in sum-DoF for the MISO BC in absence of CSIT, we

derive the achievable rates of BIA at finite SNR. Besides, several power allocation strate-

gies are proposed assuming that CSIT is not available. It is shown that constant power
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allocation over the entire supersymbol instead of uniform power for each symbols ob-

tains a considerable improvement in the achievable sum-rate. It is interesting to remark

that the interference subtraction inherent in the BIA scheme involves a noise increase.

Furthermore, it has been assumed that the coherent time is large enough to consider

the channel constant during the entire supersymbol. In this sense, limited SNR and

channel variations are the two main hurdles to overcome for the implementation of BIA

in practical channel. This issue is analyzed in detail during Chapter 6.





Chapter 3

Blind Interference Alignment for

Homogeneous Cellular Networks

This chapter evaluates the performance of BIA in cellular networks when the topology

is unknown. Although BIA is optimal in DoF for the MISO BC, its implementation in

cellular networks is not straightforward. The effects of intercell interference are analyzed

in detail for several cellular scenarios. Furthermore, a fully cooperative BIA scheme is

proposed to cancel the interference in a straightforward way. It is demonstrated that

this approach neither results suitable for cellular networks where users are partially

connected to the set of BSs. The influence of the network topology in the achievable DoF

is discussed as a conclusion of the features of either isolated or cooperative transmission

schemes.

3.1 Introduction

Blind Interference Alignment was originally proposed for the BC. For cellular networks,

it can be implemented in a straightforward way with only considering each BS as an

isolated transmitter. However, notice that the original BIA scheme does not handle

the interference from other transmitters. In other works, although BIA cancels the

intracell interference, the effects of intercell interference are still unknown when it is

used in cellular environments. The implementation of standard BIA (sBIA) in cellular

scenarios is analyzed considering aspects such as power allocation, resource allocation,

44
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and supersymbol mis-alignments in [95]. It is shown that although some quantity of

intercell interference can be removed with only synchronizing the supersymbols of each

cell, it is not completely canceled, and therefore, users are subject to its influence.

In consequence, users located close to the cell edge achieve poor rates because of the

transmission in the neighboring BSs. In [96] ways to apply sBIA to cellular networks by

using resource allocation such as FR are discussed. The results are compared with the

performance achieved by transmission schemes based on CSIT knowledge such as LZFB.

Taking into consideration the costs of providing CSIT, it is shown that BIA outperfoms

the rates of LZFB in most of the proposed scenarios.

Examining a traditional cellular network, users located close to the cell edge receive a

strong signal from several BSs. Therefore, it results obvious that sBIA is sub-optimal

in DoF. In order to maximize the achievable DoF over the entire cellular system, a

straightforward approach would be to implement BIA over a fully cooperative network

(cBIA), i.e. as in a network MIMO. Assuming a cellular scenario where NBS BSs are

equipped with Nt antennas each, M = NBS × Nt transmit antennas are available in

the considered network. If Ktot active users are located over the coverage area of the

whole network, MKtot
M+Ktot−1 DoF are potentially achievable when using cBIA. Notice that

this cooperative approach results costly in practice because of the need for data sharing

among the BSs.

In this chapter we analyze the performance of both approaches, each BS transmitting

either independently of all other BS or in a cooperative fashion. Several scenarios are

considered when each BS transmits independently as in a MISO BC, concluding that

intercell interference is one of the main hurdles to overcome for the implementation of

BIA in cellular networks. In this sense, this is one of the principal motivations of this

work. On the other hand, the drawbacks of fully cooperative approaches are pointed

out. The role of the network topology in absence of CSIT is presented at the end of this

chapter. Following the idea of [69], it is shown that knowledge of the network topology

allows to differentiate the users between subject to intercell interference and users that

can treat this interference optimally as noise [66]. This idea motivates the following

chapters, where partial connectivity is treated as a resource instead of a limitation.

The contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows
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• The cellular system model based on receivers equipped with reconfigurable anten-

nas is presented in this chapter.

• We evaluate the effects of the intercell interference in cellular scenarios when BIA is

implemented in each BS independently of the remaining BSs, i.e. as in MISO BC.

It is demonstrated that the achievable rates are heavily limited by the transmission

in the neighboring cells.

• A fully cooperative BIA scheme is presented in order to manage the intercell

interference. It is demonstrated that cooperative approaches are not DoF optimal

for cellular scenarios in absence of CSIT. Indeed, full connectivity between each

user and the whole set of BSs jointly to extremely large coherence time are required

to implement BIA based on full cooperation among the BSs.

• We present the role of the network topology when CSIT is not available. It is

shown that there exists a trade-off between isolated and cooperative transmission

depending on connectivity of each user. This conclusion will motivate the following

chapters of this work.

3.2 System Model

Consider a cellular network as is shown in Figure 3.1 consisting of NBS BS N =

{1, 2, . . . , NBS}. Each BS n, n ∈ N , is equipped with Nt,n transmit antennas and wishes

to send data to the set of Kcell,n = {1, 2, . . . ,Kcell,n} users located within its coverage

area. Each user is equipped with one reconfigurable antenna that can switch among Nt,n

preset modes. Let us denote l[k,n][t] as the antenna mode selected by user k located in

cell n at time t. Assuming that the BSs transmit independently to their corresponding

users, the vector h[k,n,n′](l) =
[
h[k,n,n

′]
1 (l)

T
· · · h[k,n,n

′]
Nt,n′ (l)

T
]T

∈ CNt,n′×1 contains the

channel coefficients between the Nt,n′ antennas of BS n′ and the single-antenna user

k at preset mode l[k,n][t] in cell n. Note that since constant channel is assumed, the

temporal index has been omitted and the channel only depends on the mode selected

by the corresponding user. Thus, the signal received by the user k in cell n at time t
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Figure 3.1: Cellular system where NBS BSs are deployed transmitting independently.
Each BS is equipped with Nt,n antennas and sends messages to its corresponding Kcell,n

users.

can be written as

y[k,n][t] = h[k,n,n](l[k,n][t])
T
x[n][t] +

NBS∑

n′=1
n′ ̸=n

√
α[k,n]
n′ h[k,n,n′](l[k,n][t])

T
x[n′][t]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
intercell interference

+z[k,n][t], (3.1)

where x[n][t] ∈ CNt,n×1 is the signal sent by BS n at time t,
√

α[k,n]
n′ is the relative power

of the signal of BS n′ received at user k, n taking the power of the signal received from

BS n as reference, i.e. α[k,n]
n = 1, and z[k,n][t] ∼ CN (0, 1) is AWGN.

We also assume that the channel input is subject to an average power constraint for all

t ≥ 1 and n ∈ N , E
{
∥x[n][t]∥2

}
≤ P . Furthermore, the channels between each user

and the BSs are considered to be drawn from a continuous distribution, so that they are

linearly independent almost surely. We also assume that the switching pattern functions

l[k,n][t] are initially predetermined and are known to everyone in the system. On the

contrary, we assume that the transmitters do not have any channel state information.

Moreover, as in other works addressing the design of BIA schemes in different settings,

e.g. [89, 95, 96], we assume that the physical channels stay constant across a sufficient

number of time or frequency slots. For simplicity, we focus on the temporal dimension,
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without loss of generality. Hence, from now on each symbol extension t corresponds to

a time slot. The application of the scheme along frequency slots is straightforward.

3.3 Standard Blind Interference Alignment

Consider a cellular network where each BS n transmits independently of the remaining

BSs, n′ ̸= n, to its corresponding Kcell,n active users. Besides, it is assumed that

transmission by BS n = 1 is our cell of interest while the rest of BSs are sources of

intercell interference. Under this condition we describe three different scenarios

• The remaining BSs are equipped with the same number of antennas Nt,n = Nt

serving the same amount of active users Kcell in each cell. Furthermore, the

supersymbols of each cell are synchronized, and therefore, each BS transmits the

same beamforming structure.

• The set of interfering BSs are equipped with Nt antennas and they also transmit

to Kcell users in each cell. However, the supersymbols are not synchronized and

each BS transmits different beamforming in each time slot.

• The interference sources comprise zero-mean i.i.d. vector samples. That is, only

the statistics of the inference are known.

3.3.1 Synchronous Aligned Supersymbol

For illustrative purposes consider a two-cell scenario as shown in Figure 3.2. Each BS

is equipped with Nt = 2 antennas and Kcell = 2 users are located in the coverage area

of each cell. Besides, the supersymbols employed in each cell are synchronized and the

signal transmitted by BS n, n ∈ {1, 2} is

X[n] =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

x[n][1]

x[n][2]

x[n][3]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

I

I

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
u[1,n]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

I

0

I

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
u[2,n]
1 , (3.2)

where x[n][t] ∈ CNt×1 is the signal transmitted by the BS n in the time slot t, and

u[k,n]
ℓ ∈ CNt×1 is the symbol, which contains Nt DoF, transmitted to user k in cell n
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during its ℓ-th alignment block. Recall that only one alignment block is assigned to each

user when Nt = 2, therefore, ℓ = {1} for this particular case.

1,1
1,2

2,1

2,2
BS 1 BS 2

1 2 3

User 1,1 h[1,1,1](1) h[1,1,1](2) h[1,1,1](1)

User 2,1 h[2,1,1](1) h[2,1,1](1) h[2,1,1](2)

1 2 3

User 2,1 h[2,1,2](1) h[2,1,2](2) h[2,1,2](1)

User 2,2 h[2,2,2](1) h[2,2,2](1) h[2,2,2](2)

Figure 3.2: Toy example: downlink scenario with BSs transmitting aligned super-
symbols. The BSs are equipped with Nt = 2 antennas and serve Kcell = 2 users each.
For the sake of simplicity only the intercell interference has been depicted from BS 2

to users in cell 1 with red dotted lines.

Under this assumption the signal received at user 1 in cell n can be written as

y[1,n][1] = h[1,n,n](1)
(
u[1,n]
1 + u[2,n

1

)
+

√
α[1,n]
n′ h[1,n,n′](1)

(
u[1,n′]
1 + u[2,n′]

1

)

y[1,n][2] = h[1,n,n](2)u[1,n]
1 +

√
α[1,n]
n′ h[1,n,n′](2)u[1,n′]

1

y[1,n][3] = h[1,n,n](1)u[2,n]
1 +

√
α[1,n]
n′ h[1,n,n′](1)u[2,n′]

1 .

(3.3)

Following the sBIA scheme described in Chapter 2, user 1 at cell n can remove the

intracell interference because of the transmission of u[2,n]. Thus, since each BS transmits

independently of all other BSs, i.e. as in a MISO BC, the interference due to u[2,n]
1 is

measured in symbol extension 3 and subtracted from symbol extension 1. However, the

third symbol extension is also polluted by intercell interference. Curiously, notice that

intercell interference because of the transmission of u[2,n′]
1 , n′ ̸= n, is also measured in

symbol extension 3 and, therefore, it is also subtracted. Thus, the signal of user 1 at

cell n after zero-forcing is

ỹ =

⎡

⎣h
[1,n,n](1)

h[1,n,n](2)

⎤

⎦u[1,n]
1 +

√
α[1,n]
n′

⎡

⎣h
[1,n,n′](1)

h[1,n,n′](2)

⎤

⎦u[1,n′]
1 +

⎡

⎣z
[1,n][1]− z[1,n][3]

z[1,n][2]

⎤

⎦ . (3.4)

Note that the intercell interference because of the transmission of u[2,n′]
1 has been also
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canceled, whereas the interference due to u[1,n′]
1 still remains. Intuitively, symbol exten-

sion 3 takes effect as a sink of interference when both supersymbols are synchronized.

Although some amount of intercell interference can be removed, the equation system

(3.4) shows that the decoding process of each symbol is subject to the strength of the

received intercell interference.

Taking into consideration the supersymbol structure and its corresponding beamforming

matrices given by (2.16) and (2.18), respectively, it can be seen that Block 2 operates as

a sink of interference when the supersymbols of the distinct BSs are aligned. However,

intercell interference between users with the same index k still remains. That is, k-th user

in cell n is affected by the interference because of transmission of u[k,n′]
ℓ from all other

BSs n′ ̸= n. Checking the generic BIA alignment block (2.24), the signal ỹ[k,n] ∈ CNt×1

after zero-forcing interference cancellation is given by

ỹ[k,n] = H[k,n,n]u[k,n]
ℓ +

NBS∑

n′=1
n′ ̸=n

√
α[k,n]
n′ H[k,n,n′]u[k,n]

ℓ + z̃[k,n], (3.5)

where

H[k,n,n′] =
[
h[k,n,n′](1)

T · · · h[k,n,n′](Nt)
T
]
∈ CNt×Nt (3.6)

is the channel matrix that contains the channel coefficients between user k located in

cell n and BS n′, and z̃[k,n] ∼ CN (0,Rz̃) is the noise vector after zero-forcing with Rz̃

given by the power allocation strategy defined in (2.27), (2.32) or (2.35). Therefore,

assuming synchronization among the supersymbols of each cell, the normalized rate per

symbol extension of the user k in cell n is

R[k,n] =
1

Nt +K − 1
E
[
log det

(
I+ PstrH

[k,n,n]H[k,n,n]HRz̃I
−1

)]
, (3.7)

where H[k,n,n′] is given by (3.6), Pstr is the average power allocated to each stream

defined in (2.33), and Rz̃I is the noise plus interference covariance matrix given by

Rz̃I = Rz̃ + Pstr

NBS∑

n=1,n ̸=n′

α[k,n]
n′ H[k,n,n′]H[k,n,n′]H . (3.8)
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3.3.2 Synchronous Non Aligned Supersymbol

Assume now the same scenario as in the previous case where each BS is equipped with

Nt = 2 antennas serving K = 2 users. In contrast, the supersymbols in each cell are not

aligned as is shown in Figure 3.3. For illustrative purposes consider a mis-alignment of

1 slot for users in cell 2. That is, taking the cell 1 as reference, Block 1 transmission

occurs in the second symbol extension in cell 2 while Block 2 is transmitted during the

first and third symbol extensions. For this specific case, the signal received by user 1 at

cell 1 is

y[1,1][1] = h[1,1,1](1)
(
u[1,1]
1 + u[2,1

1

)
+

√
α[1,1]
2 h[1,1,2](1)u[2,2]

1

y[1,1][2] = h[1,1,1](2)u[1,1]
1 +

√
α[1,1]
2 h[1,1,2](2)

(
u[1,2]
1 + u[2,2]

1

)

y[1,1][3] = h[1,1,1](1)u[2,1]
1 +

√
α[1,1]
2 h[1,1,2](1)u[1,2]

1 .

(3.9)

1,1
1,2

2,1

2,2
BS 1 BS 2

1 2 3

User 1,1 h[1,1,1](1) h[1,1,1](2) h[1,1,1](1)

User 2,1 h[2,1,1](1) h[2,1,1](1) h[2,1,1](2)

1 2 3

User 2,1 h[2,1,2](1) h[2,1,2](1) h[2,1,2](2)

User 2,2 h[2,2,2](2) h[2,2,2](1) h[2,2,2](1)

Figure 3.3: Toy example: downlink scenario with BSs transmitting not aligned su-
persymbols. The BSs are equipped with Nt = 2 antennas and serve Kcell = 2 users
each. For the sake of simplicity only the intercell interference has been depicted from

BS 2 to users in cell 1 with red dotted lines.

Following the sBIA design, user 1 at cell 1 cancels the intracell interference due to

transmission of u[2,1]
1 by measuring it during the third symbol extension. Thus, the
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signal of user 1 at cell 1 after zero-forcing is given by

ỹ[1,1] =

⎡

⎣y
[1,1][1]− y[1,1][3]

y[1,1][2]

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎣h
[1,1,1](1)

h[1,1,1](2)

⎤

⎦u[1,1]
1 +

√
α[1,1]
2

⎡

⎣
h[1,1,2](1)

(
u[2,2]
1 − u[1,2]

1

)

h[1,1,2](2)
(
u[1,2]
1 + u[2,2]

1

)

⎤

⎦+

⎡

⎣z
[1,1][1]− z[1,1][3]

z[1,1][2]

⎤

⎦ .

(3.10)

As can be seen, the decoding process of the symbol u[1,1]
1 is subject to the strength of

the intercell interference. Comparing with (3.4), two terms of interference remain in

this case instead of one. Note that the third symbol extension at cell 1 is polluted by

interference from the neighboring BS, which employs this symbol extension to transmit

the additional symbol extension for completing the alignment block of symbol u[1,2]
1 .

Therefore, although intracell interference is removed, the subtracting process involves

adding another interference term because of u[1,2]
1 transmission1. Checking the structure

of both supersymbols, it is interesting to remark that the two terms of interference in the

second slot of (3.10) are due to the supersymbol mis-alignment. Since Block 1 of cell 2 is

transmitted during the second symbol extension, which is employed for the transmission

of u[1,1]
1 in Block 2, the sum of u[1,2]

1 +u[2,2]
1 is received in this symbol extension of cell 1.

Similarly, the signal received after zero-forcing for user 2 in cell 1 is given by

ỹ[2,1] =

⎡

⎣y
[2,1][1]− y[2,1][2]

y[2,1][3]

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎣h
[2,1,1](1)

h[2,1,1](2)

⎤

⎦u[2,1]
1 +

√
α[2,1]
2

⎡

⎣−h[2,1,2](1)u[1,2]
1

h[2,1,2](2)u[1,2]
1

⎤

⎦+

⎡

⎣z
[2,1][1]− z[2,1][2]

z[2,1][3]

⎤

⎦ .

(3.11)

Notice that in this case, only one term of interference because of transmission from the

neighboring BS appears in (3.11). We can check that Block 1 of cell 2 is positioned now

in a symbol extension employed by user 2 in cell 1 to measure its intracell interference

and remove it from the first symbol extension. Therefore, the interference because of

u[2,2]
1 is subtracted in y[2,1][1] while the term −u[1,2]

1 appears just due to this subtraction.

1Note that if transmission of u[2,2]
1 occurs in the same symbol extension the supersymbols would be

aligned.
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Furthermore, the third symbol extension is employed for transmission of the Block 2 in

both cells. Therefore, this symbol extension only contains one term of intercell interfer-

ence. In consequence, and in contrast to (3.10), the second slot employed to complete

the alignment block of u[2,1]
1 only contains one term of interference.

1 K-k+1 K-k+2 K-k+3 K+1

User 1,2 h[1](1) … h[1](1) -- h[k-1](2) … h[1](1)

¦ ¦ ¦

User k-1,2 h[k-1](1) h[k-1](1) h[k-1](1) h[k](1) h[k-1](2)

User k,2 h[k](2) … h[k](1) h[k](1) h[k](1) … h[k](1)

¦ ¦ ¦

User K,2 h[K](1) … h[K](2) h[K](1) h[K](1) … h[K](1)

1 2 k+1 K+1

User 1,1 h[1](1) h[1](2) … h[1](1) … h[1](1)

¦ ¦ ¦ ¦

User k-1,1 h[k-1](1) h[k-1](1) h[k-1](1) h[k-1](1)

User k,1 h[k](1) h[k](1) … h[k](2) … h[k](1)

¦ ¦ ¦ ¦

User K,1 h[K](1) h[K](1) … h[K](1) … h[K](2)

Figure 3.4: Supersymbols employed in both cells. Taking the cell 1 as reference, a
delay of k symbol extensions is considered in the supersymbol of cell 2. For the sake of

simplicity, the channel index refers to the k-th user in each cell.

As we have shown there exist two specific cases for the two-cell scenario when the BSs

are equipped with Nt = 2 antennas and the supersymbols are not aligned. This idea can

be easily extended to the K-users case. Taking the supersymbol of cell 1 as reference,

without loss of generality, let us assume a mis-alignment of k symbol extensions in the

supersymbol of cell as shown in Figure 3.4. Since each BS is managed independently

from all other BSs, the signal transmitted in each cell is given by (2.6) and (2.7) , i.e.

as in a MISO BC. Similarly to the case described in (3.10), we can check that Block

1 of cell n′ interferes in the symbol extension k + 1, which is used by user k in cell

n to complete its alignment block. Although this additional symbol extension does

not contain any term of interference in the MISO BC BIA scheme, for the considered

toy example the user k in cell n receives the sum of K terms of interference because

of transmission in the neighboring cell during this additional symbol extension. In

consequence, the last elements of each alignment block of the user k in cell n are polluted

by the aforementioned K terms of interference. Besides, taking into consideration the

interference subtraction of sBIA, K − 1 interference terms appear in the first element

of the vector ỹ[k,n] while the interference received before interference subtraction still

remains. In other words, the Block 2 is a source of interference because of the subtraction

process inherent in BIA schemes, instead of a sink of interferences as occurs when the

supersymbols are synchronized. Thus, the received signal after zero-forcing interference
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cancellation during a generic alignment block at user k in cell n can be written as

ỹ[k,n] = H[k,n,n]u[k,n]
1 +

√
α[k,n]
n′ H[k,n,n′]

(
u[j,n′]
1 −

K∑

k=1

u[k,n′]
1

)
+ z̃[k,n], (3.12)

where H[k,n,n′] =
[
h[k,n,n′](1)

T
h[k,n,n′](2)

T
]T

∈ CNt×Nt is the channel matrix for the

Nt = 2 case between user k in cell n and BS n′. Thus, the normalized rate per symbol

extension of the user k located in BS n is given by

R[k,n] =
1

Nt +K − 1
E
[
log det

(
I+ P [n]

strH
[k,n,n]H[k,n,n]HRz̃I

−1
)]

, (3.13)

where Rz̃I is the noise plus interference covariance matrix given by

Rz̃I = Rz̃ + P [n′]
str K

√
α[k,n]
n′ H[k,n,n′]H[k,n,n′]H , (3.14)

and P [n′]
str and Rz̃ are given by the power allocation defined in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.2.

On the other hand, all other users in cell n receive the transmission of Block 1 from

cell n′ during the symbol extensions used for interference subtraction. Remind that

if it occurs during Block 1 of cell n′ the supersymbols would be aligned. Hence, it is

possible to ensure that the last element of each alignment block contains only one term

of intercell interference from BS n′. Furthermore, the interference cancellation using

BIA involves to subtract K − 1 interference terms, which in contrast to the MISO BC,

are polluted by interference from the neighboring BSs in a cellular scenario. Therefore,

the term of interference received before subtraction is removed while K − 1 new terms

of interference appear just due to subtraction of the Block 1 from cell n′. Besides, the

additional symbol extension from Block 2 employed to complete each alignment block

of users j ̸= k are polluted by a unique term of intercell interference. Without loss of

generality, let us focus on user 1 in cell n, the signal received during the first slot after

zero-forcing is given by

ỹ[1,n][1] = h[1,n,n](1)u[1,n]
1 +

√
α[1,n]
n′ h[1,n,n′](1)

⎛

⎜⎜⎝−2
K∑

j=1
j ̸=k

u[j,n]
1 − u[k+1,n]

1

⎞

⎟⎟⎠ . (3.15)
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Thus, the signal after zero-forcing for the j-th user, j ̸= k, in cell n can be written as

ỹ[j,n] = H[j,n,n′]u[k,n]
1 +

√
α[j,n]
n′ H[j,n,n′]

I uI + z̃[j,n], (3.16)

where

H[j,n,n′]
I =

⎡

⎣h
[j,n,n′](1) 0

0 h[j,n,n′](2)

⎤

⎦BI, (3.17)

is the channel matrix of the interfering BS n′ taking into consideration the permutation

given by the supersymbol mis-alignment that can be formulated by the matrix

BI =

⎡

⎣−2I . . . −2I −I −2I . . . −2I

0 . . . 0 I 0 . . . 0

⎤

⎦ ∈ C4×2K , (3.18)

and

uI =
[
u[1,n]
1

T
. . . u[K,n]

1

T
]T

. (3.19)

The vector z̃[j,n] ∼ CN (0,Rz̃) is the noise after zero-forcing where Rz̃ is the covariance

matrix given by (2.32) depending on the power allocation strategy.

Thus, the normalized rate per symbol extension at the user j ̸= k in cell n can be written

as

R[k,n] =
1

Nt +K − 1
E
[
log det

(
I+ P [n]

strH
[k,n,n]H[k,n,n]HRz̃I

−1
)]

, (3.20)

where Rz̃I is the noise plus interference covariance matrix given by

Rz̃I = Rz̃ + P [n′]
str

√
α[j,n]
n′ H[j,n,n′]

I H[j,n,n′]
I , (3.21)

and P [n]
str is the power assigned to each stream in the n-th cell given by the power

allocation strategies in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.2.

As the number of BSs equipped with Nt = 2 antennas increases the procedure shown

above can be easily extended. Due to the fact that Block 1 comprises only 1 symbol

extension for the Nt = 2 case, the analysis of the effects of mis-alignments in the su-

persymbols in a cellular network is analogous. Likewise, all the possible permutations

can be analyzed when Nt > 2. However, note that Block 1 comprises (Nt − 1)K symbol

extensions, which is greater than 1 when Nt > 2. Since the number of possible per-

mutations grows exponentially with Nt and K, this analysis results prohibitive because
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of complexity. As a conclusion, we can assert that mis-alignment of the supersymbols

in a cellular scenario lead to a considerable penalty in the achievable rates because of

intercell interference.

3.3.3 White Isotropic Interference

Consider a scenario where the source of interference is unidentified and only its statistics

are known. An example of this case is a neighboring transmitter using BIA with different

parameters Nt or K, or even other transmission schemes such as MU-MISO or IA. It

is assumed that the intercell interference can be modelled as a zero-mean vector with

identity covariance matrix scaled to the interference strength. Besides, it is also assumed

that the interfering sources maintain a constant power during the entire supersymbol.

Each stream is transmitted with an average power Pstr in the cell of interest. Thus, the

normalized rate of the user k located in cell n can be written as

R[k,n] =
1

Nt +K − 1
E

⎡

⎣log det

⎛

⎝I+
Pstr

1 +
∑NBS

n′=1,n′ ̸=n α
k,n
n′ P

[n′]
I

H[k,n,n]H[k,n,n]HRz̃
−1

⎞

⎠

⎤

⎦ ,

(3.22)

where P [n′]
I is the power of the interference from the transmitter n′ and Rz̃ is the

covariance of the noise after zero-forcing given by the power allocation strategy (2.27),

(2.32), or (2.35).

3.3.4 Achievable Degrees of Freedom

The question that arises after analyzing the implementation of BIA independently in

each BS in a cellular network is what the achievable DoF are. Following the procedure

of other works such as [95] a closed form of the rate (3.7), (3.13), (3.20) and (3.22) when

P → ∞ can be easily derived. However, considering the DoF definition

DoF = lim
P→∞

RΣ (P )

log (P )
(3.23)

where RΣ (P ) is the sum-rate parametrized by the power P , the achievable sum-DoF

would be zero as intercell interference still remains because of the log(P ) term in the

denominator.
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Assume now that the set of users can be differentiated between users that receive a

significant signal from the set of BSs and users close to their corresponding BS. Hence,

the first group of users is subject to intercell interference and zero-DoF are achieved by

them when intercell interference is not managed. In contrast, users close to their BS are

characterized by a high SIR and, therefore, it would be optimal to treat the intercell

interference as noise [66, 124]. Thus, assuming partial connectivity the achievable sum-

DoF in each cell is given by

DoFsBIA =
NtKp

Nt +Kp − 1
, (3.24)

where Kp is the amount of users that can treat the intercell interference optimally as

noise in each cell. The achievable DoF and how the topology influences in partially

connected networks is analyzed in detail in Section 3.5 and Chapter 4 is devoted to this

issue.

3.4 Fully Cooperative Blind Interference Alignment

Until now we have analyzed the performance of BIA when each BS transmits indepen-

dently of all other BSs. Furthermore, several cases depending on the kind of source of

interference have been analyzed. Even when the supersymbols of the whole set of inter-

fering BSs are synchronized it has been shown that intercell interference remains. With

the aim of managing the interference in a cellular scenario in a straightforward way, the

BIA scheme can be extended to a fully cooperative BIA (cBIA) scheme. Assuming full

cooperation among all BSs, the whole set of transmit antennas send messages to the to

Ktot =
∑NBS

n=1 Kcell,n users as in network MIMO [22, 125–127], i.e. as only one big BS

transmitting to all users.

For the system model described in Section 3.2 there exist M =
∑NBS

n=1 Nt,n antennas

transmitting to all Ktot =
∑NBS

n=1 Kcell,n users. It is assumed that each user can switch

among M preset channel modes. Thus, a cBIA supersymbol can be devised with only

replacing Nt = M and K = Ktot in (2.16). Similarly, we can obtain the correspond-

ing beamforming matrices and Block 2 of cBIA by using the procedure described in
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1 h(1) h(2) … h(M-1) h(1) … h(M-1) h(1) … h(M-1) … h(1) … h(M-1) h(M) … h(M) h(1) … h(M-1) h(1) … h(M-1)

2 h(1) h(1) h(1) h(2) h(M-1) h(1) h(M-1) h(1) h(M-1) h(1) h(M-1) h(M) h(M) h(1) h(M-1)

¦

Ktot h(1) h(1) … h(1) h(1) … h(1) h(2) … h(2) … h(M-1) … h(M-1) h(1) … h(M-1) h(1) … h(M-1) h(M) … h(M)

M −1( )Ktot −1M −1( )

Ktot M −1( )Ktot−1M −1( )Ktot

Figure 3.5: Supersymbol for the cBIA scheme applied to M =
∑NBS

n=1 Nt,n antennas
serving Ktot users.

Chapter 2. Hence, the cBIA supersymbol comprises

LcBIA = (M − 1)Ktot +Ktot(M − 1)Ktot−1 (3.25)

symbol extensions.

A generic cBIA supersymbol is shown in Figure 3.5. Note that the user index has been

removed from the channel parameter for space issues. It can be seen that each user

attains (M −1)Ktot−1 alignment blocks, each proving M DoF, in the cBIA supersymbol.

Note that the channel state of the desired user changes among M channel modes while

the state of all other users remains constant during each alignment block. Consider

now a generic alignment block for the user k in cell n. Following the BIA scheme, the

first M − 1 symbol extensions of Block 1 are polluted by Ktot − 1 interference terms.

Additionally, each alignment block is completed with a symbol extension from Block

2. Hence, the last slot of the alignment block does not contain any interference term.

Thus, the signal vector y[k,n] =
[
y[k,n][1] . . . y[k,n][M ]

]T
∈ CM×1 received by user k

in cell n during a given alignment block is

y[k] =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[k,n](1)T

...

h[k,n](M − 1)T

h[k,n](M)T

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H[k,n]

u[k,n]
ℓ +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[k,n](1)T
∑NBS

n′=1

∑Kcell,n

j=1
n′ ̸=n&j ̸=k

u[j,n′]
ℓ′

...

h[k,n](M − 1)T
∑NBS

n′=1

∑Kcell,n

j=1
n′ ̸=n&j ̸=k

u[j,n′]
ℓ′

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference

+z[k,n],

(3.26)
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where

h[k,n](l) =

⎡

⎣
√
α[k,n]
1 h[k,n,1] (1)

T
, · · · ,

√
α[k,n]
1 h[k,n,1] (Nt,1)

T
, . . . ,h[k,n,n]

(
n∑

n′=1

Nt,n′ + 1

)T

,

. . . ,h[k,n,n]

(
n∑

n′=1

Nt,n′ +Nt,n

)T

, . . . ,
√

α[k,n]
NBS

h[k,n,NBS ](M)
T

⎤

⎦
T

∈ CM×1,

(3.27)

is the channel vector between user k at cell n and the whole set of transmit antennas

that form the cooperative network, and u[k,n]
ℓ ∈ CM×1 is the desired symbol to the user

k in cell n corresponding to the ℓ-th alignment block. Notice that u[k,n]
ℓ contains M

DoF as a contribution from the whole set of BSs. The vector z[k,n] ∈ CM×1 contains the

noise samples received in each slot of the alignment block. For simplicity, the temporal

index refers to the position of the symbol extension in the alignment block instead of its

position in the supersymbol.

3.4.1 Achievable Rates

Following the BIA scheme described in Chapter 2, the interference terms of (3.26) can

be totally removed by measuring them in the appropriate slots in Block 2. Hence, the

signal after zero-forcing cancellation at user k in cell n ỹ[k,n] is given by

ỹ[k,n] = H[k,n]u[k,n]
ℓ + z̃[k,n], (3.28)

where

H[k,n] =
[
h[k,n](1)

T · · · h[k,n](M)
T
]T

∈ CM×M (3.29)

is the channel matrix of user k at cell n when using cBIA, h[k,n](l) is defined in (3.27),

and z̃[k,n] ∼ CN (0,Rz̃) is the noise vector after zero-forcing interference cancellation

where

Rz̃ =

⎡

⎣KtotIM−1 0

0 1

⎤

⎦ , (3.30)

is the covariance matrix assuming uniform power allocation per symbol. If other power

allocation is used, the covariance matrix is given by (2.32) or (2.35) with only replacing

Kcell = Ktot. Then as long as the {h[k,n](l)}Ml=1 are linearly independent, the M streams
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u[k,n]
ℓ could be decoded theoretically, assuming full connectivity, by inverting the re-

sulting linear system of (3.28). Therefore, the normalized rate per symbol extension

achieved by cBIA for user k in cell n is

R[k,n] =
1

M +Ktot − 1
E
[
log det

(
I+ PstrH

[k,n]H[k,n]TRz̃
−1

)]
. (3.31)

It is interesting to remark that Ktot− 1 interference terms must be subtracted to cancel

the interference completely. Recall that only Kcell − 1 interference terms are subtracted

when using sBIA. Therefore, the noise increases Ktot−1 times in the first M −1 slots of

each alignment block, which penalizes considerably the achievable rates at finite SNR.

3.4.2 Achievable Degrees of Freedom

The described cBIA scheme provides (M−1)Ktot−1 alignment blocks, containing M DoF

each, to each user over a supersymbol that comprises LcBIA symbol extensions. Thus,

the achievable sum-DoF per symbol extension of cBIA in a cellular network is

DoFcBIA =
MKtot(M − 1)Ktot−1

(M − 1)Ktot +Ktot(M − 1)Ktot−1
=

MKtot

M +Ktot − 1
. (3.32)

It is interesting to remark that the sum-DoF of (3.32) is only achievable assuming full

connectivity. That is, each and every user receives a signal strength large enough to

decode the messages sent by each BS.

1,1 1,2

2,1

2,2
or

BS cooperation

Figure 3.6: Two-cell scenario with partial connectivity where each BS is equipped
with Nt = 2 antennas. Both BSs transmit to Ktot = 3 users distributed among the

network coverage.
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For illustrative purposes, consider a toy example as shown in Figure 3.6 where each BS

is equipped with Nt = 2 antennas. There are Ktot = 3 users within the coverage area

of the whole network. For this setting, and assuming full connectivity of all and each

user, cBIA scheme achieves 4·3
4+3−1 = 2 DoF by employing a supersymbol comprising

(4− 1)3 + 3 · (4− 1)3−1 = 54 symbol extensions.

3.5 Moving to partially connected networks

In this chapter it has been shown that sBIA does not cancel the intercell interference

completely. Besides, the achievable DoF per user is limited to only Nt,n DoF even if

they receive a strong signal from the other BSs, which in fact generate interference at

the considered user. On the other hand, the cBIA scheme relies on the assumption of

full connectivity, which does not hold in a typical cellular system.

Cellular networks are usually partially connected where some users are connected to

several BSs, whereas the remaining users located at the inner cell receive a signal from

the corresponding BS strong enough to consider the interference from other BSs as noise

[66, 124]. Consider now the scenario shown in Figure 3.6, assuming that user 1 within

cell n, n = {1, 2}, cannot decode the signal from the neighboring BS n′ ̸= n. Hence

2
4+3−1 = 1

3 DoF are achieved by each inner user while the edge user, which can be

labeled as user 2 in either cell 1 or 2, still achieves 2
3 DoF. In consequence, 4

3 DoF are

achievable in the whole network instead of 2 DoF when partial connectivity is taken into

consideration. For a NBS BSs cellular scenario with partial connectivity, the channel of

user k in cell n, which can treat the interference from all other BSs n′ ̸= n optimally as

noise, defined in (3.27) can be approximated as

h[1,n](l) ≈
[
0a,1T h[k,n,n] (ln′ + 1)

T
. . . h[k,n,n] (ln′ +Nt,n)

T
0b,1T

]T
, (3.33)

with ln′ =
∑n

n′=1Nt,n′ , a =
∑n−1

n′=1Nt,n′ , b =
∑NBS

n′=n+1Nt,n′ and 0c,1 is a vector of zeros

of dimension c×1. Consequently, the channel matrix that contains the M preset channel

modes

H[1,n] =
[
h[1,n](1) . . . h[1,n](M)

]
∈ CM×1 (3.34)

of the users located close to the BS n is no longer full-rank. Because of this, in (3.28)

these users cannot decode the data streams sent by BS n′, n′ ̸= n. Therefore, even if
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full cooperation between BSs is provided, cBIA fails to achieve the DoF given by (3.32)

because of the lack of full connectivity.

Two questions that naturally arise are whether it is possible to devise a scheme that

works in a cellular scenario with partial connectivity and what the achievable DoF

are. Furthermore, it is interesting to remark that Ktot − 1 terms of interference must

be subtracted when using a full cooperative BIA scheme, which lead to a large noise

increment at finite SNR. In the next chapter we propose several schemes based on the

knowledge of the network topology. It is shown that the use of the network topology

not only allows to devise more suitable BIA schemes for cellular scenarios with partial

connectivity, but also attains more DoF than (3.32). In other words, exploiting the

topology of the network achieves more DoF than using full cooperation among the BSs.

To reach this, we leverage the partial connectivity as a resource that allows to obtain

more DoF, and decrease the amount of channel modes required by each user as well

as the length of the supersymbol, which is one of the major limitations when applying

cBIA in practical systems.

3.6 Simulation Results

The achievable sum-DoF for the sBIA and cBIA schemes in a cellular scenario are

depicted in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. As expected, the BIA schemes achieve a growth in the

sum-DoF regarding the amount of users. Recall that other traditional blind schemes

such as orthogonal resource allocation are subject to sum-DoF equal to 1. For a two-

cellular system where each BS is equipped with Nt = 4 transmit antennas it can be seen

in Figure 3.7 that cBIA overcomes in 0.5 DoF approximately the performance achieved

by sBIA. This increase is due to the fact that edge users do not attain zero-DoF by using

cooperation among the BSs. However, assuming that only 1
3 of the users are connected

to both BS because of partial connectivity, it can be seen that cBIA is handicapped by

the lack of connectivity of private users.

The achievable sum-DoF in a NBS = 3 cellular scenario where each BS is equipped with

Nt transmit antennas is depicted in Figure 3.8. For this case, it can be seen that cBIA

achieve a considerable increase, about 2 DoF, regarding sBIA when full connectivity is

assumed. Nevertheless, as occurs in the previous two-cell scenario, this improvement
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Figure 3.7: Achievable sum-DoF for isolated and cooperative BIA schemes. NBS = 2
and Nt = 4.

results futile when the network topology is taken into consideration. Even if half of the

users are connected to the whole set of BSs, the achievable DoF by cBIA are below the

performance of treating each cell independently.
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Figure 3.8: Achievable sum-DoF for isolated and cooperative BIA schemes. NBS = 3
and Nt = 6.

Figure 3.9 shows the supersymbol length for sBIA and nBIA in a two-cell scenario when

each BS is equipped with Nt = {2, 4, 6} transmit antennas. Notice that cBIA requires
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extremely large supersymbols. Even if each BS is equipped with only 2 transmit anten-

nas, the supersymbol length is much larger than that of sBIA for 6 transmit antennas.

In consequence, cBIA results challenging, or even impossible, to implement in a realistic

scenario where the coherence time is a limiting factor.
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Figure 3.9: Supersymbol length for isolated and cooperative BIA schemes.

3.7 Conclusions

The use of BIA schemes in cellular networks has been analyzed in this chapter. It is

shown that the achievable DoF and data rates are severely affected by intercell inter-

ference when each BS employs BIA transmission independently of the surronding BSs,

i.e. as in a MISO BC. In consequence, we can affirm that the implementation of BIA in

cellular networks is not straightforward. We have shown that some amount of intercell

interference can be canceled when the supersymbols of each cell are aligned. The super-

symbols of Block 2 employed for interference measurement are sinks of interference when

the supersymbols are synchronized. However, the interference because of transmission

to users with the same index k in the other cells still remains. Thus, users located in

the cell edge achieve a poor performance because of the interference received from the

neighboring cells. Furthermore, mis-alignments in the supersymbols of the cells make

Block 2 works as source of interference instead of a sink. Thus, the performance of
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users subject to intercell interference is heavily limited because of transmission in the

neighboring BSs.

With the aim of managing the intercell interference we propose a fully cooperative BIA

scheme where the set of BSs transmits as in a cooperative network MIMO. It is shown

that full cooperation among the BSs in absence of CSIT results futile because of the

lack of full connectivity in cellular networks. Besides, it involves to employ extremely

large supersymbols, which require enormous coherence time, and the subtraction of the

interference contribution because of transmission to all the other users in the whole

network, increasing considerably the noise at finite SNR.

After analyzing both approaches, either isolated or cooperative transmission, the most

important conclusion of this chapter is the role of the network topology when CSIT is

not available. It has been shown that users located close to their corresponding BSs can

treat the intercell interference optimally as noise while users in the cell edge can exploit

the multiplexing gain given by the received signal from several BSs. This fact motivates

the development of the following chapters.



Chapter 4

Blind Interference Alignment for

Homogeneous Cellular Networks

based on Network Topology

This chapter analyzes the implementation of BIA in homogeneous cellular scenarios

considering the network topology. Assuming partially connected networks, the DoF-

region for cellular scenarios in absence of CSIT is derived. It is demonstrated that

the knowledge of the network topology is a useful feature that should be treated as a

resource instead of a limitation. BIA approaches based on the network topology are

devised in this chapter, proving that the outer bound of the DoF region for cellular

networks without CSIT is achievable.

4.1 Introduction

The implementation of BIA in cellular networks is not straightforward as we have shown

in the previous chapter. On one hand, considering each BS as an isolated transmitter

that sends messages only to their corresponding users, i.e. forming a MISO BC, cell edge

users achieve a poor performance because of the effects of the intercell interference. On

the other hand, the use of full cooperation with the aim of implementing a BIA scheme

as in a network MIMO, i.e. the whole set of BSs transmits to each and every user in

the network, results futile because of the lack of full connectivity in cellular scenarios.

66
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Besides, both approaches involve several drawbacks such as supersymbol misalignments

for sBIA or extremely large supersymbol length and noise increase for cBIA.

Although the DoF in absence of CSIT is well known in many channel configurations

such as X channel, BC or IC, the DoF of a cellular network with partial connectivity

were still unknown. The DoF of the finite state compound wireless networks are derived

in [62]. In [48] the DoF regions for the 2-user MIMO BC and IC are derived when CSIT

is not available. A generalization for the K-users case is presented in [49], where the

DoF of Broadcast, Interference and Cognitive Channels are derived by using information

theory. However, none of these channel configurations corresponds to a cellular network

with partial connectivity where transmission to the inner-cell users can be treated as

a BC while to the cell-edge users, which receive a strong signal from several BSs, is

equivalent to a IC. At this point it is interesting to observe the influence of the network

topology in cellular scenarios. For the case considered previously, the whole set of users

can be easily differentiated between private users near their corresponding BS who treat

intercell interference as noise and shared users at the cell edge who are connected to

all BSs in their proximity. In [68, 69] it is demonstrated that the knowledge of the

network topology is a powerful tool when CSIT is not available. Indeed, it is shown that

interference diversity joint to aligned frequency reuse and index coding provide many

opportunities to achieve the optimal DoF in cellular networks.

At first sight, it may appear that partial connectivity lead to a loss in DoF for cellular

networks. Interestingly, this is not the case. A major goal of this thesis is to demonstrate

that, owing to the partial connectivity, the use of BIA in cellular networks can actually

lead to more DoF than if the system were fully connected. In retrospect, this is not

surprising. The same way that large path loss can help increase the spectral efficiency

by allowing frequency reuse, partial connectivity allows simultaneous transmission of

more data streams compared to a fully connected network. As an example, in [66] it

is shown that, in a K-users interference channel, there exist scenarios where treating

interference as noise achieves all points in the capacity region up to a constant gap,

namely it is DoF-optimal.

In this chapter we propose a system model for partially connected cellular networks.

We assume that although CSIT is not available, the network topology is known by the

BSs. In consequence, the users can be differentiated between private and shared users.
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We derive the DoF region in absence of CSIT for partially connected networks. It is

demonstrated that, in contrast to orthogonal approaches, a growth in DoF regarding

the amount of users deployed in the network is achievable without CSIT. Once we have

determined the optimal-DoF achievable in a cellular network in absence of CSIT, the

question that arises is, how to reach this performance? At first, we analyze a BIA scheme

based on data sharing among the BSs to provide diversity for shared users proposed in

[97]. Although intercell interference is canceled for shared users, the sum-DoF is far from

the optimal while providing diversity to shared users involves a considerable penalty for

the private users. Besides, data sharing requires high-capacity backhaul links among

the BSs, which in fact is one of the main issues that BIA schemes try to avoid. In

[128], we propose a scheme based on flexible bandwidth allocation to private and shared

users that outperforms the sum-rate achieved by BIA providing diversity through data

sharing in a wide range of SNR. Basically, the bandwidth is split for each group of

users, and therefore, the interference between private and shared users is avoided by

transmitting over distinct bandwidth slices. Notice that frequency division is in fact a

simple form of interference alignment without CSIT. However, the optimal DoF are not

reached because of the orthogonal approach employed to avoid the interference between

private and shared users. After that, we develop a network BIA scheme in [129], which

is denoted as nBIA, that achieves the optimal-DoF in symmetric cellular networks with

partial connectivity. On the other hand, for asymmetric scenarios the achievable sum-

DoF are not always the optimal. However, the penalty regarding the optimal is typically

small.

The contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows

• We present the system model for cellular networks with partially connected net-

works based on reconfigurable antennas at each receiver.

• The information-theoretic DoF region is derived for cellular networks with partial

connectivity in absence of CSIT. The converse proof leads to an optimization

problem that allows to obtain the sum-DoF in the proposed scenario. Assuming

symmetry in the cellular networks, i.e. same amount of users in each cell, we

obtain the closed-form expressions of the optimal-DoF.
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• The BIA scheme based on data sharing proposed in [97] is analyzed in detail.

Besides, we extend this scheme to theNBS BSs cellular scenario. It is demonstrated

that the achievable DoF are far from the optimal in partially connected networks.

• With the aim of overcoming the scheme based on data sharing and avoiding the

need for high-capacity backhaul links between the BSs, we propose a BIA scheme

based on flexible bandwidth allocation [128]. We demonstrate that this approach

achieves greater performance than BIA based on data sharing in a wide range of

SNR values in several scenarios.

• We develop a network BIA scheme that properly combining the supersymbol struc-

ture given by the knowledge of the network topology achieves the optimal-DoF in

symmetric scenarios [129]. Moreover, a significant reduction of the supersymbol

length is achieved compared to other BIA schemes designed for fully connected

networks.

• We propose an extension of the network BIA scheme for asymmetric scenarios that

minimizes the loss of DoF because of asymmetric impairments [129].

• We evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes through computer simula-

tions.

4.2 System Model

We consider a partially connected network consisting of NBS BSs N = {1, 2, . . . , NBS}

that want to send a set of messages to Ktot users as shown in Figure 4.1. Each BS n,

n ∈ N , has Nt,n transmit antennas and wishes to send data to a set of private users

Kp,n = {p1,n, . . . , pKp,n} as well as a set of shared users Ksh = {sh1, . . . , shKsh} located

on the edge of all NBS cells.

Each private user is equipped with one reconfigurable antenna that can switch among

Nt,n preset modes, whereas each shared user can switch among M =
∑NBS

n=1 Nt,n modes1.

Therefore, if l[pk,n][t] denotes the antenna mode of private user pk,n in BS n at time t,

1In practice, in a network with user mobility, each user should be able to switch among M preset
modes, since it may transition from being private to being shared and vice versa.
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Figure 4.1: Cellular system with partial connectivity and NBS BSs. Each BS is
equipped with Nt,n antennas and serves Kp,n private users as well as Ksh shared users

together with the other BSs.

the signal received by the private user pk,n at time t can be written as

y[pk,n][t] = h[pk,n](l[pk,n][t])
T
x[t] + z[pk,n][t], (4.1)

where z[pk,n][t] ∼ CN (0, 1) is AWGN,

x[t] =
[
x[1][t]

T
x[2][t]

T · · · x[NBS ][t]
T
]T

∈ CM×1, (4.2)

and

h[pk,n](l) =

[√
α
[pk,n]
1 h[pk,n,1]

T

(l) · · · h[pk,n,n]T (l) · · ·
√
α
[pk,n]
NBS

h[pk,n,NBS ]T (l)

]T

≈
[
0a,1T h[pk,n,n]T 0b,1T

]T
∈ CM×1, (4.3)

with M =
∑NBS

n=1 Nt,n, a =
∑n−1

n′=1Nt,n′ , b =
∑NBS

n′=n+1Nt,n′ and 0c,1 is a vector of zeros

of dimension c × 1. In (4.2), x[n][t] ∈ CNt,n×1 is the signal sent by BS n at time t,

whereas in (4.3), h[pk,n,n](l) =
[
h
[pk,n,n]
1 (l)

T
· · · h

[pk,n,n]
Nt,n

(l)
T
]T

∈ CNt,n×1 contains the

coefficients between the Nt,n antennas of BS n and the single antenna of private user pk,n

when its radiation pattern is set to mode l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nt,n}, and α
[pk,n]
n′ is the relative

power of the signal of BS n′ received at private user pk,n taking the power of the signal

received from BS n as reference, i.e. α
[pk,n]
n = 1. As can be seen in (4.3), we model the
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situation where the Kp,n = |Kp,n| private users of cell n are close to BS n, and assume

that signals received from any other BS n′ ̸= n are negligible, i.e. α
[pk,n]
n′ ≈ 0, n′ ̸= n.

Thus, no data sharing among the BSs is required to serve the private users, and x[n′][t]

does not contain data intended to any private user pk,n ∈ Kp,n, n ̸= n′.

Similar to the model for the private users, the signal received by shared user shk′ at

time t can be written as

y[shk′ ][t] = h[shk′ ](l[shk′ ][t])
T
x[t] + z[shk′ ][t], (4.4)

where, x[t] is as defined in (4.2) and

h[shk′ ](l) =
[
h[shk′ ,1]

T
(l) · · ·

√
β
[shk′ ]
NBS

h[shk′ ,NBS ]T (l)
]T

∈ CM×1, (4.5)

M =
∑NBS

n=1 Nt,n, h[shk′ ,n](l) ∈ CNt,n×1 denotes the channel between the Nt,n antennas

of BS n and shared user shk′ for mode l, and β
[shk′ ]
n denotes the relative power of the

signal of BS n received at user shk′ taking the power of the signal received from BS

1 as reference, i.e. β
[shk′ ]
1 = 1. Similarly, z[shk′ ][t] ∼ CN (0, 1) is AWGN. We use the

index k′ instead of k to distinguish from private users. Note that, unlike the observation

model (4.3) for private users, in (4.5) it is assumed that shared users can receive signals

from all BSs because of their location in the network. As a result, the task of sending

data to the shared users can be jointly undertaken by the NBS BSs.

We also assume that the channel input is subject to an average power constraint given

by E
{
∥x[n][t]∥2

}
≤ P for all t ≥ 1 and n ∈ N . Furthermore, the channels between each

user, whether private or shared, and the BSs are considered to be drawn from a contin-

uous distribution, so that they are linearly independent almost surely. We also assume

that the switching pattern functions l[pk,n][t] and l[shk′ ][t] are initially predetermined and

are known to everyone in the system. On the contrary, we assume that the transmitters

do not have any channel state information. Moreover, as in other works addressing the

design of BIA schemes in different settings, e.g. [89, 95, 96], we assume that the physical

channels stay constant across a sufficient number of time or frequency slots. For sim-

plicity, we focus on the temporal dimension, without loss of generality. Hence, from now

on each symbol extension t corresponds to a time slot. The application of the scheme

along frequency slots is straightforward.
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4.3 Information-theoretic sum-DoF Outer Bound of the

Cellular Scenario with Partial Connectivity

Once the system model of a cellular network with partial connectivity has been de-

termined, we analyze it from the information theory point of view. The goal of this

section is to obtain an outer bound of the sum-DoF for the scenario shown in Figure 4.1.

The following converse is developed along the lines of [130]. For simplicity, the two-cell

scenario is considered. However, the proof can be easily extended to the case of NBS

BSs.

Consider two BSs equipped with Nt,1 and Nt,2 antennas, which transmit to Kp,1 and

Kp,2 private users, respectively, whileKsh shared users are served simultaneously by both

BSs. The messages sent by the transmitter n to their Kp,n private users are denoted as

W [p1,n],W [p2,n], . . . ,W [pKp,n] generating the rates in each user R[p1,n], R[p2,n], . . . , R[pKp,n ],

respectively; the messages and the rates of the shared users are denoted as W [sh1],W [sh2],

. . . ,W [shKsh ] and R[sh1], R[sh2], . . . , R[shKsh ], respectively. Accordingly, we express the

sum-rate as RΣ = RΣp1 +RΣp2 +RΣsh =
∑2

n=1

∑Kp,n

k=1 R[pk,n] +
∑Ksh

k′=1R
[shk′ ]. Similarly,

the DoF of the private user k in cell n is denoted as d[pk,n] while the DoF of shared user

k′ is denoted as d[shk′ ]. Thus, the sum-DoF of each set of private users in cell n and the

shared users is given by dΣpn =
∑Kp,n

k=1 d[pk,n] and dΣsh =
∑Ksh

k′=1 d
[shk′ ], respectively.

We also define the message sets

W [pn] =
{
W [p1,n],W [p2,n], . . . ,W [pKp,n]

}
(4.6)

with n ∈ {1, 2}, and

W [sh] =
{
W [sh1],W [sh2], . . . ,W [shKsh

]
}
. (4.7)

as the whole set of messages for private users in cell n and shared users, respectively.

Let us focus on private user p1,1 in cell 1, who desires to receive the message W [p1,1].

In particular, consider Nt,1 random realizations, each corresponding to a different re-

alization of the channel. Because of the lack of CSIT, and requiring reliable decoding

(probability of error approaching zero), each realization of the user should also have

probability of error approaching zero. According to(4.1) and (4.3) the signal received
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nNt,1R
[p1,1] ≤nNt,1 log(P )−

Nt,1∑

l=1

h
((

y
[p1,1]
l

)n ∣∣ W [p1,1]
)
+ o(n) + n o(log(P )) (4.10)

≤nNt,1 log(P )− h
((

y
[p1,1]
1 , . . . , y

[p1,1]
Nt,1

)n ∣∣ W [p1,1]
)
+ o(n) + n o(log(P ))

(4.11)

≤nNt,1 log(P )− h
(
W [p2,1], . . . ,W [pKp,1],

(
y
[p1,1]
1 , . . . , y

[p1,1]
Nt,1

)n ∣∣ W [p1,1]
)

+ h
(
W [p2,1], . . . ,W [pKp,1]

∣∣
(
y
[p1,1]
1 , . . . , y

[p1,1]
Nt,1

)n
,W [p1,1]

)

+ o(n) + n o(log(P )) (4.12)

≤nNt,1 log(P )− h
(
W [p2,1], . . . ,W [pKp,1]

)
− h

((
y
[p1,1]
1 , . . . , y

[p1,1]
Nt,1

)n ∣∣ W [p1]
)

+ h
(
W [p2,1], . . . ,W [pKp,1]

∣∣
(
y
[p1,1]
1 , . . . , y

[p1,1]
Nt,1

)n
,W [p1,1]

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤n o(log(P ))

+ o(n) + n o(log(P )) (4.13)

≤nNt,1 log(P )− n(RΣp1 −R[p1,1])− h
((

y
[p1,1]
1 , . . . , y

[p1,1]
Nt,1

)n ∣∣ W [p1],W [p2]
)

+ o(n) + n o(log(P )). (4.14)

by user p1,1 during the l-th realization at time t can be written as

y
[p1,1]
l [t] = h

[p1,1,1]
l

T
x[1]
l [t] + z

[p1,1]
l , (4.8)

where l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nt,1} and the i.i.d Gaussian noise terms have been normalized to

have unit variance.

Applying Fano’s inequality to codebooks spanning n channel uses, we have

nR[p1,1] ≤I
(
W [p1,1];

(
y
[p1,1]
l

)n)
+ o(n)

=h
((

y
[p1,1]
l

)n)
− h

((
y
[p1,1]
l

)n ∣∣ W [p1,1]
)
+ o(n)

≤n (log(P ) + o(log(P )))− h
((

y
[p1,1]
l

)n ∣∣ W [p1,1]
)
+ o(n), (4.9)

where P is the total transmit power constraint at each BS. Since this is true for every l ∈

{1, 2, . . . , Nt,1}, in (4.10) we add the inequalities corresponding to all Nt,1 realizations.

For steps (4.11)-(4.13), we use h(A,B) ≤ h(A)+h(B), h(A,B|C) = h(A|BC)+h(B|C)

and the independence between any pair of messages. To justify step (4.13)-(4.14), from
[
y
[p1,1]
1 , . . . , y

[p1,1]
Nt,1

]
, first notice that we have Nt,1 linear equations in the Nt,1 transmitted

symbols x[1] =
[
x[1]1,1, . . . x

[1]
1,Nt,1

]
, each subject to additive noise whose variance does
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n(Nt,1R
[p1,1] +Nt,2R

[p1,2]) ≤n(Nt,1 +Nt,2) log(P )− n(RΣp1 +RΣp2 −R[p1,1] −R[p1,2])

− h
((

y
[p1,1]
1 , . . . , y

[p1,1]
Nt,1

)n
,
(
y
[p1,2]
1 , . . . , y

[p1,2]
Nt,2

)n ∣∣ W [p1],W [p2]
)

+ o(n) + n o(log(P )) (4.16)

≤n(Nt,1 +Nt,2) log(P )− n(RΣp1 +RΣp2 −R[p1,1] −R[p1,2])

− nRΣsh + o(n) + n o(log(P )). (4.17)

not depend on P . Since the channel realizations are random, these linear equations

are almost surely linearly independent, i.e. one can recover x[1] from these equations,

subject to noise distortion. However, from x[1] and noise the messages intended for the

users in cell 1 that originate at BS 1 can be recovered. Thus, the remaining uncertainty

is just due to noise, which is no more than o(log(P )) per channel use. Moreover, in

(4.13)-(4.14) we use the fact that conditioning cannot increase the entropy.

Proceeding similarly for private user p1,2 in cell 2,

nNt,2R
[p1,2] ≤nNt,2 log(P )− n(RΣp2 −R[p1,2])− h

((
y
[p1,2]
1 , . . . , y

[p1,2]
Nt,2

)n ∣∣ W [p1],W [p2]
)

+ o(n) + n o(log(P )).

(4.15)

Adding (4.14) and (4.15), we obtain (4.16)-(4.17). Step (4.16)-(4.17) is justified as

follows. From
(
y
[p1,1]
1 , . . . , y

[p1,1]
Nt,1

)n
and

(
y
[p1,2]
1 , . . . , y

[p1,2]
Nt,2

)n
we have Nt,1 +Nt,2 generic

linear equations subject to noise distortion, which are almost surely linearly independent

and can therefore be solved to recover Nt,1+Nt,2 input symbols from both BSs, subject

to noise distortion. Thus, within a n o(log(P )) term due to noise distortion, we can

recover all messages. Moreover, we use h(A,B) ≤ h(A) + h(B).

Replacing p1,1 and p1,2 with any private users pk,1 and pj,2 in (4.17), respectively, after

dividing by n log(P ), taking first the limit n → ∞ and then the limit P → ∞, a

rearrangement of the terms yields the following DoF outer bound

(Nt,1 − 1)d[pk,1] + (Nt,2 − 1)d[pj,2] + dΣ ≤ Nt,1 +Nt,2. (4.18)
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where dΣ = dΣsh + dΣp1 + dΣp2 . Adding all these bounds, after another rearrangement

we obtain

Kp,2(Kp,1 +Nt,1 − 1)dΣp1 +Kp,1(Kp,2 +Nt,2 − 1)dΣp2 +Kp,1Kp,2dΣsh

≤ Kp,1Kp,2(Nt,1 +Nt,2). (4.19)

Next, consider the first shared user, who wants the message W [sh1]. Also consider

M = Nt,1 + Nt,2 realizations for this user. For any realization l, starting with Fano’s

inequality, we go through a similar series of steps, as follows

nR[sh1] ≤I
(
W [sh1];

(
y[sh1]
l

)n)
+ o(n)

=h
((

y[sh1]
l

)n)
− h

((
y[sh1]
l

)n ∣∣ W [sh1]
)
+ o(n)

≤n log(P )− h
((

y[sh1]
l

)n ∣∣ W [sh1]
)
+ o(n) + n o(log(P )), (4.20)

where now l ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}. Adding the bounds for all M realizations,

nMR[sh1] ≤nM log(P )− h
((

y[sh1]
1 , . . . , y[sh1]

M

)n ∣∣ W [sh1]
)
+ o(n) + n o(log(P ))

≤nM log(P )− n(RΣp1 +RΣp2 +RΣsh −R[sh1]) + o(n) + n o(log(P )). (4.21)

Dividing by n log(P ), talking the limit n → ∞ followed by P → ∞, and rearranging

terms, we obtain the DoF outer bound

(M − 1)d[sh1] + dΣp1 + dΣp2 + dΣsh ≤ M. (4.22)

If we now sum (4.22) over all shared users, we obtain

(Ksh +M − 1)dΣsh +Ksh(dΣp1 + dΣp2) ≤ KshM. (4.23)

Therefore, by grouping the outer bounds given by (4.19) and (4.23), the sum-DoF for

partially connected networks leads to solving the following equation system

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(Nt,1 +Kp,1 − 1) 0 Kp,1 0

0 (Nt,2 +Kp,2 − 1) Kp,2 0

Ksh 0 (Nt,1 +Ksh − 1) Nt,1

0 Ksh Nt,2 (Nt,2 +Ksh − 1)

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

dΣp1

dΣp2

dΣsh

dΣsh

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Kp,1Nt,1

Kp,2Nt,2

KshNt,1

KshNt,2

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(4.24)
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Specialized to the symmetric setting where Nt,1 = Nt,2 = Nt and Kp,1 = Kp,2 = Kp, we

have the sum-DoF outer bound

maximize dΣsh + dΣp1 + dΣp2

subject to

Kp dΣsh + (Kp +Nt − 1)(dΣp1 + dΣp2) ≤ 2KpNt

(2Nt +Ksh − 1)dΣsh +Ksh(dΣp1 + dΣp2) ≤ 2KshNt

(4.25)

This linear program is easily solved, to obtain the sum-DoF bound

dΣ ≤ M [Ksh(Nt − 1) +Kp(M − 1)]

(M − 1)(Nt − 1) +Ksh(Nt − 1) +Kp(M − 1)
, (4.26)

which is achieved when

dΣpn =
NtKp (M − 1)

(M − 1)(Nt − 1) +Ksh(Nt − 1) +Kp(M − 1)
(4.27)

dΣsh =
MKsh (Nt − 1)

(M − 1)(Nt − 1) +Ksh(Nt − 1) +Kp(M − 1)
(4.28)

Once the DoF achievable in cellular networks with partial connectivity have been de-

termined, the goal of the following sections will be focused on developing BIA schemes

that reach the outer bound (4.26). For simplicity, we first consider symmetric cellular

scenarios. A scheme able to achieve the optimal DoF in symmetric cellular networks by

exploiting the network topology is presented in this chapter. For asymmetric cellular

networks it is shown that the outer bound of (4.24) is not achievable in general due to

asymmetric impairments.

4.4 Blind Interference Alignment based on Data Sharing

Let us consider a partially connected network as shown in Figure 4.1. Notice that a

portion of the amount of users are subject to intercell interference while the remaining

users can treat this interference as noise. It is assumed now that each BS shares the

messages to the users limited by intercell interference with the rest of BSs. A BIA

scheme based on exploiting the diversity given by data sharing among the set of BSs is

proposed in [97]. The key idea is to duplicate the users subject to intercell interference,

which will be referred to as shared users from now on, so that the whole set of BSs sends
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p1,1

Data Sharing

p1,2sh1
sh2

BS 1 BS 2

Figure 4.2: Toy example: downlink two-cell scenario with transmission based on
auBIA. The BSs are equipped with Nt = 2 antennas and serve Kp = 1 and Ksh = 2
private and shared users, respectively. Both BSs transmit the same symbol to each

shared user.

the same message to each shared user. In other words, each BS n transmits the same

symbol as well as other BSs n′, n′ ̸= n, to a virtual replica of each shared user, which is

assumed to belong to the coverage area of the cell n.

For illustrative purposes, let us assume a two-cell toy example as shown in Figure 4.2.

Each BS is equipped with Nt = 2 antennas and there are 2 users located in each cell.

More specifically, each cell contains a private user that receives a weak signal from the

neighboring BSs and a shared user located in the cell edge of both BSs, i.e. one shared

user per cell. For this particular case the supersymbol structure is as shown in Figure

4.2. Note that in contrast to the Nt = 2, Kcell = 2 sBIA case shown in Figure 3.2, the

length of the supersymbol has increased to 4 symbol extensions instead of 3. As can be

seen, this augmented code BIA scheme (auBIA) is based on aligning the interference of

the shared users considering all of them as users served by each BS. Thus, BS 1 transmits

to its users p1,1 and sh1, and also to user sh2, which is located in the cell edge of BS

2 and receives a strong signal from BS 1. That is, the BS n transmits to user p1,n and

also sh1 and sh2 as in a Nt = 2, Kcell = 3 sBIA scenario. According to the supersymbol

proposed in Figure 4.3, the signal transmitted by the n-th BS is given by

X[n] =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x[1]n

x[2][n]

x[3][n]

x[4][n]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I

I

0

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
u
[p1,n]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I

0

I

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
u[sh1]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I

0

0

I

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
u[sh2]
1 , (4.29)
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1 2 3 4

p1,n h[p1,n](1) h[p1,n](2) h[p1,n](1) h[p1,n](1)

sh1 h[sh1](1) h[sh1](1) h[sh1](2) h[sh1](1)

sh2 h[sh2](1) h[sh2](1) h[sh2](1) h[sh2](2)

Figure 4.3: The supersymbol for the auBIA scheme in a two-cell scenario with Kp = 1
private users close to each BS and Ksh = 2 shared users in the edge of both cells.

where x[t] ∈ C2×1 is the signal transmitted during the symbol extension t, each symbol

sent to user k, either private or shared, u[k]
1 ∈ C2×1 contains 2 DoF, and I and 0 are

2× 2 identity and zero matrix, respectively.

Let us focus on the private user located close to the BS n. To send Nt = 2 distinguishable

streams in absence of CSIT, the BS n sends the same symbol u
[p1,n]
1 during 2 symbol

extensions where the channel of the desired user changes between Nt = 2 preset modes

while the channel state of all the other users remains constant. Notice that the alignment

block for each private user comprises the symbol extensions {1, 2}. It can be seen in

Figure 4.3 that the alignment blocks of all other users, which comprise the symbol

extensions {1, 3} and {1, 4} for shared users sh1 and sh2, respectively, are aligned over

the channel mode h(1) during the alignment block of the private users. Besides, due

to the partial connectivity of the network, it is assumed that transmission from the

BS 2 does not affect user p1,1 and it can be treated as noise instead of being managed

as interference. Thus, the private user p1,2 can reuse the same radiation pattern and

beamforming matrix as the user p1,1 because of the partial connectivity. We can check

that the pair of symbol extensions {1, 2} forms an alignment block for each private user.

Therefore, the signal received by the private user p1,n during its alignment block is

⎡

⎣y
[p1,n][1]

y[p1,n][2]

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎣h
[p1,n,n](1)

T

h[p1,n,n](2)
T

⎤

⎦u
[p1,n]
1 +

⎡

⎣h
[p1,n,n](1)

T
(
u[sh1]
1 + u[sh2]

1

)

0

⎤

⎦+

⎡

⎣z
[p1,1][1]

z[p1,1][2]

⎤

⎦ .

(4.30)

Note that the interference because of transmission to shared users is aligned at channel

mode h(1). On the other hand, the signal received from BS 2 is not considered in (4.30)

due to the partial connectivity. Thus, the private user can apply zero-forcing based on

measuring the interference because of transmission of the BS 1 to sh1 and sh2 in Block
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2. The signal after removing the interference can be written as

ỹ =

⎡

⎣h
[p1,n,n](1)

T

h[p1,n,n](2)
T

⎤

⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H[p1,n,n]

u
[p1,n]
1 .+

⎡

⎣z
[p1,1][1]− z[p1,1][3]− z[p1,1][4]

z[p1,1][2]

⎤

⎦ (4.31)

Therefore, since the channels h[p1,n,n](l), l ∈ {1, 2} are generic, the 2 DoF sent in u
[p1,n]
1

are decodable by solving the equation system given by (4.31). Remarkably, the terms of

interference because of transmission to users sh1 and sh2 are subtracted, which increase

the noise at finite SNR. Furthermore, the signal received from the BS n′ ̸= n is treated

optimally as noise because of the partial connectivity.

The same methodology can be carried out for each shared user. It can be seen in

Figure 4.3 that the desired signal is aligned regarding the rest of users over the channel

mode h(1). Shared users sh1 and sh2 exploit an alignment block that comprises the

pair of symbol extensions {1, 3} and {1, 4}, respectively. However, according to the

beamforming strategy in (4.29) each shared user shk′ receives the same symbol u[shk′ ],

which contains 2 DoF, from each BS. For illustrative purposes, the signal received during

the alignment block of user sh1 can be written as

⎡

⎣y
[sh1][1]

y[sh1][3]

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎣h
[sh1,1](1)

T
+

√
β[sh1]
2 h[sh1,2](1)

T

h[sh1,1](2)
T
+

√
β[sh1]
2 h[sh1,2](2)

T

⎤

⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
rank=2

u[sh1]
1

+

⎡

⎢⎣

(
h[sh1,1](1)

T
+

√
β[sh1]
2 h[sh1,2](1)

T
)(

u
[p1,1]
1 + u

[p1,2]
1 + u[sh1]

1

)

0

⎤

⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
rank=1

.

(4.32)

We can observe that the two dimensions of u[sh1]
1 are aligned into one dimension at

the remaining users. Hence, the three terms of interference of (4.32) can be canceled.

Notice that the sum of the interference because of the transmission to both private users,

u
[p1,1]
1 + u

[p1,2]
1 can be measured in symbol extension {2} and removed afterwards from

the first slot of (4.32). Similarly, the transmission of u[sh2]
1 can be measured in symbol

extension {4}. Thus, the received signal at the user sh1 after zero-forcing interference
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cancellation is

ỹ[sh1] =

⎡

⎣h
[sh1,1](1)

T
+

√
β[sh1]
2 h[sh1,2](1)

T

h[sh1,1](2)
T
+

√
β[sh1]
2 h[sh1,2](2)

T

⎤

⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H[sh1]

u[sh1]
1 +

⎡

⎣z[1]
sh1 − z[2]sh1 − z[4]sh1

z[3]sh1

⎤

⎦ ,

(4.33)

where

H[sh1] =
[
h[sh1,1](1)

T
+

√
β[sh1]
2 h[sh1,2](1)T h[sh1,1](2)

T
+

√
β[sh1]
2 h[sh1,2](2)T

]T
∈ C2×2,

(4.34)

is the channel matrix of the shared user sh1. As H[sh1] is a full-rank matrix, user sh1

can decode 2 DoF by solving the equation system given by (4.33).

In summary, intracell and also intercell interference can be canceled when it is optimal to

manage it. For the proposed toy example it has been shown that 2 DoF are attainable

by each user, either private or shared, by employing a supersymbol that comprises 4

symbol extensions. Hence, 2DoF×4
4 = 2 DoF per symbol extension are achievable in the

proposed scenario by using auBIA based on data sharing. It is interesting to remark

that the use of sBIA in the same cellular scenario achieves zero-DoF for users subject

to intercell interference. In consequence, only private users attain 2 DoF per alignment

block over a supersymbol comprising 3 symbol extensions, i.e. 2DoF×2
3 = 4

3 DoF are

achievable in the whole network by using sBIA.

4.4.1 Achievable Degrees of Freedom

For the general case, a cellular deployment with NBS BSs equipped with Nt antennas is

assumed. The users are differentiated between Kp private users located close to each BS

and Ksh shared users in the cell-edge of the whole set of BSs. As we have shown, intercell

interference is treated optimally as noise for private users, which are characterized by a

high SIR. In contrast, auBIA cancels the intracell and also the intercell interference for

shared users by using diversity among the BSs. Basically, data sharing among the BSs

is used to transmit the same symbols to each shared user in the whole network. That is,

auBIA replicates each shared user NBS times so that each BS sends data to its private

users and to all shared users in a coordinated fashion. Due to this replication of the
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shared users, a supersymbol that comprises

LauBIA = (Nt − 1)K
′
cell +K ′

cell(Nt − 1)K
′
cell−1 (4.35)

symbol extensions is devised for auBIA, where K ′
cell = Kp+Ksh. Note that Ksh are the

total shared users located in the whole network. Since the auBIA supersymbol contains

(Nt − 1)K
′
cell−1 alignment blocks per user, either private or shared, providing Nt DoF

each, the normalized sum-DoF per symbol extension is

DoFauBIA =
Nt (NBSKp +Ksh) (Nt − 1)K

′
cell−1

(Nt − 1)K
′
cell +K ′

cell(Nt − 1)K
′
cell−1

=
Nt (NBSKp +Ksh)

Nt +Kp +Ksh − 1
. (4.36)

It can be easily seen that the set of private users in each cell achieves a sum-DoF per

symbol extension given by

DoFauBIApri =
NtKp

Nt +Kp +Ksh − 1
, (4.37)

whereas the sum-DoF attained by the whole set of Ksh shared users is

DoFauBIAsh =
NtKsh

Nt +Kp +Ksh − 1
. (4.38)

4.4.2 Achievable Rates

The closed-form expressions of the achievable rates are derived in this section. For

simplicity, it is assumed that all users are distributed symmetrically, i.e. the same

amount of private users is distributed in each cell. The expressions for the asymmetric

scenario can be derived using the same procedure.

As we have shown, focused on private users the intracell interference is completely can-

celed while intercell interference is approximated as zero due to partial connectivity

(4.3). Since intercell interference is treated optimally as noise, this assumption holds

for the DoF analysis carried out during the previous section. However, at the finite

SNR regime intercell interference must be considered as a source of noise. Furthermore,

synchronization between the supersymbols of each cell is assumed. For the private user

pk,n the signal received during a generic alignment block after zero-forcing interference
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cancellation ỹ[pk,n] =
[
ỹ[pk,n][1] . . . ỹ[pk,n][Nt]

]T
is given by

ỹ[pk,n] = H[pk,n,n]u
[pk,n]
ℓ +

NBS∑

n′=1,n′ ̸=n

√
α
[pk,n]
n′ H[pk,n,n′]u

[pk,n′ ]

ℓ + z̃[pk,n], (4.39)

where

H[pk,n,n′] =
[
h[pk,n,n′](1)

T
. . . h[pk,n,n′](Nt)

T
]T

∈ CNt×Nt (4.40)

is the channel matrix that contains the coefficients between the private user pk,n and BS

n′, and z̃[pk,n] ∈ CNt×1 is the noise vector after interference subtraction. Note that due

to the replication of each shared user in each cell, the interference cancellation involves

to subtract Kp +Ksh − 1 terms of interference. Thus, the first Nt − 1 elements of the

vector z̃[pk,n] are given by

z̃[pk,n][t] = z[pk,n][t]−
Kp∑

τ=1

z[pk,n][τ ]−
Ksh∑

τ=1

z[pk,n][τ ′], (4.41)

where τ and τ ′ refer to the position of the symbol extension employed to subtract

the interference from transmission of private and shared users, respectively. Besides,

since the Nt-th element is obtained from Block 2, it does not suffer noise increment

so that z̃[pk,n][Nt] = z[pk,n][Nt]. Therefore, and assuming uniform power allocation, the

covariance matrix of the noise after zero-forcing cancellation for auBIA is

Rz̃au =

⎡

⎣(Kp +Ksh) I 0

0 1

⎤

⎦ . (4.42)

Furthermore, auBIA provides (Nt − 1)K
′
cell−1 alignment blocks over a supersymbol that

comprises LauBIA symbol extensions. Hence, the ratio of alignment blocks per user over

the entire supersymbol is 1
Nt+Kp+Ksh−1 . Therefore, the normalized rate per symbol

extension of the private user pk,n for auBIA is

R
[pk,n]
auBIA =

1

Nt +Kp +Ksh − 1
E
[
log det

(
I+ PstrH

[pk,n,n]H[pk,n,n]HRIz̃
[pk,n]
au

−1
)]

(4.43)

where RIz̃
[pk,n]
au

is the noise plus interference covariance matrix given by

RIz̃
[pk,n]
au

= Rz̃au + Pstr

NBS∑

n′=1,n′ ̸==n

α
[pk,n]
n′ H[pk,n,n′]H[pk,n,n′]H , (4.44)
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and Pstr is the average power assigned to each stream. Since uniform power allocation

has been assumed, Pstr is given by (2.33). The use of other power allocation strategies

results straightforward and is analyzed in detail in the Section 2.4.2 of Chapter 2.

In contrast, shared users manage the signal received from the neighboring BSs, which is

assumed to be strong enough, to obtain diversity gain due to data sharing among the

BSs. Hence, the intercell interference is not treated as a source of interference. The

signal during a generic alignment block after zero-forcing interference cancellation for

shared user shk′ , ỹ[shk′ ] =
[
ỹ[shk′ ][1] . . . ỹ[shk′ ][Nt]

]T
, can be written as

ỹ[shk′ ] =
NBS∑

n=1

√
β
[shk′ ]
n H[shk′ ,n]u

[shk′ ]
ℓ + z̃shk′ , (4.45)

where

H[shk′ ,n] =
[
h[shk′ ,n](1)

T
. . . h[shk′ ,n](Nt)

T
]T

∈ CNt×Nt (4.46)

is a full-rank matrix that contains the Nt vectors corresponding to the channel modes

between user shk′ and BS n. The vector z̃[shk′ ] contains the noise elements after interfer-

ence subtraction following the same structure as (4.41), where the first Nt − 1 elements

suffer an increment due to the subtraction of Kp +Ksh − 1 terms while the last element

is not affected by any noise increment. Thus, the normalized rate per symbol extension

achieved by the shared user shk′ is given by

R
[shk′ ]
auBIA =

1

Nt +Kp +Ksh − 1
E
[
log det

(
I+ PstrH̃

[shk′ ]H̃[shk′ ]
H

Rz̃
−1
au

)]
, (4.47)

where

H̃[shk′ ] =
NBS∑

n=1

√
β
[shk′ ]
n H[shk′ ,n] (4.48)

is the equivalent channel matrix after adding the contribution of the NBS BSs. Recall

that the whole set of BSs sends the same symbol to each shared user. Besides, notice

that in contrast to private users, the noise covariance matrices do not contain any term

due to treating intercell interference as noise. Therefore, the noise covariance matrix is

as (4.42) and the average power assigned to each stream Pstr is defined by the power

allocation strategy (2.33).
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4.5 Blind Interference Alignment based on Bandwidth Di-

vision

Although the auBIA scheme based on augmented code allows to cancel the intercell

interference of the users subject to it, some features of auBIA must be discussed.

• Data sharing involves to use high-capacity backhaul links among the BSs, which

is one of the main issues that BIA schemes try to avoid. Besides, synchronization

among the BSs is required.

• Although shared users manage the intercell interference by exploiting diversity,

they only achieve Nt DoF per alignment block. Notice that, since the signal

from M = NBSNt antennas can reach each shared user, M DoF are potentially

achievable during each alignment block of each shared user.

• Private users suffer a considerable penalty because of the replication of each shared

user NBS times.

• Since each BS transmits to all shared users in the whole network, the supersymbol

length increases with respect to sBIA transmission.

Motivated by the provision of flexible bandwidth allocation in the latest-generation of

mobile communication standards such as LTE or LTE-A [131, 132] and the development

of reconfigurable antennas [82–87], we propose in [128] a cooperative BIA based on

flexible bandwidth allocation, to which we refer as fbwBIA in the following. The key

idea is to employ different parts of the available spectrum for transmission to private and

shared users as is shown in Figure 4.4. In fact, note that orthogonal resource allocation

is, although sub-optimal, a simple form of interference alignment in absence of CSIT.

BIA

Nt,Kp{ }
BIA
M,Ksh{ }

BWυ δ BWgain

Figure 4.4: Flexible bandwidth BIA . Transmission to private and shared users occurs
in distinct bandwidth slices υ and δ, respectively. BWgain is the bandwidth improve-

ment regarding the auBIA scheme.
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In order to avoid the interference between both groups of users, a portion υ and δ of

the available bandwidth is allocated for private and shared users, respectively. Thus,

the whole used bandwidth υ + δ suffices to attain the same performance as BIA with

augmented code, BWgain ≥ 0 is the amount of bandwidth that can be used to im-

prove the user rates. In other words, BWgain corresponds to the improvement of the

bandwidth efficiency achieved by fbwBIA regarding auBIA. Since transmission to Kp

and Ksh private and shared users, respectively, is carried out in distinct bandwidth

slices, {Nt,Kp} and {M,Ksh} BIA codes are designed for each group. In consequence,

the interference between private and shared users is avoided by using distinct parts of

the available bandwidth. A supersymbol comprising LsBIA (Nt,Kp) and LsBIA (M,Ksh)

symbol extensions is employed in each cell. Therefore, a considerable reduction in the

supersymbol length can be achieved with fbwBIA. In contrast to auBIA, each BS trans-

mits Nt different symbols to each shared user instead of sending the same symbol as the

other BSs. Hence, assuming reconfigurable antennas with enough preset modes, NBSNt

DoF are achievable to each shared user in each alignment block. Nevertheless, the use

of orthogonal resource allocation involves a penalty in the DoF achieved by fbwBIA.

As an example, the achievable DoF in each group of users, either private or shared, are

divided by two when the bandwidth is halved in two equal slices.

4.5.1 They key to Blind Interference Alignment based on flexible band-

width

For illustrative purposes consider a two-cell scenario as shown in Figure 4.5. Each BS

is equipped with Nt = 2 antennas that serve Kp = 1 private user each and there are

Ksh = 3 shared users located in the cell-edge of both BSs. It can be easily checked from

(4.36) that auBIA achieves 2 sum-DoF per symbol extension by employing data sharing

among the BSs in the proposed scenario.

Consider now that instead of using data sharing to create an augmented BIA code

based on replicating the shared users, the interference between private an shared users

is avoided by dividing the available bandwidth in two proportional slices υ = 1
4 and

δ = 3
4 for private and shared users, respectively. Therefore, each BS transmits the

same BIA code for Nt = 2 and Kp = 1 over a fraction of bandwidth υ = 1
4 . Notice

that private users reuse the same BIA code assuming that the intercell interference can
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p1,1 p1,2
sh1

sh2

BS 1 BS 2

sh3

BW1
4

1
4 BW

1
4 BW

Figure 4.5: Toy example: downlink two-cell scenario with transmission based on
fbwBIA. The BSs are equipped with Nt = 2 antennas and serve Kp = 1 and Ksh = 3
private and shared users. Proportional bandwidth υ = 1

4 and δ = 3
4 is allocated to each

group of users.

be treated optimally as noise. For the proposed toy example, since there is only one

inner user in each cell, 1 DoF is attained by each private user. Assume now that the

set of BSs cooperate to transmit Nt streams to each shared user forming an alignment

block of 4 DoF. This approach corresponds to a cBIA scheme for M = 4 antennas and

Ksh = 3 users devised to serve these users independently of the private users. The task

of sending data to the shared users can be jointly undertaken by the 2 BSs. That is,

no data sharing is required to implement the proposed scheme. Since full connectivity

is assumed for shared users and according to (3.32), the set of shared users achieves

4·3
4+3−1 = 2 DoF over a fraction δ = 3

4 of the available bandwidth. Therefore, the sum-

DoF achievable in the proposed scenario is 1DoF× υ× 2+2DoF× δ = 2 DoF. It can be

seen that it coincides with the sum-DoF achievable by using auBIA in the same scenario.

Moreover, the attainable sum-DoF increases for larger number of shared users. Notice

that in contrast to auBIA a backhaul link to provide data sharing between both BSs

is not required. Furthermore, since private and shared users are served independently

over distinct bandwidth slices, fbwBIA allows to reduce the supersymbol length and the

noise increment due to interference subtraction.
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4.5.2 Supersymbol and Beamforming Construction for the General

case

For the general case a BIA code for Nt antennas and Kp users is devised for serving the

private users of each cell over a portion υ of the available bandwidth. This code is reused

in each cell assuming that private users treat the intercell interference as noise optimally.

In consequence, private users are not affected by transmission from the neighboring BSs.

Therefore, the supersymbol construction and the corresponding beamforming matrices

are given by (2.16) and (2.18), respectively. On the other hand, cBIA tranmission with

M = NBSNt antennas is employed to serve Ksh users over a portion δ of the overall

bandwidth. Analogously, to obtain the supersymbol and beamforming matrices it is

only necessary to replace Nt = M and K = Ksh in (2.16) and (2.18), respectively.

Notice that the required coherence time in the system is given by the maximum length

between the supersymbols used for transmission to shared and private users, that is

LfbwBIA = max {LBIA (Nt,Kp) ,LcBIA (M,Ksh)} , (4.49)

where LBIA and LcBIA are given by (2.22) and (3.25), respectively.

4.5.3 Achievable Degrees of Freedom

Since different slices of bandwidth are employed for transmission to private and shared

users, the achievable sum-DoF can be analyzed independently for each group of users.

A BIA code for Nt and Kp users is employed to serve the private users of each cell over

a bandwidth υ. Therefore, the sum-DoF attained by the set of Kp users located in the

inner cell of each BS is given by

DoFfbwBIApri = υ · NtKp

Nt +Kp − 1
. (4.50)

Furthermore, cBIA transmission for M = NBSNt antennas and Ksh users over a band-

width δ is used to serve the set of shared users that receives similar signal strength from

the whole set of BS. Thus, the achievable sum-DoF for shared users is

DoFfbwBIAsh
= δ · MKsh

M +Ksh − 1
. (4.51)
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As we have shown, the interference between each group of users is avoided by splitting

the available bandwidth in two slices of size υ and δ for private and shared users,

respectively. Therefore, the achievable sum-DoF per symbol extension when fbwBIA is

used in a partially connected network is

DoFfbwBIA = υ · NBSNtKp

Nt +Kp − 1
+ δ · NBSNtKsh

NBSNt +Ksh − 1

= NBSNt

[
υKp

Nt +Kp − 1
+

δKsh

NBSNt +Ksh − 1

]
.

(4.52)

It is interesting to remark that in contrast to the strategy employed in the toy example

of Figure 4.5, the achievable bandwidth division does not need to be proportional to the

total number of users. In consequence, fbwBIA can be flexible to penalize or reward any

group of users, either private or shared.

4.5.4 Achievable Rates

To begin with the analysis of the performance of fbwBIA at finite SNR, recall that υ

is defined as the portion the total bandwidth that it is allocated to private users. This

group of users employs a BIA code for Nt and Kp users, while the intercell interference

because of transmission in the neighbor BSs is treated as noise. Thus, following the

steps described to obtain the rates of sBIA in Chapter 3, the achievable rate normalized

per symbol extension of the private user k within the cell n is given by

R
[pk,n]
fbwBIA = υ · 1

Nt +Kp − 1
E
[
log det

(
I+ PstrH

[pk,n,n]H[pk,n,n]HRIz̃
[pk,n]
fbw

−1
)]

(4.53)

where H[pk,n,n] ∈ CNt×Nt is given by (4.40), Pstr is the average power allocated to each

stream, and RIz̃fbw
is given by

RIz̃
[pk,n]
fbw

= Rz̃[p]
fbw

+ Pstr

NBS∑

n′=1,n′ ̸==n

α
[pk,n]
n′ H[pk,n,n′]H[pk,n,n′]H . (4.54)

In contrast to (4.44), transmission to shared users does not affect to the signal received

by private users. Therefore, private users only have to subtract Kp terms of interference
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when using fbwBIA transmission. Thus, the covariance matrix of the noise after zero-

forcing interference subtraction is

Rz̃[p]
fbw

=

⎡

⎣KpINt−1 0

0 1

⎤

⎦ . (4.55)

Similarly, as we have shown previously, δ is defined as the portion of the total bandwidth

allocated to the shared users. A BIA code with M transmit antennas and Ksh users

is employed over this slice of bandwidth. Thus, each shared user attains M DoF per

alignment block by using cBIA transmission. Following the steps of cBIA, the achievable

rate normalized per symbol extension by the shared user shk′ can be written as

R
[shk′ ]
fbwBIA = δ · 1

M +Ksh − 1
E
[
log det

(
I+ PstrH

[shk′ ]H[shk′ ]
H
Rz̃[sh]

fbw

−1
)]

(4.56)

where the channel matrix is now a M ×M full-rank matrix

H[shk′ ] =
[
h[shk′ ](1)

T
. . . h[shk′ ](l)

T
. . . h[shk′ ](M)

T
]T

∈ CM×M (4.57)

and h[shk′ ](l) is given by (4.5) with M = NBSNt, i.e., the reconfigurable antennas

of the shared users now need NBSNt preset modes. Since the interference from the

neighboring BSs is managed to provide multiplexing gain for shared users, note that

intercell interference does not appear in (4.56) as a source of interference. Besides, the

shared users are served in the slice δ independently of the private users, and therefore,

only Ksh terms of interference are subtracted by using fbwBIA. In consequence, the

covariance matrix of the noise after zero-forcing interference for shared users is given by

Rz̃[sh]
fbw

=

⎡

⎣KshIM−1 0

0 1

⎤

⎦ . (4.58)

4.5.5 Theoretical analysis of BIA based on flexible bandwidth

It has been shown that the proposed fbwBIA allows to reduce the length of the su-

persymbol and the noise after interference subtraction. The following two theorems

demonstrate that the use of BIA joint to an orthogonal approach based on the network

topology outperforms the sum-rate of auBIA in a wide range of SNR values (SNRmin,∞)
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when the condition Ksh ≥ 2Nt− 1 is satisfied. Despite the fact that the fbwBIA scheme

has been developed for a NBS BSs network, in order to compare with the auBIA scheme

proposed in [97] we will focus on the two-cell scenario from now on. The extension to

the NBS BSs case is straightforward.

Theorem 4.1. In the two-cell scenario with Kp private users per cell and Ksh cell-edge

users in total in both cells, when SNR → ∞, flexible bandwidth BIA achieves larger

sum-rate than using data sharing with augmented BIA code if Ksh ≥ 2Nt − 1.

Proof. Because the variance of the noise is finite, SNR → ∞ corresponds to P → ∞.

The achievable sum-rate for the shared users in a two-cell scenario can be written in

terms of the DoF metric [133], in view of the fact that the interference is fully canceled.

Let us define RΣsh
auBIA =

∑Ksh
k′=1R

[shk′ ]
auBIA and RΣsh

fbwBIA =
∑Ksh

k′=1R
[shk′ ]
fbwBIA as the sum-rate

achieved by auBIA and fbwBIA for the shared users, respectively. From (4.43) and

(4.56) we can re-write these sum-rates in terms of the DoF metric as

RΣsh
auBIA(P → ∞) =

NtKsh

Nt +Kp +Ksh − 1
log(P ) + o (log(P )) (4.59)

RΣsh
fbwBIA(P → ∞) = δ

2NtKsh

2Nt +Ksh − 1
log(P ) + o (log(P )) . (4.60)

The term o (log(P )) corresponds to some function f(P ) that satisfies limP→∞
f(P )
log(P ) = 0.

Therefore, the two approaches achieve the same sum-DoF for the shared users when

δ =
2Nt +Ksh − 1

2(Nt +Kp +Ksh − 1)
. (4.61)

Although the intercell interference to which the private users are subject is small enough

to be treated as noise, at the limit P → ∞ transmission to private users becomes

interference-limited. Analogously, given the achievable rate of private user pk,n for auBIA

and fbwBIA in (4.47) and (4.56), respectively, R
Σp

auBIA =
∑Kp

k=1R
[pk,n]
auBIA and R

Σp

fbwBIA =
∑Kp

k=1R
[pk,n]
fbwBIA are the sum-rate of the private users located in the inner cell of BS n for

auBIA and fbwBIA, respectively. Letting P → ∞ while keeping the SIR of private users

fixed to αpri, if R̆I
[pk,n]

= E
[
H[pk,n,n′]H[pk,n,n′]H

]
, n′ ̸= n, the sum-rate of the private
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users in cell n can be written as

R
Σp

auBIA(P → ∞) =

Kp

Nt +Kp +Ksh − 1
E
[
log det

(
I+

1

αpri
H[pk,n,n]H[pk,n,n]H

(
R̆I

[pk,n]
)−1

)]

(4.62)

R
Σp

fbwBIA(P → ∞) =

υ · Kp

Nt +Kp − 1
E
[
log det

(
I+

1

αpri
H[pk,n,n]H[pk,n,n]H

(
R̆I

[pk,n]
)−1

)]
.

(4.63)

Thus, the same sum-rate is achieved for private users by both methods when fbwBIA

assigns the following portion of the bandwidth to the private users

υ =
Nt +Kp − 1

Nt +Kp +Ksh − 1
. (4.64)

If the bandwidth gain is defined as BWgain = 1− (υ+ δ), the use of fbwBIA is favorable

compared to the auBIA scheme if

υ + δ < 1 ⇒ 2Nt +Ksh − 1

2(Nt +Kp +Ksh − 1)
+

Nt +Kp − 1

Nt +Kp +Ksh − 1
< 1 ⇒

4Nt +Ksh + 2K − 3

2(Nt +Kp +Ksh − 1)
< 1 ⇒ Ksh > 2Nt − 1,

(4.65)

which concludes the proof.

Theorem 4.2. For the two-cell scenario, assuming that the power received by the shared

users is large enough so that log(1+SNR) ≈ log(SNR), if Ksh ≥ 2Nt−1, fbwBIA scheme

achieves a larger sum-rate than auBIA with augmented code if

SNR > Nt
1 + βsh
βsh

(
2Ksh − 1

2(Kp +Ksh)− 1

)Nt−1
Nt 2Ksh − 1

e
1
Nt

!Nt−1
l=0 ψ(2Nt−1)

, (4.66)

where βsh is the SIR of the shared users (assumed equal for all) and ψ(·) is the Euler

digamma function.

Proof. For private users it is easy to see that if υ = Nt+Kp−1
Nt+Kp+Ksh−1 as in (4.64), it suffices

to compare the expectation terms in (4.43) and the evaluation of (4.53) at NBS = 2.
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The only difference between the terms is the noise covariance matrix, which is larger

in (4.43) because the augmented code involves the subtraction of Kp + Ksh terms of

interference for each user either private or shared, whereas in fbwBIA the noise is only

proportional to Kp for private users. Therefore, if Ksh ≥ 2Nt−1, BWgain ≥ 0 still holds

when (4.64) and (4.61) are satisfied, and fbwBIA achieves a larger sum-rate at any SNR

value for the private users of each cell.

Note that Nt and M DoF are achieved in each alignment block for auBIA and fbwBIA,

respectively. That is, auBIA provides diversity gain while fbwBIA increases the multi-

plexing gain sacrificing that diversity gain. Hence, the analysis for shared users results

more complex. Let AAU and AFBW denote the value of the determinants in (4.47) and

(4.56), respectively. Using the assumption log(1 + SNR) ≈ log(SNR),

RΣsh
auBIA ≈ κE [logAAU ] = κE

[
log det

(
P

Nt
H̃[shk′ ]H̃[shk′ ]

H

Rz̃
−1
au

)]
. (4.67)

where κ > 0 equals a strictly positive constant and H̃[shk′ ] is given by (4.48). Since

H̃[shk′ ] and Rz̃au are Nt×Nt matrices, and the entries of H̃[shk′ ] are i.i.d. Gaussian with

zero mean and variance (1 + βsh)g[shk′ ], where g[shk′ ] is the channel gain at shared user

shk′ ,

AAU =

(
P

Nt

)Nt

det
(
Rz̃

−1
au

)
det

(
ΣHNtΦHNt

H
)
, (4.68)

where HNt ∼ CN (0, INt), Σ = g[shk′ ](1+βsh)INt , Φ = INt and βsh = β[shk′ ], ∀shk ∈ Ksh.

Thus, since W = HNtHNt

H
is a Wishart matrix W ∼ WNt (Nt, I) , applying [134,

Theorem 2.11]

E
[
log det

(
HNtHNt

H
)]

=
Nt−1∑

l=0

ψ (Nt − l) (4.69)
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where ψ(·) is the Euler digamma function. Finally, since Rz̃au is a diagonal matrix,

E [logAAU ] = log

((
P

Nt

)Nt
(

1

2(Kp +Ksh)− 1

)Nt−1 (
g[shk′ ](1 + βsh)

)Nt

)

+ E
[
loge det

(
HNtHNt

H
)]

= log

((
P

Nt

)Nt
(

1

2(Kp +Ksh)− 1

)Nt−1 (
g[shk′ ](1 + βsh)

)Nt

)

+
Nt−1∑

l=0

ψ (Nt − l) .

(4.70)

Similarly, the achievable sum-rate obtained with fbwBIA can be approximated as

RΣsh
fbwBIA ≈ κE [logAFBW ] = κE

[
log det

(
P

Nt
H[shk′ ]H[shk′ ]

H
Rz̃[sh]

fbw

−1

)]
. (4.71)

Because BIA over the antennas of both BSs is used for FBW, the size of the matrices

H[shk′ ] is full-rank 2Nt×2Nt matrix and Rz̃[sh]
fbw

is a is 2Nt×2Nt diagonal matrix. Hence,

it is possible to re-write AFBW as

AFBW =

(
P

Nt

)2Nt

det
(
Rz̃[sh]

fbw

−1
)
det

(
Σ′H2NtΦH2Nt

H
)
, (4.72)

where H2Nt ∼ CN (0, I2Nt), Σ′ = g[shk′ ]

⎡

⎣INt 0

0 βshINt

⎤

⎦ and Φ = I2Nt . Thus, since

Wsh = H2NtH2Nt

H
is a Wishart Matrix W ∼ W2Nt (2Nt, I), applying, again, [134,

Theorem 2.11].

E
[
log det

(
H2NtH2Nt

H
)]

=
2Nt−1∑

l=0

ψ (2Nt − l) . (4.73)

Finally,

E [logAFBW ] = log

((
P

Nt

)2Nt
(

1

2Ksh − 1

)2Nt−1 (
g[shk′ ]

)2Nt
(βsh)

Nt

)

+ E
[
log det

(
H2NtH2Nt

H
)]

= log

((
P

Nt

)2Nt
(

1

2Ksh − 1

)2Nt−1 (
g[shk′ ]

)2Nt
(βsh)

Nt

)

+
2Nt−1∑

l=0

ψ (2Nt − l) .

(4.74)
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Hence, FBW leads to a larger sum-rate for the shared users if E [logAFBW ] > E [logAAU ],

or

log

((
P

Nt

)2Nt (
g[shk′ ]

)2Nt
(βsh)

Nt

(
1

2Ksh − 1

)2Nt−1
)

+
2Nt−1∑

l=0

ψ (2Nt − l)

> log

((
P

Nt

)Nt (
g[shk′ ](1 + βsh)

)Nt
(

1

2(Kp +Ksh)− 1

)Nt−1
)

+
Nt−1∑

l=0

ψ (Nt − l) ⇒

SNR > Nt
1 + βsh
βsh

(
2Ksh − 1

2(Kp +Ksh)− 1

)Nt−1
Nt 2Ksh − 1

e
1
Nt

!Nt−1
l=0 ψ(2Nt−l)

.

(4.75)

where SNR = Pg[shk′ ].

4.6 Network Blind Interference Alignment

So far, we have proposed the use of either data sharing (auBIA) or orthogonal ap-

proaches (fbwBIA) as a way to implement BIA in cellular networks. Although these

schemes obtain some benefits, they are sub-optimal in DoF. In this section we propose

a network BIA (nBIA) scheme based on the partially connected topology that achieves

the optimal DoF for symmetric scenarios. Moreover, an extension of the nBIA scheme

for the asymmetric case is devised in order to minimize the loss of DoF because of asym-

metric impairments. It is demonstrated that this penalty in DoF is typically small, and

the proposed scheme outperforms other BIA schemes amply. In this section, we first

describe the key idea of nBIA using the toy examples of previous sections. Then, for the

sake of an easy exposition we describe nBIA for the symmetric scenario with NBS BSs,

each equipped with Nt antennas serving Kp private users and Ksh shared users. After

that, we derive the closed-form expressions of the achievable rates for nBIA. Finally, we

analyze the asymmetric cases in detail.

4.6.1 The key to Blind Interference Alignment in cellular systems

Consider again the two-cell example shown in Figure 4.6. Each BS is equipped with

Nt = 2 antennas, Kp = 1 private user is located in the inner cell of each BS, and

Ksh = 1 shared user is in the cell edge of both BSs. The shared user receives data from
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both BS. On the contrary, each private user, i.e. p1,1 and p1,2, can only be served by its

corresponding BS, BS 1 and BS 2, respectively. Thus, user pk,n does not decode the data

sent by any other BS n′, n ̸= n′. As a positive counterpart of this lack of connectivity,

private users of a given BS are not subject to interference by any other BS.

BS 1 BS 2
p1,1 p1,2

sh1

Figure 4.6: Toy example: downlink two-cell scenario with partial connectivity. The
BSs are equipped with Nt = 2 antennas and serve Kp = 1 and Ksh = 1 private and

shared users, respectively.

Since cBIA does not take into account the lack of full connectivity, it does not achieve (3.32).

For the toy example, cBIA achieves 4
3 DoF when there is partial connectivity, which is

less than the 2 DoF attained in a fully connected system. As an alternative to cBIA,

consider the supersymbol of Figure 4.7 and the beamforming matrices

X =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x[1]

x[2]

x[3]

x[4]

x[5]

x[6]

x[7]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

0 0 0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
p1,1

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

u
[p1,1]
1

u
[p1,1]
2

u
[p1,1]
3

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

0 0 0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
p1,2

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

u
[p1,2]
1

u
[p1,2]
2

u
[p1,2]
3

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I

I

I

0

0

0

I

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸︷︷︸
sh1

u[sh1]
1 , (4.76)

where x[t] ∈ C4×1,

u[sh1]
1 =

[
u[sh1,1]
1

T
u[sh1,2]
1

T
]T

u
[p1,1]
ℓ =

[
u
[p1,1,1]
ℓ

T
02,1T

]T

u
[p1,2]
ℓ =

[
02,1T u

[p1,2,2]
ℓ

T
]T

.

(4.77)
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

p1,1/p1,2 h[p1,n](1) h[p1,n](1) h[p1,n](1) h[p1,n](2) h[p1,n](2) h[p1,n](2) h[p1,n](1)

sh1 h[sh1](1) h[sh1](2) h[sh1](3) h[sh1](1) h[sh1](2) h[sh1](3) h[sh1](4)

Figure 4.7: Supersymbol of the nBIA scheme for the toy example. Nt = 2, Ksh = 1,
and Kp,1 = Kp,2 = 1.

The vectors u
[p1,n,n]
ℓ ∈ C2×1, ℓ ∈ {1, 2, 3} and u[sh1,n]

1 ∈ C2×1 contain the symbols

transmitted by BS n to p1,n and sh1, respectively, and I and 0 are the 4 × 4 identity

and zero matrix, respectively.

Let us first focus on the transmission of data to shared user sh1. As is explained in [88],

since sh1 is served by both BSs, to send M = Nt,1 + Nt,2 = 4 distinguishable data

streams, the BSs need to transmit u[sh1]
1 ∈ C4×1 repetitively during 4 symbol extensions

over which the antenna of sh1 switches through M = 4 different modes. At the same

time, the beams need to be aligned into one dimension at the users that are subject

to interference by the signal sent to sh1. Therefore, during these symbol extensions,

p1,1 and p1,2 maintain the same mode. For instance, by looking at the supersymbol of

Figure 4.7 and the beamforming matrix of (4.76), we can check that symbol extensions

1, 2, 3 and 7 constitute an alignment block for sh1. Thus, the signal received at user

sh1 during its alignment block is given by

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

y[sh1][1]

y[sh1][2]

y[sh1][3]

y[sh1][7]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[sh1](1)Tx[1]

h[sh1](2)Tx[2]

h[sh1](3)Tx[3]

h[sh1](4)Tx[7]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(4.78)

=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[sh1](1)T

h[sh1](2)T

h[sh1](3)T

h[sh1](4)T

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H[sh1]

u[sh1]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[sh1](1)T
(
u
[p1,1]
1 + u

[p1,2]
1

)

h[sh1](2)T
(
u
[p1,1]
2 + u

[p1,2]
2

)

h[sh1](3)T
(
u
[p1,1]
3 + u

[p1,2]
3

)

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference

+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

z[sh1][1]

z[sh1][2]

z[sh1][3]

z[sh1][7]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

where

H[sh1] =
[
h[sh1](1)T h[sh1](2)T h[sh1](3)T h[sh1](4)T

]T
∈ C4×4 (4.79)
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is the channel matrix of user sh1. Since the channels h[sh1](l), l ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} are generic,

once the second term of (4.78) associated with the interference has been removed, user

sh1 can decode the 4 data streams u[sh1]
1 . Now, if we consider the signal received at the

private user 1 in cell n

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

y[p1,n][1]

y[p1,n][2]

y[p1,n][3]

y[p1,n][7]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[p1,n,n](1)Tx[n][1] + 0T2,1x
[n′][1]

h[p1,n,n](1)Tx[n][2] + 0T2,1x
[n′][2]

h[p1,n,n](1)Tx[n][3] + 0T2,1x
[n′][3]

h[p1,n,n](1)Tx[n][7] + 0T2,1x
[n′][7]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[p1,n,n](1)Tu
[p1,n,n]
1

h[p1,n,n](1)Tu
[p1,n,n]
2

h[p1,n,n](1)Tu
[p1,n,n]
3

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signals

+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[p1,n,n](1)T

h[p1,n,n](1)T

h[p1,n,n](1)T

h[p1,n,n](1)T

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference

u[sh1,n]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

z[p1,n][1]

z[p1,n][2]

z[p1,n][3]

z[p1,n][7]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

(4.80)

n ∈ {1, 2}, we can observe that the four transmissions of u[sh1]
1 =

[
u[sh1,1]
1

T
u[sh1,2]
1

T
]T

are aligned into one dimension corresponding to preset mode 1 when transmitting data to

the private users. This way, since during symbol extension 7 the set of BS n, n ∈ {1, 2},

only transmits u[sh1,n]
1 , private user p1,n can subtract the interference during symbol

extensions 1, 2 and 3 by applying zero-forcing based on the measurement of y[p1,n][7].

Next, we concentrate on the transmission to private user p1,1. Unlike shared user sh1, the

private user p1,1 can only be served by BS 1. To send Nt,1 = 2 distinguishable symbols,

u
[p1,1,1]
ℓ , to user p1,1 in the absence of CSIT, BS 1 employs a repetition code to transmit

u
[p1,1,1]
ℓ during 2 symbol extensions over which the antenna of p1,1 switches through

Nt,1 = 2 modes. Moreover, to align the two transmissions of u
[p1,1,1]
ℓ into one dimension

at the users subject to interference because of the transmission to user p1,1, the affected

users should keep the same radiation pattern. However, due to the partial connectivity

of the network, sh1 is now the only user subject to this interference. Therefore, the

radiation pattern of its antenna is the only one that has to be kept constant to project

the interference caused by the transmissions of u
[p1,1,1]
ℓ into one dimension. From the

supersymbol of Figure 4.7, we can easily check that the pairs of symbol extensions {1, 4},

{2, 5} and {3, 6} satisfy all the previous conditions. Each of these pairs constitutes an

alignment block ℓ, ℓ = {1, 2, 3}, for private user p1,1. For instance, consider the first

alignment block formed by symbol extensions {1, 4}. The signal received by the private
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user p1,1 during its first alignment block is

⎡

⎣y
[p1,1][1]

y[p1,1][4]

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎣h
[p1,1,1](1)Tx[1][1] + 0T2,1x

[2][1]

h[p1,1,1](2)Tx[1][4] + 0T2,1x
[2][4]

⎤

⎦

=

⎡

⎣h
[p1,1,1](1)T

h[p1,1,1](2)T

⎤

⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H[p1,1,1]

u
[p1,1,1]
1 +

⎡

⎣h
[p1,1,1](1)Tu[sh1,1]

1

0

⎤

⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference

+

⎡

⎣z
[p1,1][1]

z[p1,1][4]

⎤

⎦ .
(4.81)

Private user p1,1 applies zero-forcing based on y[p1,1][7] to remove the interference at

time instants 1, 2 and 3 (see (4.80)). Thus, the signal at user p1,n after interference

subtraction is given by

⎡

⎣y
[p1,1][1]

y[p1,1][4]

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎣h
[p1,1,1](1)T

h[p1,1,1](2)T

⎤

⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H[p1,1,1]

u
[p1,1,1]
1 +

⎡

⎣z
[p1,1][1]− z[p1,1][3]

z[p1,1][4]

⎤

⎦ , (4.82)

where

H[p1,1,1] =
[
h[p1,1,1](1)T h[p1,1,1](2)T

]T
∈ C2×2, (4.83)

is the channel matrix of user p1,1. Consequently, due to the fact that the channels

h[p1,1,1](l), l ∈ {1, 2}, are generic, the 2 symbols in u
[p1,1,1]
1 can be decoded by inverting

the full-rank matrix H[p1,1,1]. The same procedure can be followed to decode the data

streams u
[p1,1,1]
2 and u

[p1,1,1]
3 transmitted repetitively over the pairs of symbol extensions

{2, 5} and {3, 6}, respectively.

Recall that, as can be seen from (4.81), the transmission of data to private users of a

specific cell does not cause interference to private users of other cells. Consequently,

p1,2 can reuse the same radiation pattern and the same beamforming matrix as p1,1,

which can also be verified from (4.76). This way, each pair of symbol extensions {1, 4},

{2, 5} and {3, 6} also constitutes an alignment block of p1,2. Moreover, in (4.78) note

that the interference associated with the repeated transmissions of u
[p1,2,2]
ℓ by BS 2

along the ℓ-th alignment block of p1,2 is aligned into the same single dimension as the

transmission of u
[p1,1,1]
ℓ by the BS 1 along the ℓ-th alignment block of p1,1. Hence, in

(4.78) the interference term associated with the transmissions of u
[p1,1,1]
ℓ and u

[p1,2,2]
ℓ can

be removed if user sh1 applies zero-forcing based on the signals received during the time

slot over which is not receiving data. For instance, if sh1 applies zero-forcing based on
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y[sh1][4] = h[sh1](1)T
(
u
[p1,1]
1 + u

[p1,2]
1

)
, it can remove all this interference during symbol

extension 1. Similarly, sh1 can remove the interference during symbol extensions 2 and

3 by applying zero-forcing based on y[sh1][5] and y[sh1][6], respectively. Hence, the terms

of interference received during the transmission of u[sh1]
1 can be subtracted afterwards.

The signal at shared user sh1 after zero-forcing interference cancellation is

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

y[sh1][1]− y[sh1][4]

y[sh1][2]− y[sh1][5]

y[sh1][3]− y[sh1][6]

y[sh1][7]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[sh1](1)T

h[sh1](2)T

h[sh1](3)T

h[sh1](4)T

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H[sh1]

u[sh1]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

z[sh1][1]− z[sh1][4]

z[sh1][2]− z[sh1][5]

z[sh1][3]− z[sh1][6]

z[sh1][7]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (4.84)

In summary, using a reconfigurable antenna with Nt = 2 modes, each private user

achieves 6 DoF, 2 DoF per alignment block. At the same time, using a single antenna

with 4 modes, shared user sh1 achieves 4 DoF over only one alignment block. Therefore,

a total of 16 DoF are achieved along 7 symbol extensions, which yields 16/7 DoF per

symbol extension. Notice that in comparison with the cBIA proposed in Figure 3.6, the

proposed scheme improves upon the 2 DoF per symbol extension achieved by cBIA in a

cellular network even when there is full connectivity and all BSs share data intended to

every user of the system. Furthermore, this improvement is achieved using a supersymbol

of 7 instead of 54 symbol extensions. Consequently, the nBIA scheme can be used over

channels with smaller coherence time or bandwidth than cBIA.

To conclude, we remark that the key of nBIA lies on the generalization of the definition

of alignment block for a communication system with partial connectivity. If a user k

can be served by Nk transmit antennas, then an alignment block for this user consists

of Nk symbol extensions over which it can receive Nk distinguishable data streams.

At the same time, these beams are aligned into one dimension at all users subject to

interference. On one hand, to decode Nk distinguishable data streams, the channel state

of user k has to switch through Nk different modes, one per symbol extension of the

alignment block. As we checked in the toy example and as is described in [88], to align

the aforementioned beams into one dimension at all users subject to interference, their

channel state has to be maintained constant over the Nk symbol extensions that form the

alignment block of the desired user k. Moreover, the data streams intended to a specific

user need to be only aligned into one dimension at those users where the power of the
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interference created by the aforementioned data streams is high enough, and therefore

cannot be treated as noise.

4.6.2 The network Blind Interference Alignment scheme

We now describe the nBIA scheme for the general symmetric scenario of a partially

connected network. To construct the corresponding supersymbol and the beamforming

matrices for each user, we can follow a systematic procedure that allows to generalize the

alignment blocks to networks with partial connectivity. An sBIA scheme is implemented

by each BS to send data to its set of Kp private users. As shown in [88], this strategy

allows each private user to remove interference caused by transmission to all other private

users in its cell. The sBIA scheme is reused by all NBS BSs owing to the partial

connectivity. Furthermore, all BSs of the system jointly implement a cBIA scheme to

send data to the Ksh shared users of the system and to let them cancel the interference

among them. Finally, to obtain the supersymbol shown in Figure 4.8(a), the two schemes

are combined appropriately in order to remove the interference that the transmission of

data to private users causes to the shared users and vice-versa.

4.6.2.1 Design of S-Block 1 of nBIA

We first consider the design of Block 1 of the supersymbol of the nBIA scheme, which

will be denoted as Super-Block 1 (S-Block 1). As shown in Figure 4.8(a), the symbol

extensions of the shared users are formed by repeating an identical Block 1 of a cBIA

scheme for Ksh shared users (Nt − 1)Kp times. Block 1 that is repeated is shown in

Figure 4.8(b). As in [88], the building block of shk′ is formed by M − 1 sub-blocks

comprising (M − 1)k
′−1 symbol extensions (see Figure 4.9(a)). Hence, it comprises

LS−Block1 = (M − 1)Ksh (Nt − 1)Kp (4.85)

symbol extensions. During the l-th sub-block, l ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M − 1}, the receiver of shk′

maintains the l-th reconfigurable mode. Hence, the temporal correlation function of shk′

in the entire S-Block 1 is given by

gshk′ (t) = h[shk′ ](l) if mod
(
t, (M − 1)k

′
)
∈ Ish(l), (4.86)
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 p1, n ←h(1)→ ←h(2)→ … ←h(Nt -1) → ←h(1)→ … ←h(Nt -1) → … ←h(1)→ … ←h(Nt -1) →

¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦

 pKp, n ←h(1)→ ←h(1)→ … ←h(1)→ ←h(2)→ … ←h(2)→ … ←h(Nt -1) → … ←h(Nt -1) →

Shared users Block1 Ksh Block1 Ksh … Block1 Ksh Block1 Ksh … Block1 Ksh … Block1 Ksh … Block1 Ksh

M −1( )Ksh Nt −1( )Kp

Nt −1( ) M −1( )Ksh

M −1( )Ksh

(a) S-Block 1 of the nBIA scheme for a symmetric cellular scenario with partial connectivity.
Block1 Ksh is shown in Figure 4.8(b)

sh1 h(1) h(2) … h(M-1) h(1) h(2) … h(M-1) … h(1) h(2) … h(M-1)

¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦

shKsh h(1) h(1) … h(1) h(2) h(2) … h(2) … h(M-1) h(M-1) … h(M-1)

M −1( )Ksh

M −1( )

(b) Block 1 of the cBIA scheme for transmission to the Ksh shared users.

Figure 4.8: S-Block 1 of the nBIA scheme.

with t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , (M − 1)Ksh(Nt − 1)Kp}, and

Ish(l) =
{
(l − 1)(M − 1)k

′−1 + 1

, . . . , l (M − 1)k
′−1 − 1,mod

(
l (M − 1)k

′−1, (M − 1)k
′
)}

.

As can be seen in Figure 4.8(a), Block-1 of the private users is closely based on Block 1 of

a cBIA scheme aimed at transmitting to Kp users using Nt antennas. The mode of pk,n is

periodic with the building block shown in Figure 4.9(b), which is repeated (Nt− 1)Kp−k

times to form S-Block 1. The building block is now composed of Nt−1 sub-blocks, each

with length bsh(Nt − 1)k−1, where bsh = (M − 1)Ksh . As in the sub-blocks associated

with shk′ , the l-th mode is used in the l-th sub-block, l ∈ {1, ..., Nt − 1}. This way,

during each Block 1 of Figure 4.8(b), each private user maintains a fixed mode. Hence,

the temporal correlation function for private user pk,n for any cell n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NBS} is

gpk,n(t) = h[pk,n](l) if mod
(
t, (M − 1)Ksh (Nt − 1)k

)
∈ Ip(l) (4.87)
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M −1( ) ′k −1

h(1) h(1) … h(1) h(2) h(2) … h(2) … h(M-1) h(M-1) … h(M-1)

M −1( ) ′k −1

M −1( ) ′k

lengthgroup group group

M −1( ) ′k −1

sub-block 1 2 M −1

User: sh ′k

(a) Building block of shared user shk′ .

group

bsh Nt −1( )k−1

h(1) h(1) … h(1) h(2) h(2) … h(2) … h(Nt -1) h(Nt -1) … h(Nt -1) bsh Nt −1( )k

lengthgroup group

sub-block 1 2 Nt −1

bsh Nt −1( )k−1 bsh Nt −1( )k−1

User: pk ,n

(b) Building block of private user pk,n.

Figure 4.9: Building blocks of the private and the shared users.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

p1, n h[p1,n](1) h[p1,n](1) h[p1,n](1) h[p1,n](1) h[p1,n](1) h[p1,n](2) h[p1,n](2) h[p1,n](2) h[p1,n](2) h[p1,n](2)

sh1 h[sh1](1) h[sh1](2) h[sh1](3) h[sh1](4) h[sh1](5) h[sh1](1) h[sh1](2) h[sh1](3) h[sh1](4) h[sh1](5)

Figure 4.10: Structure of S-Block 1 when Kp = 1 and Ksh = 1 in a two-cell scenario
where each BS is equipped with Nt = 3 antennas.

with t ∈
{
1, 2, . . . , (M − 1)Ksh(Nt − 1)Kp

}
and

Ip(l) =
{
(l − 1) bsh (Nt − 1)k−1 + 1

, . . . , l bsh (Nt − 1)k−1 − 1,mod
(
l bsh (Nt − 1)k−1, bsh (Nt − 1)k

)}
,

where recall that bsh = (M − 1)Ksh .

For instance, in a two-cell scenario where Nt = 3, Kp = 1 and Ksh = 1 S-Block 1 has

the form shown in Figure 4.10.

4.6.2.2 Transmission strategy and beamforming matrices for S-Block 1

The key to designing the beamforming matrices is to create alignment blocks that take

into account the partial connectivity of the network. Each alignment block of a shared or

private user corresponds to one block column in the corresponding beamforming matrix.

Since each shared user shk′ is served by all BSs, i.e. M antennas, each block column
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of its beamforming matrix is obtained by placing an M × M identity matrix, IM , at

the rows corresponding to the symbol extensions of the alignment block. The remaining

blocks are filled with M ×M zero matrices, 0M . To obtain the signals transmitted from

the BSs to shared user shk′ , the beamforming matrix is multiplied by

u
[shk′ ]
ℓ′ =

[
u
[shk′ ,1]
ℓ′

T
· · · u

[shk′ ,n]
ℓ′

T
· · · u

[shk′ ,NBS ]
ℓ′

T
]T

(4.88)

where u
[shk′ ]
ℓ′ ∈ CNBSNt×1, ℓ′ = 1, 2, . . . , (M − 1)Ksh−1(Nt − 1)Kp and u

[shk′ ,n]
ℓ′ ∈ CNt×1

contains the Nt symbols transmitted from BS n to shk′ during alignment block ℓ′.

The same procedure is applied to obtain the beamfroming matrix for each private user

at any cell n. However, pk,n is only served by the Nt antennas of BS n. Recall that the

signals x[n][t] transmitted by BSs n do not contain data intended to any private user

pk,n′ , n′ ̸= n. Therefore, each block column ℓ of the beamforming matrix is formed in

the same way as for the shared users. However, to obtain the signals transmitted from

the BSs to pk,n the corresponding beamforming matrix is multiplied by

u
[pk,n]
ℓ =

[
0Nt(n−1),1

T u
[pk,n,n]
ℓ

T
0Nt(NBS−1),1

T
]T

(4.89)

and ℓ = 1, 2, . . . , (Nt − 1)Kp−1(M − 1)Ksh .

To maintain the data beams of one alignment block distinguishable at the user for which

they are intended, the channel between the transmit antennas and the user should change

at each symbol extension of each alignment block. Moreover, during these symbol exten-

sions, each of the affected users should maintain a constant channel so that interference

be aligned. As is shown in Sections 4.6.2.3 and 4.6.2.4, in S-Block 1 both decodability

and interference alignment requirements can be satisfied by using groups. Each group

consists of the first M−1 or Nt−1 symbol extensions of the alignment block of a shared

or private user, respectively. In particular, we can group the ℓ′-th symbol extension in

each one of the M−1 sub-blocks within one building block as shown in Figure 4.9(a) for

shared user shk′ . Since each sub-block consists of (M−1)k
′−1 symbol extensions, a total

of (M − 1)k
′−1 groups can be built within one building block. As was mentioned above,

each of these groups will be associated with a specific alignment block of shk′ . Similarly,

as shown in Figure 4.9(b), for private user pk,n, the ℓ-th symbol extension in each of the

Nt − 1 sub-blocks of one building block can be grouped. Since each sub-block of pk,n
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is now composed of bsh(Nt − 1)k−1 symbol extensions, a total of bsh(Nt − 1)k−1 groups

can be formed within one building block. Recalling that S-Block 1 of shk′ consists of

(Nt−1)Kp(M −1)Ksh−k′ building blocks of (M −1)k
′
symbol extensions, the ℓ′-th group

in the p′-th building block of shk′ comprises symbol extensions

{(p′ − 1)(M − 1)k
′
+ κ(M − 1)k

′−1 + ℓ′}M−2
κ=0

(4.90)

where ℓ′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , (M − 1)k
′−1} and

p′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , (M − 1)Ksh−k′(Nt − 1)Kp}.

Analogously, taking into account that S-Block 1 of pk,n, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NBS} is formed

by (Nt − 1)Kp−k building blocks of bsh(Nt − 1)k symbol extensions, the ℓ-th group in its

p-th building block consists of symbol extensions

{(p− 1) bsh (Nt − 1)k + κ bsh (Nt − 1)k−1 + ℓ}Nt−2
κ=0 , (4.91)

where p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , (Nt − 1)Kp−k}, ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , bsh(Nt − 1)k−1}, and bsh = (M − 1)Ksh .

For instance, particularizing to our illustrative scenario with two cells, Nt = 3, Kp =

1 and Ksh = 1, corresponding to the supersymbol shown in Figure 4.10, the signal

transmitted during S-Block 1 is given by

X =

⎡

⎣I30
I30

⎤

⎦

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

u
[p1,1]
1

u
[p1,1]
2

u
[p1,1]
3

u
[p1,1]
4

u
[p1,1]
5

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
to p1,1

+

⎡

⎣I30
I30

⎤

⎦

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

u
[p1,2]
1

u
[p1,2]
2

u
[p1,2]
3

u
[p1,2]
4

u
[p1,2]
5

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
to p1,2

+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I6 06

I6 06

I6 06

I6 06

I6 06

06 I6

06 I6

06 I6

06 I6

06 I6

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
to sh1

⎡

⎣u
[sh1]
1

u[sh1]
2

⎤

⎦ ,
(4.92)
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where

u
[p1,1]
ℓ =

[
u
[p1,1,1]
ℓ

T
02,1T

]T
,

u
[p1,2]
ℓ =

[
02,1T u

[p1,2,2]
ℓ

T
]T

,

u[sh1]
ℓ′ =

[
u[sh1,1]
ℓ′

T
u[sh1,2]
ℓ′

T
]T

.

(4.93)

Each private user has 5 groups formed by 2 symbol extensions. Specifically, for both pri-

vate users these groups are formed by the pairs of symbol extensions {1, 6}, {2, 7}, {3, 8},

{4, 9} and {5, 10}. On the contrary, shared user sh1 has two groups, each composed of

5 symbol extensions, i.e. {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and {6, 7, 8, 9, 10}.

4.6.2.3 Achieving decodability and interference alignment at the shared

users

First, recall that the channel switching pattern for each shared user is created by concate-

nating (Nt−1)Kp identical Blocks 1 associated with a cBIA scheme aimed at transmitting

data to Ksh users. This way, based on the results in [89], it is straightforward to show

that each group ℓ′ of each user shk′ is formed by M−1 symbol extensions over which the

mode of its antenna changes while the state of all other shared users remains constant.

Consequently, the data sent by all BSs to each user shk′ over each of its alignment blocks

can be decoded and the interference induced to the other shared users is aligned into

one dimension of their signal space.

Note that the private users are also subject to interference because of the data sent by

the BSs to the shared users. To also align this interference, the M −1 data streams sent

to a shared user over one of its groups also need to be contained into one dimension at

all private users. As is also shown in Figures 4.8(a) and 4.11(a), the channel mode of all

private users does not change during an entire Block 1 of shared users. Moreover, recall

that each group of shared user shk′ is composed of symbols within a specific building

block, which belongs to one of the Blocks 1 of shk′ . Hence, within each group of any

shared user shk′ the reconfigurable modes of the antennas of all private users remain the

same state. In conclusion, the interference caused by transmission to shk′ during each

one of its groups is aligned into one dimension at all private users.
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(M −1)Ksh −1

h(1) h(2) … h(M-1) h(1) h(2) … h(M-1) … h(1) h(2) … h(M-1)

h(1) h(1) … h(1) h(2) h(2) … h(2) … h(Nt -1) h(Nt -1) … h(Nt -1)

User: shKsh

User: p1,n

bsh = (M −1)Ksh bsh

(M −1)Ksh −1

bsh

(a) The building blocks of shared users shKsh and p1,n.

bsh (Nt −1)
k−1

h(1) h(2) … h(Nt -1) h(1) h(2) … h(Nt -1) … h(1) h(2) … h(Nt -1)

h(1) h(1) … h(1) h(2) h(2) … h(2) … h(Nt -1) h(Nt -1) … h(Nt -1)

User: pk ,n

User: pk+1,n

bsh (Nt −1)
k bsh (Nt −1)

k bsh (Nt −1)
k

bsh (Nt −1)
k−1

(b) The building blocks of private users pk,n and pk+1,n.

Figure 4.11: Building blocks of the private and shared users.

4.6.2.4 Achieving decodability and interference alignment at the private

users

We now concentrate on the private users. First, we check that the channel state of each

private user changes at each symbol extension within any of its groups. Note that (4.91)

specifies the symbol extensions of the ℓ-th group in the p-th building block of private user

pk,n. Now, it can be easily seen that, for all p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , (Nt − 1)Kp−k}, the modulus

of these symbol extensions with bsh(Nt − 1)k yields

{κ bsh (Nt − 1)k−1 + ℓ}Nt−2
κ=0

(4.94)

with ℓ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , bsh(Nt − 1)k−1}. Hence, from (4.87), the channel states of pk,n are

h[pk,n](1),h[pk,n](2), . . . ,h[pk,n](Nt − 1) during the symbol extensions that form each one

of its groups.

Next, we focus on proving that the interference caused by the transmission to private

user pk,n is aligned into one dimension at the signal space of the other private users in

cell n. First, consider private users {pj,n}k−1
j=1 . Note that the remainder of the division

of the symbol extensions in (4.91) by bsh(Nt− 1)j is the same, i.e. mod(ℓ, bsh (Nt− 1)j),

for a specific group ℓ in the p-th building block of pk,n and any j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1}.

Hence, from (4.87), within each group of pk,n, the channel state of all other private users
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{pj,n}k−1
j=1 remains constant. Now, consider private users {pj,n}

Kp

j=k+1. Notice that the

lengths of the sub-blocks of the private users in S-Block 1 are larger than bsh (Nt − 1)k,

i.e. the length of a building block associated with private user pk,n. Hence, as is shown

in Figure 4.11(b), because the boundaries of the building blocks of pk,n are aligned with

those of the sub-blocks of pj,n, j ∈ {k + 1, k + 2, . . . ,Kp}, the channels of this last

sub-group of private users are the same within each group of pk,n. Therefore, from the

structure of S-Block 1 we can conclude that the data streams transmitted over the Nt−1

symbol extensions of the ℓ-th group of user pk,n are aligned into one dimension at all

other private users of cell n.

Ultimately, we show that interference caused by transmission to user pk,n is also aligned

at the Ksh shared users. Recall that because of the partial connectivity, the transmission

of data from a BS to any of its private users does not create interference to the private

users of the other cells. Therefore, we only need to verify that for each group of users

pk,n the channel state of all shared users remains constant. Consider any shared user

shk′ and the symbol extensions in (4.91), which form the ℓ-th group in the p-th building

block of pk,n. Since bsh = (M −1)Ksh is an integer multiple of (M −1)k
′
, the remainders

of the indices of the symbol extensions in (4.91) divided by (M − 1)k
′
are the same, i.e.

mod(ℓ, (M − 1)k
′
). Consequently, from (4.86), within each group of pk,n, the channel

state of any user shk′ is constant. Hence, the requirements of decodability and alignment

are satisfied in each group of each private user.

As explained previously, due to the partial connectivity, the transmission of data from

BS n′, n′ ̸= n, to its private users does not impose any constraints on the design of

the channel pattern and the beamforming matrices of private user pk,n. Thus, private

users {pk,n}NBS
n=1 can reuse the same beamforming matrix and the same channel pattern

in S-Block 1 when receiving data from their corresponding BSs. This can be seen in

our illustrative two-cell scenario in (4.92) and Figure 4.10. More generally, the same

fact can be verified in Figure 4.8(a) and in (4.91) where the symbol extensions of the

groups associated with private users {pk,n}NBS
n=1 are the same. As a result, not only are

the Nt data beams transmitted within each group of one private user pk,n aligned into

one dimension at each shared user, but also all data beams transmitted to all private

users {pk,n}NBS
n=1 within each group specified in (4.91) are projected into the same single

dimension at each shared user.
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 p1, n h(1) h(1) … h(Nt -1) … h(1) h(1) … h(Nt -1) h(Nt ) h(Nt ) … h(Nt ) … h(1) h(2) … h(Nt -1)

¦

 pKp, n h(1) h(1) … h(Nt -1) … h(1) h(1) … h(Nt -1) h(1) h(1) … h(Nt -1) … h(Nt ) h(Nt ) … h(Nt )

 sh1 h(M) h(M) … h(M) … h(1) h(2) … h(M-1) h(1) h(2) … h(M-1) … h(1) h(2) … h(M-1)

¦

 shKsh h(1) h(2) … h(M-1) … h(M) h(M) … h(M) h(1) h(1) … h(M-1) … h(1) h(1) … h(M-1)

M −1( )Ksh −1 Nt −1( )Kp Nt −1( )Kp −1 M −1( )Ksh

Ksh M −1( )Ksh −1 Nt −1( )Kp Kp Nt −1( )Kp −1 M −1( )Ksh

M −1( )Ksh −1 Nt −1( )Kp Nt −1( )Kp −1 M −1( )Ksh

Figure 4.12: S-Block 2 of the nBIA supersymbol.

4.6.2.5 Design of S-Block 2

From the design of S-Block-1 and the corresponding beamforming matrices, we can

undertake the design of the switching pattern of all users during Block 2 of the nBIA

scheme, which will be called Super-Block 2 (S-Block 2). The purpose of S-Block 2 is

to complete the alignment blocks of all users so that each user can decode the data

received along its groups and cancel the interference caused by the transmission of data

to other users during S-Block 1. From (4.90) notice that the number of alignment blocks

associated with each shared user is equal to (M − 1)Ksh−1(Nt − 1)Kp . Consequently, to

complete the alignment blocks of the Ksh shared users, a total of

tsh = Ksh

[
(M − 1)Ksh−1(Nt − 1)Kp

]
(4.95)

symbol extensions are needed in S-Block 2. As shown in Figure 4.12, these symbol

extensions are LS−Block1+1,LS−Block1+2, . . . ,LS−Block1+ tsh, where LS−Block1 = (M −

1)Ksh(Nt−1)Kp is the length of S-Block 1. Within the aforementioned symbol extensions,

sub-block

{LS−Block1+(k′ − 1) tsh/Ksh + ℓ′}tsh/Ksh
ℓ′=1

(4.96)

with k′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Ksh}, provides the last symbol extensions of the alignment blocks

of shk′ . In particular, each symbol extension specified in (4.96) constitutes the last

element of the ℓ′-th alignment block of shk′ . Hence, in order to be able to decode the

signals of interest over the alignment block, user shk′ employs the M -th preset mode

during each symbol extension in (4.96). This way, if the NBS BSs repetitively transmit
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u
[shk′ ]
ℓ′ ∈ CM×1 within each symbol extension of the ℓ′-th alignment block of shk′ , it can

decode u
[shk′ ]
ℓ′ after removing the interference.

Since the interference caused by the first M − 1 transmissions of u
[shk′ ]
ℓ′ during the ℓ′-

th group of shk′ in S-Block 1 is aligned into one dimension at all other shared and

private users, zero-forcing can be applied to remove it. Due to the fact that only u
[shk′ ]
ℓ′ ,

ℓ′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , tsh
Ksh

}, are transmitted during each symbol extension of (4.96), any shared

user shj′ ̸= shk′ and all private users pk,n can measure the interference caused by the

transmission of u
[shk′ ]
ℓ′ . Therefore, they can subtract the interference received in S-Block

1 if, during the symbol extensions given in (4.96), they maintain the same channel state

as the one used during the ℓ′-th alignment group of shk′ . From (4.90) notice that the

symbol extensions that form the ℓ′-th group of shared user shk′ are

{psh(ℓ′, k′) (M − 1)k
′
+ κ(M − 1)k

′−1 + lsh(ℓ
′, k′)}M−2

κ=0
(4.97)

where

lsh(ℓ, k
′) = mod(ℓ′ − 1, (M − 1)k

′−1) + 1

and psh(ℓ′, k′) =
⌊

ℓ′−1
(M−1)k′−1

⌋
. Consequently, during the ℓ′-th symbol extension specified

in (4.96) the channel state of shared users shj′ ̸= shk′ equals

gshj′

(
psh(ℓ

′, k′) (M − 1)k
′
+ lsh(ℓ

′, k′)
)
,

whereas the channel state for all private users {pk,n}NBS
k=1 is

gpk,n

(
psh(ℓ

′, k′) (M − 1)k
′
+ lsh(ℓ

′, k′)
)
,

with gshj′ and gpk,n given in (4.86) and (4.87), respectively.

Next, we consider the design of S-Block 2 for the private users. As we have seen in (4.91),

the number of alignment blocks per private user equals bsh(Nt − 1)Kp−1. Due to the

partial connectivity, BSs n and n′ can transmit simultaneously the data associated with

a specific alignment block of pk,n and pk,n′ , respectively, without interfering with each

other. Thus, one symbol extension of S-Block 2 can be reused by private users {pk,n}NBS
n=1

to complete one of their alignment blocks. Thus, since there are Kp private users per
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cell, a total of

tp = Kp
[
(M − 1)Ksh(Nt − 1)Kp−1

]
(4.98)

symbol extensions are needed in S-Block 2 for all private users. Therefore, the entire

length of S-Block 2 is

LS−Block2 = tsh + tp = Ksh

[
(M − 1)Ksh−1(Nt − 1)Kp

]
+Kp

[
(M − 1)Ksh(Nt − 1)Kp−1

]

(4.99)

In order not to create any interference, similar to the symbol extensions of S-Block

2 for the shared users, each BS n only transmits data to one specific user in its cell.

However, this time the BSs do not transmit data to a specific shared user. Instead,

each BS n only transmits data to a specific private user pk,n during each of the tp

symbol extensions. As shown in Figure 4.12, the tp symbol extensions of S-Block 2 are

LS−Block1 + tsh + 1,LS−Block1 + tsh + 2, . . . ,LS−Block1 + tsh + tp. Within these symbol

extensions, the sub-block

{LS−Block1 + tsh + (k − 1) tp/Kp + ℓ}tp/Kp

ℓ=1
(4.100)

k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Kp}, provides the last symbol extensions of the alignment blocks of private

users {pk,n}NBS
n=1 . Hence, during each symbol extension in (4.100) the private users have

to keep the Nt-th preset mode. This way, if each BS n applies a repetition code to

send u
[pk,n]
ℓ ∈ CNt×1 during each symbol extension within the ℓ-th alignment block

of {pk,n}NBS
n=1 , each user pk,n at any cell n can use the signals received during its ℓ-th

alignment block to decode u
[pk,n]
ℓ .

Continuing the design of the symbol extensions of S-Block 2, notice that the simultaneous

transmissions of {u[pk,n]
ℓ }NBS

n=1 during the ℓ-th group of private users {pk,n}NBS
n=1 are aligned

into the same single dimension of the signal space of each shared user shk′ . Hence, to

remove the interference caused by these transmissions, shk′ can apply zero-forcing based

on the interference signal measured in S-Block 2. To do so, the preset mode of shk′ during

the ℓ-th symbol extension in (4.100) has to be equal to the mode of shk′ during the ℓ-th

alignment group of private users {pk,n}NBS
n=1 , which consists of symbol extensions

{pb(ℓ, k) bsh (Nt − 1)k + κ bsh (Nt − 1)k−1 + lp(ℓ, k)}Nt−2
κ=0

(4.101)
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with lp(ℓ, k) = mod(ℓ − 1, bsh (Nt − 1)k−1) + 1 and pp(ℓ, k) =
⌊

ℓ−1
bsh (Nt−1)k−1

⌋
. Mathe-

matically, during the ℓ-th symbol extension in (4.100) the channel state of shk′ equals

gshk′

(
pp(ℓ, k) bsh (Nt − 1)k + lp(ℓ, k)

)
, where gshk′ is given in (4.86).

Due to the fact that the transmitted symbols u
[pk,n]
ℓ during the symbol extensions of

S-Block 1 are aligned into one dimension at the signal space of any private user pj,n ̸=

pk,n, each private user of cell n can apply the same technique as shared user shk′ to

remove the interference caused by the transmission of u
[pk,n]
ℓ . Specifically, at private

user pj,n ̸= pk,n, the interference is removed by applying zero-forcing based on the signal

received during the ℓ-th symbol extension in (4.100) with the mode of its antenna equal

to gpj,n
(
pp(ℓ, k) bsh (Nt − 1)k + lp(ℓ, k)

)
, where gpj,n is given in (4.87). Finally, due to

the partial connectivity, the transmission of u
[pk,n]
ℓ to any private user pk,n at cell n does

not interfere with the communication between BS n′ and any user pj,n′ at cell n′ ̸= n.

As a result, users pj,n′ ̸= pk′,n do not need to cancel the interference caused by the

transmission of data to pk,n during S-Block 1.

4.6.3 Alternative Supersymbol Design

An alternative design of the supersymbol of the nBIA scheme can also be obtained. As

shown in Figure 4.13, a Block 1 associated with an sBIA scheme aimed at transmitting

data to Kp users is repeated (M − 1)Ksh times to construct S-Block 1 for the Kp private

users of each cell n. For the shared users, S-Block 1 is formed by augmenting the length

of the sub-blocks that form Block 1 of a cBIA scheme for a system with Ksh shared users

and M transmit antennas. This time, the length of the sub-block of a shared user equals

(Nt − 1)Kp (M − 1)k
′−1 symbol extensions. Similarly to S-Block 2 of Figure 4.12, the

alternative design for S-Block 2 is obtained by completing the alignment blocks whose

groups form S-Block 1. It can be easily verified that the same DoF as in (4.102) can

also be achieved by the alternative structure of the supersymbol.
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 sh1 ←h(1)→ ←h(2)→ … ←h(M-1)→ ←h(1)→ … ←h(M-1)→ … ←h(1)→ … ←h(M-1)→

¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦

 shKsh ←h(1)→ ←h(1)→ … ←h(1)→ ←h(2)→ … ←h(2)→ … ←h(M-1)→ … ←h(M-1)→

Private users Block1 Kp Block1 Kp … Block1 Kp Block1 Kp … Block1 Kp … Block1 Kp … Block1 Kp

M −1( )Ksh Nt −1( )Kp

M −1( ) Nt −1( )Kp

Figure 4.13: Alternative design of S-Block 1 of the nBIA supersymbol.

4.6.4 Achievable Degrees of Freedom

With the nBIA scheme, each shared user achieves M DoF per alignment block, whereas

each private user attains Nt DoF per alignment block. Since the total number of align-

ment blocks of each shared user is equal to tsh/Ksh = (M−1)Ksh−1 (Nt−1)Kp in the su-

persymbol of the nBIA scheme, a total of M tsh/Ksh DoF per supersymbol are achieved

for each shared user. Following a similar reasoning and recalling that each private user

employs (M − 1)Ksh (Nt − 1)Kp−1 alignment blocks per supersymbol, a total Nt tp/Kp

DoF are attained by each private user in a supersymbol. Thus, since the length of the

supersymbol equals LS−Block1 +LS−Block2 symbol extensions where LS−Block2 = tsh + tp

is the number of symbol extensions in S-Block 2 (see Figs. 4.8(a), 4.8(b) and 4.12), when

nBIA is used for the symmetric scenario the achievable sum-DoF per symbol extension

are

DoFnBIA =
KshM

tsh
Ksh

+NBS KpNt
tp
Kp

LS−Block1 + LS−Block2

=
M [Ksh (Nt − 1) +Kp (M − 1)]

(M − 1)(Nt − 1) +Ksh (Nt − 1) +Kp (M − 1)
.

(4.102)

Notice that the achievable DoF can be split between

DoFnBIApri =
NtKp(M − 1)

(M − 1)(Nt − 1) +Ksh (Nt − 1) +Kp (M − 1)
, (4.103)

in each group of private users and

DoFnBIAsh =
MKsh(Nt − 1)

(M − 1)(Nt − 1) +Ksh (Nt − 1) +Kp (M − 1)
, (4.104)

for the set of shared users located between the set of BSs. Checking the information-

theoretic sum-DoF outer bound derived for private and shared users in (4.27) and (4.28),
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respectively, it is demonstrated that the proposed nBIA scheme results DoF-optimal in

symmetric cellular networks with partial connectivity.

4.6.5 Asymmetric Partially Connected Cellular Networks

So far, a symmetric scenario has been considered. In this section, the nBIA scheme

is extended to asymmetric cellular networks where the number of private users can be

different at each cell. Moreover, it will be shown that there exist some settings for which

the extension of the proposed scheme achieves the sum-DoF outer bound of Section 4.3.

However, this is not generally the case, and therefore, the DoF optimality of the proposed

approach for asymmetric cellular networks is still an open problem.

For illustrative purposes, we consider a toy example where Nt = 2, Ksh = 1, Kp,1 = 2

and Kp,2 = 1 (see Figure 4.14). Note that the number of private users is now different

at each cell. By solving the optimization problem of (4.18) and (4.22), it is found that

the outer bound of the achievable DoF is 2.5 DoF. The supersymbol of the nBIA scheme

v1,2p1,2

p1,1

p1,2

p2,1
sh1BS 1 BS 2

Figure 4.14: Asymmetric toy example. BS 1 and BS 2 transmit to Kp,1 = 2 and
Kp,2 = 1, respectively, and both transmit to Ksh = 1 shared user. For the sake of
simplicity only the intercell interference has been depicted from BS 2 to users in cell 1

with red dotted lines.

of Section 4.6.2 is shown in Figure 4.15. Each private user exploits 3 alignment blocks,

providing Nt = 2 DoF each, whereas the shared user attains M = 4 DoF during 10

symbol extensions. Therefore, the proposed scheme attains 2×3×3+4
10 = 22

10 DoF in total,

which is 3
10 below the outer bound.

In Figure 4.15, the pairs of symbol extensions {1,4}, {2,5} and {3,6} constitute alignment

blocks of private user p1,2. During each of the aforementioned alignment blocks, private

user p1,2 achieves 2 DoF. Moreover, symbol extension {10} is used by p1,2 to remove

the interference caused by the transmission to the shared user sh1. Note also that
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

p1,1 h[p1,1](1) h[p1,1](1) h[p1,1](1) h[p1,1](2) h[p1,1](2) h[p1,1](2) h[p1,1](1) h[p1,1](1) h[p1,1](1) h[p1,1](1)

p2,1 h[p2,1](1) h[p2,1](1) h[p2,1](1) h[p2,1](1) h[p2,1](1) h[p2,1](1) h[p2,1](2) h[p2,1](2) h[p2,1](2) h[p2,1](1)

p1,2 h[p1,2](1) h[p1,2](1) h[p1,2](1) h[p1,2](2) h[p1,2](2) h[p1,2](2) h[p1,2](1) h[p1,2](1) h[p1,2](1) h[p1,2](1)

sh1 h[sh1](1) h[sh1](2) h[sh1](3) h[sh1](1) h[sh1](2) h[sh1](3) h[sh1](1) h[sh1](2) h[sh1](3) h[sh1](4)

Figure 4.15: Supersymbol for the asymmetric scenario with Nt = 2, Kp,1 = 2,
Kp,2 = 1 and Ksh = 1. Dashed lines represent the idle slots that can be used for

transmission of v1,2.

symbol extensions {7,8,9}, which are employed by BS 1 to transmit to p2,1 and complete

its alignment blocks, are used by shared user sh1 in order to remove the interference

caused by the transmission from BS 1 to user p2,1. On the contrary, symbol extensions

{7,8,9} are idle for private user p1,2 since it is not subject to interference caused by

the transmission to p2,1, and therefore, does not need to remove it. In order to exploit

them, we can devise a virtual user v1,2, which is the same physical user as p1,2. Since

no changes are required at BS 1, we only consider transmission of BS 2. Taking virtual

user v1,2 into account, the symbols sent by BS 2 are now

X =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
p1,2

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

u
[p1,2]
1

u
[p1,2]
2

u
[p1,2]
3

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

0 0 0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
v1,2

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

u
[v1,2]
1

u
[v1,2]
2

u
[v1,2]
3

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I

I

I

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸︷︷︸
sh1

u[sh1]
1 , (4.105)

where

u[sh1]
1 =

[
02,1T u[sh1,2]

1

T
]T

u
[p1,2]
ℓ =

[
02,1T u

[p1,2,2]
ℓ

T
]T

u
[v1,2]
ℓ =

[
03,1T u

[p1,2,2]
ℓ

T
]T

.

(4.106)
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The private users p1,1 and p2,1 served by BS 1 are not subject to interference by the

transmission of BS 2 to v1,2. The shared user can measure the sum of interference from

transmission to both p2,1 and v1,2 during symbol extensions {7,8,9} and remove it from

symbol extensions {1, 2, 3}. Note that, since only the sum of the interference terms

caused by the transmission to v1,2 and p2,1 can be measured, this scheme requires to

retransmit the symbols {u[v1,2]
ℓ }3ℓ=1 not only during symbol extensions {7,8,9}, but also

during symbol extensions {1,2,3}, respectively. Furthermore, transmission of BS 2 to

private user p1,2 is carried out using the nBIA scheme of Section 4.6.2. However, private

user p1,2 is now subject to interference caused by the transmission from BS 2 to virtual

user v1,2 during symbol extensions {1,2,3}. In order to remove it, private user p1,2 only

needs to measure it during symbol extensions {7,8,9} with the same channel mode as

in symbol extensions {1,2,3}, respectively. After removing this interference, the DoF

attained by p1,2 are not affected.

During symbol extensions {7,8,9}, BS 2 only transmits to v1,2. Additionally, similar to

private user p1,2, due to the partial connectivity of the network, notice that virtual user

v1,2 is not subject to interference caused by the transmission from BS 1 to private user

p2,1. Hence, the virtual user attains 3 additional DoF, one per symbol extension. Since

the supersymbol consists of 10 slots, an improvement of 3
10 DoF is achieved compared to

the 22
10 DoF achieved by the nBIA scheme of previous sections for symmetric networks.

As a result, by adding the virtual user, the outer bound of (4.24) is attained despite the

asymmetric impairments.

Next, we consider the same scenario as in Figure 4.14, but now with Nt = 3 antennas

per BS. After solving the optimization problem (4.18) and (4.22) for this setting, we

can check that the DoF outer bound is 17
6 DoF. The supersymbol of the nBIA scheme

for the symmetric case is shown in Figure 4.16. Similar to the case where Nt = 2, if we

implement the beamforming matrices of Section 4.6.2, symbol extensions {31-40} of user

p1,2 are idle. Therefore, as in the previous toy example, we can design new beamforming

matrices that include transmission to a virtual user v1,2 in order to get an additional

DoF during each idle symbol extension. This way, the 3 private users achieve 3 DoF in

each of the 10 alignment blocks plus 10 additional DoF for virtual user v1,2, which is

the same physical user as p1,2. Additionally, shared user sh1 achieves 6 DoF in each of

the 4 alignment blocks. In other words, the scheme attains 31
11 DoF, which is only 1

66

DoF below the outer bound. On the contrary, since cBIA does not leverage the partial
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1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 41 42 43 44

p1,1 ←h(1)→ ←h(2)→ ←h(1)→ ←h(2)→ ←h(3)→ ←h(3)→ ←h(1)→ ←h(2)→ h(1) h(2) h(1) h(2)

p2,1 ←h(1)→ ←h(1)→ ←h(2)→ ←h(2)→ ←h(1)→ ←h(2)→ ←h(3)→ ←h(3)→ h(1) h(1) h(2) h(2)

p1,2 ←h(1)→ ←h(2)→ ←h(1)→ ←h(2)→ ←h(3)→ ←h(3)→ ←h(1)→ ←h(2)→ h(1) h(2) h(1) h(2)

sh1 Block1 Ksh Block1 Ksh Block1 Ksh Block1 Ksh Block2 Ksh Block2 Ksh Block2 Ksh Block2 Ksh h(6) h(6) h(6) h(6)

             
h(1)h(2) h(3) h(4) h(5)

 
Figure 4.16: Supersymbol for asymmetric scenario with Nt = 3, Kp,1 = 2, Kp,2 = 1
and Ksh = 1. Dashed lines represent the idle slots that can be used for transmission of

v1,2.

connectivity of the system, it only achieves 5
3 DoF, which is considerably smaller than

the DoF attained by the proposed nBIA scheme.

For the general case, the construction of the supersymbol is the same as in a sym-

metric setting where Kp = Kp,nmax with Kp,nmax = max
n

{Kp,n}. S-Block 1 consists of

LS−Block1 = (M − 1)Ksh(Nt − 1)Kp,nmax slots, whereas S-Block 2 contains LS−Block2 =

tsh,max + tp,max symbol extensions where

tp,max = Kp,nmax

[
(M − 1)Ksh(Nt − 1)Kp,nmax−1

]

and

tsh,max = Ksh

[
(M − 1)Ksh−1(Nt − 1)Kp,nmax

]
.

Thus, there are

tp,max

Kp,nmax

NBS∑

n=1

Kp,n

alignment blocks during which the nBIA scheme for symmetric networks is applied.

Moreover,

tp,max

Kp,nmax

NBS∑

n=1

(Kp,nmax −Kp,n)

additional DoF are attained by taking advantage of the idle slots of S-Block 2. To do so,

as in the toy examples, the beamforming matrices have to be modified in order to include

transmission to virtual users. The sum-DoF per symbol extension that are attained by
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the extension of the nBIA to the asymmetric setting are given by (4.107).

DoFnBIA,asymm =
M

tsh,max

Ksh
Ksh +Nt

tp,max

Kp,nmax

∑NBS
n=1 Kp,n + tp,max

Kp,nmax

∑NBS
n=1 (Kp,nmax −Kp,n)

LS−Block1 + LS−Block2

=
MKsh (Nt − 1) + (M − 1)

[
(Nt − 1)

∑NBS
n=1 Kp,n +NBS Kp,nmax

]

(M − 1)(Nt − 1) +Ksh (Nt − 1) +Kp,nmax (M − 1)
.

(4.107)

4.6.6 Achievable Rates

So far, this work has focused on the high SNR regime and on the achievable DoF. To

complement the previous sections, we derive closed-form expressions for the achievable

rates of the nBIA scheme in the symmetric scenario for finite SNR. Expressions for the

asymmetric scenario can be derived using the same procedure.

Due to the symmetry of the setting with respect to the private users, we analyze a generic

alignment block for private user pk,n. For simplicity, the index refers to the position of

the symbol extension in the alignment block of pk,n. First, recall that the supersymbol

of pk,n contains tp/Kp alignment blocks, each formed by Nt symbol extensions. The

first Nt− 1 symbol extensions are contained in S-Block 1 and are subject to interference

from the signals sent to Kp − 1 private and Ksh shared users. On the contrary, the last

symbol extensions of the alignment blocks are in S-Block 2, are free of interference, and

are used to achieve decodability and measure the interference. Furthermore, since the

beamforming matrix and the pattern of the channel modes are reused by the private

users across the cells, the interference due to transmission to users {pj,n′}NBS
n′=1,n′ ̸=n with

j ̸= k is also removed together with the interference generated by the transmission

to pj,n. However, due to the reuse, the transmission to user pk,n′ generates a weak

interference term that cannot be canceled, and is treated as noise. Hence, the received

signal

ỹ
[pk,n]
ℓ =H[pk,n,n]u

[pk,n,n]
ℓ +

NBS∑

n′=1,n′ ̸=n

√
α
[pk,n,n]
n′ H[pk,n,n′]u

[pk,n,n′]
ℓ + z̃[pk,n], (4.108)

where α
[pk,n,n]
n′ is the relative power of the signal of BS n′ received at user pk,n taking

the power of the signal received from BS n as reference, i.e. α
[pk,n,n]
n = 1. In (4.108),
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Pstr =
(Nt − 1)(M − 1) +Kp(M − 1) +Ksh(Nt − 1)

Nt [(Kp +Ksh)(Nt − 1)(M − 1) +Kp(M − 1) +Ksh(Nt − 1)]
P. (4.110)

H[pk,n,n′] =
[
h[pk,n,n′](1)

T
. . . h[pk,n,n′](Nt)

T
]T

∈ CNt×Nt contains the channel coef-

ficients between pk,n and BS n′ normalized by
√
α
[pk,n,n]
n′ and z̃[pk,n] ∈ CNt×1 is the

noise vector after interference subtraction. Consequently, the Nt-th element of z̃[pk,n] is

z̃
[pk,n]
Nt

= z[pk,n][Nt], while

z̃
[pk,n]
i = z[pk,n][t]−

Kp∑

j=1
j ̸=k

z[pj,n][t]−
Ksh∑

k′=1

z[shk′ ][t] (4.109)

for any t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nt−1}. From now on, we will assume that the noise terms z[pk,n][t]

and z[shk′ ][t] are independent and that z[pk,n][t], z[shk′ ][t] ∼ CN (0, 1) for all pk,n ∈ Kp,n,

shk ∈ Ksh and n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NBS}.

Since the length of S-Block 1 is (Nt−1)Kp(M−1)Ksh and each BS serves Kp+Ksh users

at each slot, Nt (Kp+Ksh) (Nt−1)Kp(M−1)Ksh symbols are sent over S-Block 1. On the

other hand, to allow decodability and interference cancellation, S-Block 2 provides an

additional symbol extension per alignment block in an orthogonal fashion. Since there

are tsh and tp alignment blocks per Kp private and per Ksh shared users, respectively, to

exploit the partial connectivity each BS needs to transmit Nt(tp + tsh) symbols during

S-Block 2. Therefore, assuming equal power transmission to each stream, the allocated

power per symbol is given by (4.110). Moreover, since each supersymbol contains tp/Kp

alignment blocks per private user (see (4.98)), the ratio of alignment blocks per private

user over the total number of slots is

Bp =
M − 1

(M − 1)(Nt +Kp − 1) +Ksh(Nt − 1)
. (4.111)

Thus, the normalized rate per slot for pk,n is

R[pk,n] = BpE
[
log det

(
I+ PstrH

[pk,n,n]H[pk,n,n]HR
[pk,n]
z̃

−1
)]

, (4.112)
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where the covariance matrix of the noise plus interference subtraction after interference

subtraction is given by

R
[pk,n]
z̃ = R

[pk,n]
z̃ + Pstr

NBS∑

n′=1,n′ ̸=n

α
[pk,n]
n′ H[pk,n,n]H[pk,n,n]H , (4.113)

and

R
[pk,n]
z̃ =

⎡

⎣(Kp +Ksh)INt−1 0

0 1

⎤

⎦ . (4.114)

Similarly, to obtain the rate expression for the shared users, recall that each alignment

block of shk′ is made up of M symbol extensions. The first M − 1 symbol extensions

are subject to interference by the signals sent to NBS Kp private users and Ksh − 1

shared users, whereas the last slot of each alignment block is free of interference. In

this case, BIA codes are not reused among shared users, and therefore interference from

transmission to the private and the remaining shared users can be canceled entirely.

Thus, the signal

ỹ
[shk′ ]
ℓ′ = H[shk′ ]u

[shk′ ]
ℓ′ + z̃[shk′ ], (4.115)

where H[shk′ ] =
[
h[shk′ ](1)

T
. . . h[shk′ ](M)

T
]T

∈ CM×M and

h[shk′ ](l) =

[
h
[shk′ ,1]
1 (l)

T
, . . . ,

√
β
[shk′ ]
n h

[shk′ ,n]
t (l)

T
, . . . ,

√
β
[shk′ ]
NBS

h
[shk′ ,NBS ]
Nt

(l)
T
]T

∈ CM×1

contains the coefficients of the channel between user shk′ and the NtNBS antennas for

mode l, β
[shk′ ]
n denotes the relative power of the signal of BS n received at user shk′

taking the power of the signal received from BS 1 as reference, i.e. β
[shk′ ]
1 = 1, and

z̃[shk′ ] ∈ CM×1 is the noise vector after zero forcing, whose structure is similar to z̃[pk,n].

Notice that the first (M −1) terms are subject to a noise increment Kp+Ksh−1 due to

interference subtraction, while the M -th term only contains the noise term z[shk′ ][Nt].

The power allocated to each symbol is also given by (4.110). Moreover, tsh/Ksh align-

ment blocks are used to transmit to each shared user (see (4.95)). Hence, the ratio of

alignment blocks per shared user over the supersymbol length is

Bsh =
Nt − 1

(M − 1)(Nt +Kp − 1) +Ksh(Nt − 1)
. (4.116)
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Therefore, the normalized rate of shk′ is

R[shk′ ] = BshE
[
log det

(
I+ PsrtH

[shk′ ]H[shk′ ]
H
R

[shk′ ]
z̃

−1
)]

, (4.117)

where the noise covariance matrix is

R
[shk′ ]
z̃ =

⎡

⎣(Kp +Ksh)IM−1 0

0 1

⎤

⎦ . (4.118)

4.7 Simulation Results

As we discussed in Chapter 3, there exits a trade-off between private and shared users

when either isolated or cooperative BIA transmission is taken into consideration in a

cellular network. The region of the DoF achievable for private users regarding the

achieved by shared is depicted in Figure 4.17. Notice that the DoF achieved by the

shared users when private users obtain zero-DoF corresponds to the fully cooperative

solution (3.32), whereas private users achieve the DoF given by the use of sBIA in the

MISO BC (2.23) subject to zero-DoF for shared users. Assuming a symmetric scenario,

it can be seen that nBIA obtains the outer bound derived in section 4.3. In other

words, the proposed nBIA scheme results DoF-optimal. Therefore, the optimal DoF

for partially connected cellular networks with Kp private users and Ksh shared users is

achievable by using nBIA. For auBIA based on augmented code by using data sharing

among the BSs, the optimal DoF for private users is achievable when there are not any

shared users. However, since shared users obtain diversity gain instead of multiplexing

gain, they are limited to attain Nt DoF per alignment block. In consequence, shared

users are far from the optimal. Last but not least, the use of augmented code BIA

supersymbols, which provides diversity gain for shared users, involves a considerable

penalty in DoF for private users. In fact, the use of sBIA and cBIA together with an

orthogonal approach as is proposed by the fbwBIA scheme overcomes the performance

of auBIA. The slope of the region for fbwBIA is given by the portion of bandwidth

allocated to each group of users.

The achievable DoF for different transmission schemes over a symmetric partially con-

nected network are depicted in Fig. 4.18. A two-cell scenario where each BS is equipped

with Nt = 3 antennas is assumed; there are 3 private users per each shared user in
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Figure 4.17: Degrees of Freedom region for homogeneous cellular networks with par-
tial connectivity.

each cell, i.e. in the first iteration Kp,1 = Kp,2 = 3 and Ksh = 2. As expected, the

proposed nBIA scheme achieves the information-theoretic outer bound of Section 4.3.

In contrast, although the DoF grow with the number of users, the performance of cBIA

is inferior due to the lack of connectivity. Besides, since in the augmented code solution

proposed in [97] the shared users are not subject to intercell interference, the scheme at-

tains more DoF compared to the case where sBIA is implemented in each cell. However,

its performance is inferior to the proposed nBIA scheme.

In Fig. 4.19 we show the achievable DoF for an asymmetric two-cell scenario where one

cell contains 4
3 times the private users of the other cell. As pointed out in Section 4.6.5,

the nBIA scheme does not always achieve the outer bound of Section 4.3. However it

is close to the sum-DoF outer bound. Moreover, it can be seen that nBIA attains more

DoF than other schemes.2 In contrast with nBIA, cBIA attains significantly fewer DoF

since it does not exploit the lack of full connectivity.

The length of the supersymbols of the different transmission schemes is shown in Fig. 4.20

for the same parameters as in Fig. 4.18. As can be seen, the implementation of cBIA

requires a prohibitive supersymbol length. This is due to the fact that the supersymbol

length of cBIA depends exponentially on the total number of users in the network,

2Since auBIA was devised for symmetric networks, its performance is not depicted.
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Figure 4.18: Achievable DoF over a symmetric partially connected network. NBS =
2, Nt = 3, and Kp,1 = Kp,2 = 3

2Ksh.

Ktot. On the other hand, the shortest supersymbol corresponds to an independent

implementation of the sBIA scheme at each cell, which does not deal with the intercell

interference. The proposed nBIA scheme has an acceptable supersymbol length with

similar slope as sBIA and augmented code. This advantage is more remarkable taking

into account the DoF achieved by nBIA in comparison with other schemes.

The achievable sum-rate of the users in each cell, i.e. Kcell = Kp +
Ksh
2 in a two-cell

scenario is plotted in Fig. 4.21. Each BS is equipped with Nt = 3 antennas that serve

a fixed number of private users, Kp = 6. The transmission power is fixed at 25 dB

and the average Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR) is assumed to be 10 dB and 2 dB for

the private and the shared users, respectively. The nBIA scheme achieves a larger sum-

rate than the other schemes. Furthermore, the sum-rate increases with the number of

shared users. Notice that the cBIA scheme achieves a poor sum-rate in comparison with

the other schemes because many interference terms have to be subtracted. Therefore,

in addition to other disadvantages, cBIA requires a high SNR for good performance.

In comparison with augmented code and sBIA, it can be seen that nBIA has better

performance, especially when the number of shared users, Ksh, is large.
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Figure 4.19: Achievable DoF for an asymmetric partially connected network. NBS =
2, Nt = 3, and Kp,1 = 4

3Kp,2 = 2Ksh.

4.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we develop the use of BIA in homogeneous cellular networks assuming

that the network topology is known by the transmitters. By using information theory

the DoF region for cellular networks with partial connectivity in absence of CSIT has

been derived. As a main conclusion, it is demonstrated that the use of the knowledge

of the network topology can attain more DoF than fully cooperative schemes, even if

full connectivity is assumed when CSIT is not available. The key idea is that the lack

of connectivity in cellular networks should be treated as an inherent resource instead of

a limitation.

Although the DoF of cellular networks were derived, its achievability was an open issue.

In this chapter we analyze the auBIA schemes based on exploiting diversity for users

subject to intercell interference, which requires data sharing among the set of BSs. It

has been shown that BIA based on augmented code scheme results sub-optimal in DoF.

Besides, providing diversity to shared users involves a larger supersymbol, penalizing

considerable the performance achieved by private users. With the aim of improving

the achievable DoF we proposed the use of an orthogonal approach such as flexible

bandwidth allocation joint to either standard or cooperative BIA for private and shared
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of the supersymbol length. NBS = 2, Nt = 3, and Kp,1 =
Kp,2 = 3

2Ksh.

users, respectively. It has been demonstrated that this scheme overcomes the DoF

achieved by using data sharing to provide BIA with diversity for shared users when

Ksh ≥ 2Nt − 1 where each BS is equipped with Nt antennas. Furthermore, at finite

SNR, BIA based on flexible bandwidth provides two useful features; it reduces the

noise increment and also the supersymbol length. We have shown that this approach

outperforms the sum-rate achieved by augmented code BIA in many scenarios. The

use of orthogonal approaches joint to BIA will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

Nonetheless, flexible bandwidth BIA is not still DoF-optimal. We develop a network

BIA scheme that provides the optimal-DoF in symmetric cellular networks with partial

connectivity. By properly combining the BIA supersymbols according to the network

topology knowledge, private and shared users obtain a non-optimal DoF considering

each group isolate, but sum-DoF optimal when the whole network is considered. For

asymmetric scenarios we propose an extension of the network BIA scheme that minimizes

the penalty in DoF because of the impairments between the amount of users in each cell.

By using computer simulations it is shown that network BIA achieves better sum-rates

that other schemes, based or not in the network topology.
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Figure 4.21: Average achievable sum-rates per cell versus the number of shared users
Ksh. The SNR is fixed to 25 dB for all users, whereas the average SIR is 10 dB and 2

dB for private and shared users, respectively. NBS = 2, Nt = 3, and Kp = 6.



Chapter 5

Blind Interference Alignment for

Heterogeneous Celluar Networks

This chapter evaluates the use of BIA schemes in heterogenous cellular networks. An

extension of the network BIA devised in the previous chapter is proposed in order to

reach the optimal sum-DoF in the whole network. However, it is demonstrated that

this is not achievable because of the particular topology of the heterogeneous cellular

networks. Indeed, it is shown that the sum-DoF decreases as the amount of femtocells

grows. With the aim of providing a sum-DoF goal for heterogeneous networks, the infor-

mation theoretic DoF-region of the two-tier cellular networks is derived in this chapter.

After that, a BIA scheme based on a cognitive approach is devised to attain the sum-

DoF outer bound derived previously. Simulation results show that this cognitive BIA

approach outperforms other transmission schemes such as standard BIA or orthogonal

resource allocation.

5.1 Introduction

The increasing demand for high data rates in cellular networks has encouraged the

development of multiple antenna transmission schemes [22]. This work is focused on

transmission schemes in absence of CSIT. In this sense, BIA for homogeneous cellular

networks has been investigated so far. We have shown that the use of the network

topology joint to BIA schemes allow to obtain the optimal DoF without CSIT. However,

126
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BIA or other transmission schemes such as FR or IA based on CSIT do not suffice to

satisfy the actual demand of high data rates [135]. At this point, it is interesting to

consider whether the homogeneous cellular deployment results efficient in the actual

cellular network. Traditionally, the cellular mobile network has been based on outdoor

BSs covering a fairly large geographical area serving a relatively large number of users.

Taking into consideration the increasing demand of high data rates, the continuous

deployment of BSs generating a more dense network results unaffordable from the point

of view of the mobile operators. On the other hand, users are still penalyzed by the

costs of providing high data rates in the actual cellular network. In consequence, a

decoupling between the data rates and the revenues of mobile operators occurs just due

to the capital expenditures (CAPEX) of deploying a dense homogeneous cellular network

based on traditional BSs and also because of the operational expenditures (OPEX) of

an excessive consumption of energy.

Taking into consideration the approximation of the capacity for MIMO channels provided

in(1.1), there exist ways to improve the area spectral efficiency in a wireless network such

as the use of a wider spectrum, better modulation schemes, or reducing the distance

between user and transmitter. Since bandwidth is a very scarce resource and better

transmission schemes are not enough to satisfy the future demand of high data rates,

a possible solution lies in reducing the cell radius [14, 27, 40]. As predicted in [39], a

micro-ization of the actual cellular network is required to increase the data rates while

reducing the power consumption of the whole network. Thus, macro and micro cells

should reduce their coverage radius continuously creating a dense cellular deployment.

This solution, which also could moderate the energy costs, is nonetheless inefficient

reducing the CAPEX of the mobile operators.

At this point, small cells, usually referred to as femto and pico cells, have been proposed

as a key element in the future cellular network. Femtocell Access Points (FAPs) are BSs

with a reduced radius of coverage operating in the licensed cellular band and usually

backhauled onto IP networks through conventional subscriber lines (DSL). They are

devised to be self-user installed in houses, small offices, etc. Similarly, dense femtocell

networks can be also deployed in wide public buildings such as airports or shopping

centres. Therefore, smalls cells can solve the lack of mobile coverage in indoor environ-

ments. However, other benefits beyond this issue are obtained with the use of small

cells. Since the distance between receiver and transmitter is lessened to a few meters,
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small cells improve the capacity of the end-user while the power consumption is also

reduced considerably. Although the aforementioned benefits make the use of femtocells

an attractive element for the future cellular network, there still exist some open issues to

be solved. Notice that FAPs are end-user installed in arbitrary locations, and therefore,

their deployment is unpredictable. In consequence, the management of the interference

in heterogenous cellular networks composed by traditional BSs, i.e. macro and micro

cells, and smalls cells results quite challenging. Figure 5.1 shows the interaction of the

macro-femto tiers in a heterogeneous cellular network.

Interfering 
   signal 

  Desired 
   signal 

Figure 5.1: Two-tier macro-femto cellular network. The rates achieved by femtocell
users are limited by interference from the macro BS.

Several techniques such as LZFB or IA can be easily extended to their application in

heterogeneous cellular networks. However, providing CSIT and accurate synchronization

results even more challenging in multiple-tier networks where a large amount of small

cells coexist with the traditional deployments. On the other hand, the use of orthogonal

interference management such as FR may reduce the performance of the system con-

siderably [136, 137]. Following the lines of the previous chapter, we focus on exploiting

the network topology. Notice that for heterogeneous cellular networks where several

femtocells are spread over the coverage area of a macro BS, femto users generally receive

a strong signal from the macro BS. On the other hand, macro users are not subject to

femtocell transmission, and they can handover to the femtocell of interest when it is

optimal to do it [138–140]. Beyond traditional approaches, several schemes have been

proposed to manage the interference in macro-femto cellular networks. Cooperation

between macro BS and FAPs is generally avoided since they waste a large amount of
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the network resources for signalling when a large number of FAPs are installed within

the macro BS [100]. On the other hand, without requiring any cooperation between the

two tiers, and therefore without bringing additional intercell overhead, some transmis-

sion schemes based on fractional frequency reuse, distributed power control and static

resource partition are proposed in [141–143]. However, the performance of these tech-

niques is suboptimal in general. Alternatively, with the aim of increasing the achievable

data rates, other kind of approaches allow some coordination between the macro BSs

and the FAPs. Within this category, cognitive schemes based on different techniques

(e.g., opportunistic transmission or hybrid division duplexing) have become popular for

small cell networks limited by macro/micro BSs transmission [114, 144].

In this chapter, we evaluate the use of BIA in heterogeneous cellular networks. Indeed,

there exist a few recent schemes [115]-[116] that apply BIA for interference management

in macro-femto cellular networks. In [115], the authors propose several heuristic schemes

that exploit the location information of the users and the BSs to reduce the supersymbol

length, and therefore achieve more DoF. In [116], the authors use a Kronecker product

representation to design a BIA scheme for interference management in a heterogeneous

network with one macro BS and several FAPs, each with one femto user. Although the

schemes proposed in [115] and [116] can cancel all the intracell and inter-tier interfer-

ence through a coordinated transmission of the macro BS and the FAPs without CSIT,

they are generally suboptimal in DoF sense. We propose to maximize the sum-DoF of

the whole network by extending the nBIA scheme developed in [129] and presented in

Chapter 4. In this sense, macro users can be considered as private users that only receive

signal from their macro BS while femto users can be treated as shared users receiving

signal from their corresponding FAP and also from the interfering macro BS. Note that

this approach involves cooperation between both tiers in order to transmit to femto

users. That is, macro BS transmission penalyzes their macro users for transmitting to

femto users. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that this cooperative approach does not

scale with the number of femtocells. Thus, we can conclude that the nBIA scheme is

not suitable for heterogeneous cellular networks.

At first sight, without CSIT knowledge or cooperation between both tiers, the maxi-

mization of the sum-DoF for macro users involves to obtain zero-DoF in the femto tier.

Interestingly, in this chapter we demonstrate that this is not the case. Based on the
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definition of linear DoF (lDoF) [57, 91], i.e. the achievable DoF for linear coding strate-

gies, we derive the lDoF region of a two-tier heterogeneous cellular network subject to

maximization of the sum-DoF in the macro tier. It is shown that the femto tier can

align their transmission with the interfering macro BS by “stealing” one dimension from

macro tier transmission. After that, we develop a cognitive BIA scheme that achieves

the optimal lDoF in macro-femto cellular networks subject to maximizing the DoF in

the macro tier. Moreover, due to its cognitive nature, the proposed scheme does not

depend on the number of FAPs located within the macro coverage. Besides reducing

the intercell overhead, for settings with a dense deployment of FAPs, this feature of

the proposed cognitive BIA scheme allows to achieve more DoF than cooperative BIA

schemes where both tiers jointly transmit data to femto users.

The contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows

• We present the system model of the macro-femto cellular network based on recon-

figurable antennas.

• We derive the lDoF region of the two-tier heterogeneous networks subject to maxi-

mizing the DoF in the upper tier without CSIT. It is demonstrated that in absence

of CSIT, the lower tier achieves non zero-DoF while the upper tier obtains the same

optimal DoF as when the lower tier is not considered.

• We develop an extension of the network BIA scheme of Chapter 4 based on co-

operation between both tiers. It is shown that the sum-DoF achieved with this

approach does not scale with the number of femtocells.

• We devise a cognitive BIA scheme that reaches the optimal lDoF in the two-tier

cellular network. Remarkably, the sum-DoF scales with the amount of femtocells

deployed within the macro coverage.

5.2 System Model

We consider a macro-femto cellular network as is shown in Figure 5.2. In the considered

cellular network, the macro BS is equipped with Nm antennas that serve a set of single-

antenna macro users Km = {m1, . . . ,mKm}, which are not subject to interference by

any other macro BS or access point. Additionally, a set of FAPs F = {ϕ1, . . . ,ϕF }, each
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m1
mKm

f1,ϕ f

fK f ,ϕ f

m2

macro-macro

macro-femto
femt

o-fem
to

. . .
...

Figure 5.2: Two-tier macro-femto cellular network. The macro BS is equipped with
Nm antennas and Km are deployed within its coverage. FAP ϕf is equipped with Nf

antennas and there exists Kf femto users.

equipped with Nf antennas, have been deployed randomly over the coverage area of the

macro BS. It is assumed that each FAP ϕf transmits to a set KF =
{
f1,ϕf , . . . , fKf ,ϕf

}

of Kf single-antenna femto users1. Following the lines of Chapter 4, the set of FAPs

and their users2, can be categorized as either femtocells subject to interference from the

macro BS or femtocells that can treat interference as noise because of path loss [66].

It is assumed that users are equipped with reconfigurable antennas, which can switch

among different preset modes. Without loss of generality, since it is assumed that the

FAPs do not cause interference to other femtocells, only one generic FAP ϕf will be

analyzed from now on. We will focus on a generic FAP that is subject to interference

from the macro BS. Since FAPs that treat interference from the macro BS as noise can

be considered as isolated cells, note that they can manage their intracell interference by

simply applying the BIA scheme derived in [89] for the MISO BC channel.

The symbols transmitted by the macro BS can be written in vector form as x[M ] =
[
x[M ]
1 , . . . , x[M ]

Nm

]T
. Due to the low power transmission of the FAPs, it is assumed that

the macro users are not subject to interference caused by the transmission from the

FAPs. As result, we will consider that the macro users can treat the femto-macro

interference as noise. In case that one macro user receives a strong signal from a FAP,

it proceeds to handover to the corresponding femtocell. Thus, the signal received by

macro user mk at time t can be expressed as

y[mk][t] = h[mk]
(
l[mk][t]

)T
x[M ][t] + z[mk][t], (5.1)

1Without loss of generality and for the sake of simplicity in the derivations, it is assumed that all
FAPs have the same number of femto users.

2Due to the reduced radius of coverage of the femtocells, it is assumed that all femto users in a given
femtocell receive the same power of interference from the macro BS.
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where h[mk]
(
l[mk][t]

)
∈ CNm×1 is the vector that contains the channel coefficients be-

tween the macro BS and user mk corresponding to the l-th preset antenna mode at

macro user mk, and z[mk][t] is AWGN with zero mean and unit variance.

Similarly, FAP ϕf transmits a symbol vector x[ϕf ] =
[
x
[ϕf ]
1 , . . . , x

[ϕf ]
Nf

]T
. However, the

femto users are subject to interference from the macro BS. Thus, the signal received at

femto user fk′,ϕf
at time t can be written as

y
[fk′,ϕf

]
[t] = h

[fk′,ϕf
,ϕf ]

(
l
[fk′,ϕf

]
[t]
)T

x[ϕf ][t] + h
[fk′,ϕf

,M ]
(
l
[fk′,ϕf

]
[t]
)T

x[M ][t]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

inter-tier interference

+z
[fk′,ϕf

]
[t],

(5.2)

where h
[fk′,ϕf

,ϕf ]
(
l
[fk′,ϕf

]
[t]

)
∈ CNf×1 is the channel vector between the FAP ϕf and

user fk′,ϕf
associated with the l-th antenna mode, h

[fk′,ϕf
,M ]

(
l
[fk′,ϕf

]
[t]
)
∈ CNm×1 de-

notes the channel between the macro BS and femto user fk′,ϕf
with the l-th antenna

mode of the femto user fk′,ϕf
. Moreover, z

[fk′,ϕf
]
[t] denotes AWGN noise with zero mean

and unit variance. Here, notice that we use index k′ instead of k to distinguish from

macro users in further derivations.

We assume that the transmitted signals are subject to an average power constraint

E
{
∥x[M ][t]∥2

}
≤ Pm and E

{
∥x[ϕf ][t]∥2

}
≤ Pf . Moreover, we assume that the switch-

ing pattern functions l[mk][t] and l
[fk′,ϕf

]
[t] are predetermined and known beforehand.

On the contrary, we assume that the transmitters do not have any CSIT. We also assume

that the channel coefficients between each user and the transmitter, macro or femto, are

drawn from a continuous distribution, and therefore, are linearly independent almost

surely. Additionally, we assume that the channels stay constant for a sufficient number

of time or frequency slots. For simplicity, we focus on the temporal dimension with-

out loss of generality. Therefore, each symbol extension corresponds to a time slot t.

Nevertheless, all results can be applied easily to the frequency domain.
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5.3 Information-theoretic sum-DoF Outer Bound of the

Macro-Femto Cellular Network

In this section, we derive the outer bound for the DoF achieved by each FAP in the

absence of CSIT and subject to optimal sum-DoF in the macro tier. Toward this goal,

we will build upon the approaches taken in [57] and [91] by employing the definition

of linear DoF (lDoF) without CSIT, i.e. the symbols decoded by the users when there

is not CSIT and when linear precoding schemes are employed by the macro and femto

transmitters.

Considering the scenario described in Section II, a n-time extended model is proposed to

derive the outer bound for the sum-DoF of the femto users3. For the considered n-time

extended model, let us define γ[mk][n] ∈ C1×Nm as the vector consisting of zero values

except for a single element that selects the corresponding channel mode used by user

mk at symbol extension n. Moreover, we define

H[mk] =
[
h[mk](1)

T
. . . h[mk](Nm)

T
]T

∈ CNm×Nm (5.3)

as the channel matrix that contains the coefficients between the Nm antennas of the

macro BS and the macro user mk for the Nm preset modes of its single reconfigurable

antenna. Given the previous definitions, if we also assume that the macro BS sends

the information symbols of each macro user mk, denoted by u[mk] ∈ Ca
[mk]
n , through

the n-time extended matrix V[mk]
n ∈ CnNm×a

[mk]
n , the n-time extended signal vector

transmitted by the macro BS is

x[M ] =
Km∑

j=1

V
[mj ]
n u[mj ] (5.4)

and the n-time extended signal received by the macro user mk can be written as

y[mk] =
Km∑

j=1

Γ[mk]
n H[mk]

n V
[mj ]
n u[mj ] + z[mk]

n (5.5)

3The macro-femto two-tier cellular network is considered for simplicity. Notice that the derived bound
is also valid for other two-tier networks, e.g. macro-pico cells, that satisfy the proposed system model.
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where

Γ[mk]
n = diag

(
γ[mk][1] , . . . , γ[mk][n]

)
(5.6)

H[mk]
n = In ⊗H[mk] (5.7)

y[mk]
n =

[
y[mk][1] . . . y[mk][n]

]T
(5.8)

x[M ]
n =

[
x[M ][1]

T
. . . x[M ][n]

T
]T

(5.9)

z[mk]
n =

[
z[mk][1] . . . z[mk][n]

]T
. (5.10)

Similarly, γ
[fk′,ϕf

]
[n] ∈ C1×Nf is the vector that selects the corresponding channel mode

used by femto user fk′,ϕf
at symbol extension n.

The channel matrix between the Nf antennas of FAP ϕf and the femto user fk′,ϕf
for

the Nf preset modes of its single reconfigurable antenna is given by

H[fk′ ] =
[
h
[fk′,ϕf

,ϕf ](1)
T

. . . h
[fk′,ϕf

,ϕf ](Nf )
T
]T

∈ CNf×Nf , (5.11)

as well as the channel matrix between the Nm antennas of the macro BS and the femto

user fk′,ϕf
for the Nf preset modes is defined as

G[fk′ ] =
[
h
[fk′,ϕf

,M ]
(1)

T
. . . h

[fk′,ϕf
,M ]

(Nf )
T
]T

∈ CNf×Nm (5.12)

with f ∈ {1, 2, . . . , F} and k′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Kf}, respectively. Since we aim at obtaining

an outer bound for the sum-lDoF, i.e. P → ∞, note that the interfering signal strength

from the macro BS to each femto user does not depend on the femtocell ϕf where the

user fk′,ϕf
is located. As a result, for the sake of simplicity, the index ϕf has been

omitted. Moreover, as we considered for the macro BS, we assume that each FAP sends

the information symbols of each femto user fk′ , denoted by u[fk′ ] ∈ Ca
[fk′ ]
n , through

the n-time extended matrix V
[fk′ ]
n ∈ CnNf×a

[fk′ ]
n . Therefore, the n-time extended signal

vector transmitted by the each FAP is

x[ϕf ] =

Kf∑

j′=1

V
[fj′ ]
n u[fj′ ] (5.13)
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and the received signal vector during n time slots for femto user fk′ located at a generic

FAP ϕf can be written as

y[fk′ ] =

Kf∑

j′=1

Γ
[fk′ ]
n H

[fk′ ]
n V

[fj′ ]
n u[fj′ ] +

Km∑

j=1

Γ
[fk′ ]
n G

[fk′ ]
n V

[mj ]
n u[mj ] + z

[fk′ ]
n , (5.14)

where

Γ
[fk′ ]
n = diag

(
γ[fk′ ][1] , . . . , γ[fk′ ][n]

)
(5.15)

H
[fk′ ]
n = In ⊗H[fk′ ] (5.16)

G
[fk′ ]
n = In ⊗G

[fk′ ]
n (5.17)

y
[fk′ ]
n =

[
y[fk′ ][1] . . . y[fk′ ][n]

]T
(5.18)

x
[ϕf ]
n =

[
x[ϕf ][1]

T
. . . x[ϕf ][n]

T
]T

(5.19)

z
[fk′ ]
n =

[
z[fk′ ][1] . . . z[fk′ ][n]

]T
. (5.20)

According to [91], the linear DoF (lDoF) of the Km-tuple
(
d[m1], . . . , d[mKm ]

)
are achiev-

able if there exist a set of beamforming matrices
{
V[mk]

n

}Km

k=1
and selection matrices

{
Γ[mk]
n

}Km

k=1
that satisfy almost surely

dim
(
Proj

I[mk]
c

R
[
Γ[mk]
n H[mk]

n V[mk]
n

])
= a[mk]

n

d[mk] = lim
n→+∞

a[mk]
n

n
,

(5.21)

for k ∈ {1, . . . ,Km}, where the interference subspace received by the macro user mk is

I [mk]
c = R

[
Γ[mk]
n H[mk]

n V
[m−k]
n

]
(5.22)

with

V
[m−k]
n =

[
V[m1]

n . . . V
[mk−1]
n V

[mk+1]
n . . . V

[mKf
]

n

]
. (5.23)

and ProjAc
B denoting the vector space induced by projecting the vector space B onto

the orthogonal complement of the vector space A.

For femtocell users, the lDoF given by the Kf -tuple
(
d[f1], . . . , d[fKf

]
)
are achievable if

there exist two sets of beamforming matrices,
{
V

[fk′ ]
n

}Kf

k′=1
and

{
V[mk]

n

}Km

k=1
, as well as
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a set of selection matrices
{
Γ
[fk′ ]
n

}Kf

k′=1
that verify almost surely

dim
(
Proj

I
[fk′ ]
c

R
[
Γ
[fk′ ]
n H

[fk′ ]
n V

[fk′ ]
n

])
= a

[fk′ ]
n

d[fk′ ] = lim
n→+∞

a
[fk′ ]
n

n
,

(5.24)

for k′ ∈ {1, . . . ,Kf}. The interference subspace of the femto user fk′ is given by the

intracell interference from the own FAP transmission and also from the other-tier inter-

ference caused by the transmission of the macro BS, i.e.

I [fk′ ]
c = R

[
Γ
[fk′ ]
n H

[fk′ ]
n V

[f−k′ ]
n Γ

[fk′ ]
n G

[fk′ ]
n V[M ]

n

]
, (5.25)

where

V
[f−k′ ]
n =

[
V[f1]

n . . . V
[fk′−1]
n V

[fk′+1]
n . . . V

[fKf
]

n

]
(5.26)

and

V[M ]
n =

[
V[m1]

n . . . V
[mKm ]
n

]
. (5.27)

In the following, we characterize the outer bound for the sum-lDoF achieved by a generic

FAP in the absence of CSIT and subject to optimal sum-DoF in the macro tier.

Theorem 5.1. For a macro-femto cellular network where the macro BS has Nm an-

tennas that serve Km macro users and the transmitter of the femtocell is equipped with

Nf ≤ Nm antennas serving Kf users, in the absence of CSIT, the maximum sum-lDoF

achievable for each FAP are

dΣlow =
NfKf (Nm − 1)

(Nm +Km − 1)(Nf +Kf − 1)
, (5.28)

subject to optimal sum-DoF in the macro tier, i.e.

dΣupper =
NmKm

Nm +Km − 1
. (5.29)

Proof. Consider an extended macro-femto setting as is shown in Figure 5.3 were each

macro user mk and each femto user fj′ is equipped with Nm and Nf conventional
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antennas with k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Km} and j′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Kf} \ {k′}, respectively. In the

considered macro-femto setting, we also assume that femto user fk′ is equipped with

one single reconfigurable antenna with Nf preset modes. Obviously, in this extended

setting, subject to optimal sum-DoF for the macro users, the sum-lDoF achieved by

the femto users constitutes an upper bound of the sum-lDoF achieved by femto users

equipped with one reconfigurable antenna with Nf preset modes.

 1,2,…,Km{ }

 
1,2,…,K f{ } \ k '{ }

k '{ }

macro-macro

macro-femto

femto-femto

.

N f  antennas

Nm  antennas

1 reconfigurable antenna

Figure 5.3: Extended macro-femto scenario. Each macro user and femto user is
equipped with Nm and Nf receive antennas, respectively, but the femto user fk′,ϕf is
equipped with a single reconfigurable antenna that can switch among Nf preset modes.

Without loss of generality, let us now consider femto user fk′ . From definition of lDoF,

we have that

a
[fk′ ]
n =dim

(
Proj

I
[fk′ ]
c

R
[
Γ
[fk′ ]
n H

[fk′ ]
n V

[fk′ ]
n

])
(5.30)

Since the following equality

ProjR(A)cR (B) = rank
([

A B
])

− rank (A) (5.31)

is verified for two matrices A, B of the same size [57], we can show that

a
[fk′ ]
n =rank

([
Γ
[fk′ ]
n H

[fk′ ]
n V

[ϕf ]
n Γ

[fk′ ]
n G

[fk′ ]
n V[M ]

n

])

− rank
([

Γ
[fk′ ]
n H

[fk′ ]
n V

[f−k′ ]
n Γ

[fk′ ]
n G

[fk′ ]
n V[M ]

n

]) (5.32)
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where the set of all the beamfoming matrices in the corresponding FAP is

V
[ϕf ]
n =

[
V[f1]

n . . . V
[fKf

]
n

]
(5.33)

and where Γ
[fk′ ]
n ,G

[fk′ ]
n ,H

[fk′ ]
n ,V

[f−k′ ]
n andV[M ]

n are defined in (5.15), (5.16), (5.17), (5.26)

and (5.27), respectively.

Next, note that

rank
[
Γ
[fk′ ]
n H

[fk′ ]
n V

[f−k′ ]
n Γ

[fk′ ]
n G

[fk′ ]
n V[M ]

n

]

= rank

⎡

⎣Γ[fk′ ]
n

[
H

[fk′ ]
n G

[fk′ ]
n

]
⎡

⎣V
[f−k′ ]
n 0

0 V[M ]
n

⎤

⎦

⎤

⎦ (5.34)

By applying Lemma 2 of [91] based on the previous expression, we can show that mode

switching in a femto user does not decrease the dimension of its interference space. In

particular, we can prove that

rank

⎡

⎣Γ[fk′ ]
n

[
H

[fk′ ]
n G

[fk′ ]
n

]
⎡

⎣V
[f−k′ ]
n 0

0 V[M ]
n

⎤

⎦

⎤

⎦

a.s.
≥ rank

⎡

⎣
[
H

[fk′ ]
n G

[fk′ ]
n

]
⎡

⎣V
[f−k′ ]
n 0

0 V[M ]
n

⎤

⎦

⎤

⎦ (5.35)

where a.s. denotes that the inequality holds almost surely and where H
[fk′ ]
n = In⊗H[fk′ ]

and G
[fk′ ]
n = In ⊗G[fk′ ] with H[fk′ ] and G[fk′ ] denoting the sub-matrices that consist of

the first row of H[fk′ ] and G[fk′ ], respectively. Moreover, we can easily check that

rank
([

Γ
[fk′ ]
n H

[fk′ ]
n V

[ϕf ]
n Γ

[fk′ ]
n G

[fk′ ]
n V[M ]

n

])
≤ n. (5.36)

Thus, by using (5.35) and (5.36), (5.32) can now be re-written as follows

a
[fk′ ]
n

a.s.
≤ n− rank

([
H

[fk′ ]
n V

[f−k′ ]
n G

[fk′ ]
n V[M ]

n

])
. (5.37)

Intuitively, step (5.37) is given by the fact that the use of reconfigurable antennas always

provides the same or greater rank channel matrices than using fixed antennas.
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For convenience, we now rearrange the users so that the new network-wide index λ for

each femto user j′ is

λ = ςf (j
′) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 if j′ = k′,

j′ if j′ < k′,

j′ − 1 otherwise.

(5.38)

while the new index for macro user k is

λ = ςm(k) = Kf + k. (5.39)

From now on, we will employ the user index λ to denote the re-arranged index for a

macro or a femto user, respectively.

According to the new rearrangement of the users, the number of antennas at each user

λ, denoted as ∆λ, is increasing with the new user index λ, i.e.,

∆λ =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 if λ = 1

Nf if λ ∈ {2, . . . ,Kf}

Nm if λ ∈ {Kf + 1,Kf + 2, . . . ,Kf +Km}

(5.40)

with Nm > Nf . After verifying this property, we can check that Lemma 3 in [91] can

be applied to obtain the relation of the dimensions of the interference space between

users λ − 1 and λ in the considered extended macro-femto setting. In particular, from

Lemma 3 in [91] and several algebraic manipulations, we can easily show that

1

∆λ−1
rank

(
Z[λ−1]
n

[
U[λ]

n . . . U
[Kf+Km]
n

]) a.s.
≥ 1

∆λ
rank

(
Z[λ]
n

[
U[λ+1]

n . . . U
[Kf+Km]
n

])

+ dim
(
ProjI[λ]

c
R

(
Z[λ]
n U[λ]

n

))
,

(5.41)

for λ ∈ {2, 3, . . . ,Kf +Km} and

1

∆Kf+Km−1
rank

(
Z
[Kf+Km−1]
n

[
U

[Kf+Km]
n

])

a.s.
≥ dim

(
Proj

I
[Kf+Km]
c

R
(
Z
[Kf+Km]
n U

[Kf+Km]
n

)) (5.42)
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where

Z[λ]
n =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

[
H

[fk′ ]
n G

[fk′ ]
n

]
if λ = 1,

[
H

[f
ς−1
f

(λ)
]

n G
[f

ς−1
f

(λ)
]

n

]
if λ = 2, . . . ,Kf ,

[
0nNm×nNf H

[mλ−Kf
]

n

]
otherwise,

(5.43)

U[λ]
n =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

[[
V

[f
ς−1
f

(λ)
]

n

]T
0
a
[λ]
n ×nNm

]T

if λ = 1, . . . ,Kf ,

[
0
a
[λ]
n ×nNf

[
V

[mλ−Kf
]

n

]T]T
otherwise

(5.44)

and

I [λ]
c =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

I
[f

ς−1
f

(λ)
]

c if λ = 1, . . . ,Kf ,

I
[mλ−Kf

]
c otherwise

(5.45)

with λ ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Kf +Km} and

a[λ]n =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

a
[f

ς−1
f

(λ)
]

n if λ = 2, . . . ,Kf ,

a
[mλ−Kf

]
n otherwise.

. (5.46)

Recalling that λ = 1 for femto user f [k′], note that a recursive application of (5.41)

and (5.42) to the last term in the right hand side of (5.37) allows to obtain the subsequent

inequality

a
[fk′ ]
n ≤n−

Kf∑

k′=1

1

Nf
dim

(
Proj

I
[fk′ ]
c

R
[
H

[fk′ ]
n V

[fk′ ]
n

])

−
Km∑

k=1

1

Nm
dim

(
Proj

I[mk]
c

R
[
G

[fk]
n V[fk]

n

])
.

(5.47)
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If we now divide both sides of (5.47) by n and take the limit as n goes to infinity, from

the definitions provided in (5.24) and (5.30) we can check that

d[fk′ ] ≤ 1−
Kf∑

j′=2

d[fj′ ]

Nf
−

Km∑

k=1

d[mk]

Nf
(5.48)

for each k′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Kf}. Therefore, the sum-lDoF over all femto users verifies

dΣlow ≤Kf −
(Kf − 1)dΣlow

Nf
−Kf

Km∑

k=1

d[mk]

Nf
. (5.49)

Since macro users are subject to reach the optimal sum-DoF as in an isolated MISO

BC, from (2.23) we have that

Km∑

k=1

d[mk]

Nf
=

NmKm

Nm +Km − 1
. (5.50)

After substituting (5.50) into (5.49), we can therefore see that

dΣlow ≤
NfKf (Nm − 1)

(Nm +Km − 1)(Nf +Kf − 1)
, (5.51)

In this way, the proof is concluded.

From Theorem 5.1 it is demonstrated that, for a macro-femto cellular network and in

absence of CSIT, femto users can achieve non zero-DoF subject to optimal sum-DoF

in the macro tier when Nm ≥ Nf . As a result, we obtain an outer bound of the

DoF achievable by using linear coding strategies for femtocell users while the macro BS

transmits independently of the femtocell deployment within its coverage. From now on,

the following sections of this chapter are devoted to devise a transmission scheme able

to achieve the outer-bound derived in Theorem 5.1.

5.4 Network Blind Interference Alignment for the macro-

femto network

In this section we analyze the use of the network BIA (nBIA) scheme proposed in

Chapter 4 for heterogeneous cellular networks. In summary, the key idea lies on the
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

m1 h[m1](1) h[m1](1) h[m1](1) h[m1](2) h[m1](2) h[m1](2) h[m1](1) h[m1](1) h[m1](1) h[m1](1)

m2 h[m2](1) h[m2](1) h[m2](1) h[m2](1) h[m2](1) h[m2](1) h[m2](2) h[m2](2) h[m2](2) h[m2](1)

f1,φ1 h[f1,φ1](1) h[f1,φ1](2) h[f1,φ1](3) h[f1,φ1](1) h[f1,φ1](2) h[f1,φ1](3) h[f1,φ1](1) h[f1,φ1](2) h[f1,φ1](3) h[f1,φ1](4)

Figure 5.4: Supersymbol of the nBIA scheme applied to macro-femto scenario for
F = 1, Nm = Nf = 2, Km = 2, and Kf = 1.

construction of a supersymbol considering that macro users are private users since they

only receive signal from the Nm antennas of the macro BS. On the other hand, femto

users are considered shared users since they receive signals from more than one BS in the

network, i.e. from the Nf antennas of their corresponding FAP and the Nm antennas

from the macro BS. Moreover, since the macro BS transmits data to both the macro

users and the femto users, the transmission of data to a femto or a macro user creates

interference to the rest of users in the network. As a result, the beams transmitted to

any of the users in the network, need to be aligned into one dimension at the rest of the

users.

5.4.1 The key idea of network Blind Interference Alignment for macro-

femto networks

To illustrate the key idea of nBIA in our macro-femto network, let us consider a toy

example where the macro BS has Nm = 2 transmit antennas and Km = 2 macro

users. Moreover, there is one FAP, i.e. F = 1, with Nf = 2 antennas and Kf = 1

femto user. Following the generalization of alignment block provided in Chapter 4 for

partially connected networks, the supersymbol has the structure shown in Figure 5.4
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and the corresponding beamforming matrices are

X =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

u[m1]
1

u[m1]
2

u[m1]
3

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

0 0 0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

u[m2]
1

u[m2]
2

u[m2]
3

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I

I

I

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

u
[f1,ϕ1 ]
1 , (5.52)

where u
[f1,ϕ1 ]
1 =

[
u
[f1,ϕ1 ,M ]
1

T
u
[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1]
1

T
]T

∈ C4×1, u[mk]
ℓ =

[
u[mk,M ]
ℓ

T
0T2,1

]
∈ C4×1 and

X = col{x[i]}10i=1 with x[i] = col{x[M ][i],x[ϕ1][i]} formed by the signals x[M ][i] ∈ C2×1

and x[ϕ1][i] ∈ C2×1 transmitted by the antennas of the macro BS and FAP, respectively.

The vectors u
[fk′,ϕ1

,M ]

1 and u
[fk′,ϕ1

,ϕ1]

1 contain the symbols transmitted to femto user

fk′,ϕ1 from the macro BS and FAP ϕ1, respectively, whereas u[mk,M ]
ℓ ∈ C2×1 are the

symbols transmitted by the macro BS to macro user mk. Additionally, I and 0 are the

4× 4 identity and the zero matrix, respectively.

At each symbol extension, femto users are served by the Nm = 2 and Nf = 2 antennas

of the macro BS and the FAP, respectively. To send M = Nm +Nf = 4 distinguishable

data streams, both the macro BS and the FAP jointly transmit u
[f1,ϕ1 ]
1 at 4 different

symbol extensions over which the antenna of f1,ϕ1 , switches through M = 4 different

modes. At the same time, these 4 beams need to be aligned into one dimension at the

users subject to interference because of transmission to user f1,ϕ1 . Toward this goal,

all the macro users set the same channel mode during the entire alignment block of the

femto user f1,ϕ1 , which corresponds to symbol extensions {1, 2, 3, 10} according to the

supersymbol shown in Figure 5.4 and the beamforming matrices given in (5.52). For
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example, if we ignore the noise, the signal received by user f1,ϕ1 is

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

y[f1,ϕ1 ][1]

y[f1,ϕ1 ][2]

y[f1,ϕ1 ][3]

y[f1,ϕ1 ][10]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[f1,ϕ1 ](1)Tx[1]

h[f1,ϕ1 ](2)Tx[2]

h[f1,ϕ1 ](3)Tx[3]

h[f1,ϕ1 ](4)Tx[10]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[f1,ϕ1 ](1)T

h[f1,ϕ1 ](2)T

h[f1,ϕ1 ](3)T

h[f1,ϕ1 ](4)T

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
u
[f1,ϕ1 ]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[f1,ϕ1 ](1)T
(
u[m1]
1 + u[m1]

1

)

h[f1,ϕ1 ](2)T
(
u[m1]
2 + u[m2]

2

)

h[f1,ϕ1 ](3)T
(
u[m1]
3 + u[m3]

3

)

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
macroBS interference

.

(5.53)

where h[f1,ϕ1 ](l) =
[
h[f1,ϕ1 ,M ](l)

T
h[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1](l)

T
]T

∈ C4×1 contains the channel coeffi-

cients between the transmit antennas of macro BS and FAP ϕ1 to user f1,ϕ1 at channel

mode l. The interference created by the transmission from the macro BS to the macro

users m1 and m2 can be measured in symbol extensions {4,5,6} and {7,8,9}, respectively.

Since the channels h[f1,ϕ1 ](l), l ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, are generic, the femtocell user f1,ϕ1 can de-

code the 4 symbols contained in u
[f1,ϕ1 ]
1 after applying zero-forcing based on the signals

received during the aforementioned symbol extensions. Additionally, we can observe

that the four transmissions of u
[f1,ϕ1 ]
1 are aligned into one dimension at all the macro

users, by checking the signal received at any macro user mk

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

y[mk][1]

y[mk][2]

y[mk][3]

y[mk][7]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[mk](1)Tu[mk]
1

h[mk](1)Tu[mk]
2

h[mk](1)Tu[mk]
3

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signals

+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[mk](1)T

h[mk](1)T

h[mk](1)T

h[mk](1)T

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference

u
[f1,ϕ1 ]
1 (5.54)

where h[m1](l) ≈
[
h[m1,M ](l)

T
02,1T

]T
∈ C4×1 contains the channel coefficients between

the antennas of the macro BS and the macro user. As a result, since the macro BS only

transmits u
[f1,ϕ1 ]
1 during symbol extension 7, the macro users can apply zero-forcing

based on measuring y[mk][7] to remove the interference during symbol extensions {1, 2, 3}.

Unlike the femto users, macro user mk only receives signals from the Nm = 2 antennas

of the macro BS. To send Nm = 2 distinguishable data streams, which are contained in
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the symbol u[mk,M ]
ℓ , macro BS repeatedly transmits u[mk,M ]

ℓ during 2 symbol extensions

over which the antenna of macro user mk switches among 2 preset modes. Additionally,

to align the two transmissions of u[mk,M ]
ℓ into one dimension at the users subject to

interference, the affected users should keep the same radiation pattern. In this case,

due to the considered connectivity of the network, note that all users, macro and femto,

are subject to interference when the macro BS transmits to any macro user. From the

supersymbol shown in Figure 5.4, we can check that the pairs of symbol extensions {1, 4}

satisfy all these conditions. For instance, if we ignore the noise, the signal received at

user m1 during the first alignment block is

⎡

⎣y
[m1][1]

y[m1][4]

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎣h
[m1](1)T

h[m1](2)T

⎤

⎦u[m1]
1 +

⎡

⎣h
[m1](1)T (u[m1]

1 + u
[f1.ϕ1 ,M ]
1 )

0

⎤

⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference

.
(5.55)

The interference term caused by transmission from the macro BS to macro user m1 and

femto user f1,ϕ1 can be cancelled by applying zero-forcing based on the signal received

at symbol extensions 7 and 10, respectively. Thus, since h[mk](l), l ∈ {1, 2}, are generic,

user m1 can decode 2 data streams. Note that a similar procedure can be followed

to decode the data streams u[m1]
2 and u[m1]

3 transmitted repetitively over the pairs of

symbol extensions {2, 5} and {3, 6}, respectively.

In summary, the key idea of nBIA lies on the construction of a supersymbol formed by

alignment blocks for communication systems with partial connectivity, as it happens in

the considered macro-femto cellular network. If a user k can be served by Nk transmit

antennas, then its alignment block consists of Nk symbol extensions over which its an-

tenna switches over Nk different preset modes in order to receive Nk distinguishable data

streams. At the same time, to align the aforementioned Nk beams into one dimension

at all the users subject to interference due to the transmission to user k, their channel

state has to be maintained constant over the symbol extensions that form the alignment

block of user k.
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5.4.2 Achievable Degrees of Freedom of network Blind Interference

Alignment in two-tier networks

The network BIA scheme developed in the previous chapter has been extended to its im-

plementation in heterogeneous cellular networks. In this way, macro users are managed

as private users that only receive signal from a BS in the network, in this case from the

Nm antennas of the macro BS. On the other hand, femto users are considered shared

users receiving a useful signal from both the macro BS and its corresponding FAP. In

consequence, each femto user receives data from M = Nm + Nf antennas. Moreover,

since the macro BS transmits data to both the macro users and the femto users, it cre-

ates interference to the rest of users in the network. As a result, the beams transmitted

to any of the users in the network, need to be aligned into one dimension at the rest

of the users. Taking all these features into account, from the Section 4.6 of Chapter 4

we can build the supersymbol for a macro-femto cellular network that has one macro

BS with Nm antennas and Km macro users as well as F FAPs, each with Nf antennas

and Kf femto users (e.g., see the supersymbol shown in Figure 5.5 for an heterogeneous

network with F = 2 FAPs). Therefore, for the described macro-femto cellular network,

the Block 1 consists of

LSB1,nBIA =(Nm − 1)Km (M − 1)Kf (5.56)

symbol extensions over which simultaneous transmission takes place. Since each align-

ment block of a macro user comprises (Nm−1) symbol extensions of the Block 1, a total of

(Nm−1)Km−1(M−1)Kf alignment blocks are distributed over the supersymbol for each

macro user. Similarly, since (M − 1) symbol extensions of the alignment block of each

femto user belong to Block 1, the proposed supersymbol contains (Nm−1)Km(M−1)Kf−1

alignment blocks for each femto user.

To complete the alignment block of any user and let the other users measure the in-

terference created within the alignment block, each user employs one additional symbol

extension of Block 2 over which the beams associated with the considered alignment

block are transmitted free of interference. Therefore,

LSB2m,nBIA = Km

[
(Nm − 1)Km−1 (M − 1)Kf

]
(5.57)
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

m1 h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(2) h(2) h(2) h(2) h(2) h(2) h(2) h(2) h(2) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1)

m2 h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(2) h(2) h(2) h(2) h(2) h(2) h(2) h(2) h(2) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(1)

f1,φ1 h(1) h(2) h(3) h(1) h(2) h(3) h(1) h(2) h(3) h(1) h(2) h(3) h(1) h(2) h(3) h(1) h(2) h(3) h(1) h(2) h(3) h(1) h(2) h(3) h(1) h(2) h(3) h(4) h(4) h(4) h(1) h(2) h(3)

f1,φ2 h(1) h(1) h(1) h(2) h(2) h(2) h(3) h(3) h(3) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(2) h(2) h(2) h(3) h(3) h(3) h(1) h(1) h(1) h(2) h(2) h(2) h(3) h(3) h(3) h(1) h(2) h(3) h(4) h(4) h(4)

Figure 5.5: Supersymbol of the nBIA scheme applied to the macro-femto scenario for
F = 2, Nm = Nf = 2, Km = 2, and Kf = 1.

and

LSB2f ,nBIA = F Kf

[
(M − 1)Kf−1 (Nm − 1)Km

]
(5.58)

symbol extensions are required in Block 2 to complete the alignment blocks of all the

macro and femto users, respectively. Notice that each macro and femto user achieves

Nm and M DoF per alignment block, respectively. Therefore, we can now verify that

the achievable sum-DoF per symbol extension in the macro tier are

DoFm,nBIA =
NmKm(M − 1)

(M − 1)(Nm +Km − 1) + F Kf (Nm − 1)
, (5.59)

whereas the sum-DoF per symbol extension achieved in each femtocell are

DoFf,nBIA =
MKf (Nm − 1)

(M − 1)(Nm +Km − 1) + F Kf (Nm − 1)
. (5.60)

It is interesting to remark that for the toy example analyzed in Section 5.4.1, the pro-

posed extension of the nBIA scheme for heterogeneous cellular networks achieves 6
5 DoF

and 2
5 DoF for macro and femto users, respectively. That is, 8

5 DoF are achievable in

the whole network. Note that according to the theoretic outer bound derived in (5.51)

and (5.51), 4
3 DoF and 1

3 DoF are achievable in the macro and femto tiers, respectively.

Notice that 5
3 DoF are potentially achievable in the proposed scenario, and nevertheless,

the performance of nBIA in this case is 1
15 DoF below the optimal. Besides, it can be

seen in (5.60) and (5.59) that the achievable DoF decrease as a large amount of fem-

tocells within the macro coverage are deployed. Last but not least, cooperation among

both tiers involves to penalyze the macro users, which do not receive any data from the

femtocell tier.
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5.5 Cognitive Blind Interference Alignment

Although the previous approach based on the nBIA scheme proposed in Chapter 4 can-

cels the intracell interference and also the inter-tier interference, it requires cooperation

among macro BS and FAPs when transmitting to the femto users. Due to the features

of a typical femtocell deployment, i.e. several FAPs randomly spread over the macrocell

coverage area, cooperation requires a large amount of network resources. Furthermore,

the DoF achieved by macro and femto users in each cell decrease with the number of

FAPs F as can be seen in (5.59) and (5.60). In this section we propose a cognitive BIA

(cogBIA) scheme where the macro users achieve the optimal sum-DoF in the absence

of CSIT and where the FAPs take advantage of the supersymbol structure of the macro

users to transmit in a cognitive fashion. Indeed, the macro BS transmits independently

of the femtocells deployed within its coverage. Furthermore, in contrast with the nBIA

scheme applied in a two-tier network, the achievable sum-DoF in each femtocell does

not decrease with F . That is, the achievable sum-DoF in the femto tier scales linearly

with the amount of femtocells deployed.

5.5.1 Femtocell Transmission Using Cognitive Blind Interference Align-

ment

To illustrate the proposed cognitive scheme, we first consider a toy macro-femto network.

Let us consider a two-tier cellular network formed by one FAP with Nf = 1 antenna and

Kf = 1 femto user as well as a macro BS that has Nm = 2 antennas that only transmits

data to Km = 2 femto users. To let the macro users achieve the optimal sum-DoF in the

absence of CSIT, the macro BS will implement the sBIA scheme with the supersymbol

shown in Figure 5.6(a) and beamforming matrix provided in (5.61).

X =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

x[1]

x[2]

x[3]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

I

I

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
u[m1]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

I

0

I

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
u[m2]
1 (5.61)

Due to the reduced radius of coverage of the FAP, in the aforementioned supersymbol

the FAP can leverage the symbols extensions of Block 1, referred to as m-Block 1 from

now on, to transmit data to the femto user without creating interference in the macro
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1 2 3

m1 h[m1](1) h[m1](2) h[m1](1)

m2 h[m2](1) h[m2](1) h[m2](2)

(a)

1 2 3

f1,φf h[f1,φ1](1) h[f1,φ1](2) h[f1,φ1](1)

f2,φf h[f2,φ1](1) h[f2,φ1](1) h[f2,φ1](2)

(b)

Figure 5.6: Supersymbol of the sBIA scheme for a) Nm = 2 transmit antennas serving
Km = 2 macro users and for b) Nf = 2 and Kf = 2 femto users.

cell. However, notice that the received signal of the femto users is subject to interfer-

ence because of the transmission of the macro BS to the macro users during m-Block

1. At first sight, this interference could hamper the femto user f1,ϕ1 when decoding the

signals transmitted from its corresponding FAP. Nonetheless, by inspecting the sBIA

supersymbol in Figure 5.6(a) as well as the beamforming matrices provided in (5.61),

femto user f1,ϕ1 can remove the macro-femto interference by applying zero-forcing based

on the signals received during the symbol extensions of Block 2, which will be referred

to as m-Block 2. To do so, the femto user f1,ϕ1 only needs to measure the interference

associated with the transmission of a specific data stream, u[mk]
ℓ , with the same preset

mode as in the symbol extensions of m-Block 1 over which that data stream u[mk]
ℓ inter-

feres its desired signals. Following all this reasoning, we can now design the supersymbol

shown in Figure 5.7 and the following beamforming matrices

X =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

x[1]

x[2]

x[3]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

I

I

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
u[m1]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

I

0

I

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
u[m2]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

I

0

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
u
[f1,ϕ1 ]
1 (5.62)

where, for k ∈ {1, 2}, x[t] =
[
x[M ]T [t] x[ϕ1][t]

]T
, u[mk]

1 =

[
u[mk,M ]
1

T
0

]T
and u

[f1,ϕ1 ]
1 =

[
0T2,1 u

[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1]
1

T
]T

with u[mk,M ]
1 ∈ C2×1 and u

[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1]
1 ∈ C denoting the symbols trans-

mitted from the macro BS and the FAP to the macro user mk and femto user f1,ϕ1 ,

respectively.

From the supersymbol shown in Figure 5.7 and the beamforming matrix in (5.62), if we

ignore the noise we can observe that

y[f1,ϕ1 ][1] =h[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1](1)u
[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1]
1 + h[f1,ϕ1 ,M ](1)

T
(
u[m1]
1 + u[m2]

1

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
macro-femto interference

.
(5.63)
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1 2 3

m1 h[m1](1) h[m1](2) h[m1](1)

m2 h[m2](1) h[m2](1) h[m1](2)

f1,φf h[f2,φ1](1) h[f2,φ1](1) h[f2,φ1](1)

Figure 5.7: Supersymbol of the proposed cognitive BIA scheme for Nm = 2, Km = 2,
Nf = 1, and Kf = 1.

m-Block 1 m-Block 1 ... Lf-SS ... m-Block 1 m-Block 2 m-Block 2 ... Lf-SS ... m-Block 2

n f-SS Macrocell interference removal                            
(no FAP transmission)

S-Block 1 S-Block 2

Figure 5.8: Macro and femto supersymbols for cognitive BIA.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

m1 h[m1](1) h[m1](1) h[m1](1) h[m1](2) h[m1](2) h[m1](2) h[m1](1) h[m1](1) h[m1](1)

m2 h[m2](1) h[m2](1) h[m2](1) h[m2](1) h[m2](1) h[m2](1) h[m2](2) h[m2](2) h[m2](2)

f1,φf h[f1,φ1](1) h[f1,φ1](2) h[f1,φ1](1) h[f1,φ1](1) h[f1,φ1](2) h[f1,φ1](1) h[f1,φ1](1) h[f1,φ1](2) h[f1,φ1](1)

f2,φf h[f2,φ1](1) h[f2,φ1](1) h[f2,φ1](2) h[f2,φ1](1) h[f2,φ1](1) h[f2,φ1](2) h[f2,φ1](1) h[f2,φ1](1) h[f2,φ1](2)

Figure 5.9: Supersymbol for cognitive BIA with Nm = Nf = 2 and Km = Kf = 2.

Since femto user f1,ϕ1 has the same preset mode in all symbol extensions, it can remove

the interference in symbol extension 1 by applying zero-forcing based on its received

signal during symbol extensions {2} and {3}. Hence, the signal after zero-forcing can-

cellation is

ỹ[f1,ϕ1 [1]−
(
ỹ[f1,ϕ1 [2] + ỹ[f1,ϕ1 [3]

)
= h[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1](1)u

[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1]
1 . (5.64)

In consequence, the femto user f1,ϕf achieves 1 DoF over 3 symbol extensions. Moreover,

since the macro users are not subject to interference by the transmission of the FAP,

each macro user still achieves 2 DoF over 3 symbol extensions, which corresponds to the

maximum achievable without CSIT (See (2.23) for the MISO BC).
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Assume now that the FAP has Nf = 2 transmit antennas and Kf = 2 femto users.

With the aim of achieving as many DoF as possible without CSIT, we also assume

that the FAP employs the BIA scheme to transmit data to its femto users and manage

the intracell interference. Hence, the supersymbol of the FAP (f-SS) is as shown in

Figure 5.6(b). Analogously to the supersymbol of the macro users, the supersymbol

f-SS consists of two blocks, referred to as f-Block 1 and f-Block 2. To follow the idea of

cognitive BIA illustrated in the previous example, the FAP would need to implement f-SS

during the only symbol extension that forms m-Block 1. However, since the supersymbol

f-SS comprises now 3 symbol extensions, one of them belonging to f-Block 1 and the rest

belonging to f-Block 2, such an implementation is not straightforward.

For the considered toy example and for the general case, the length of m-Block 1, referred

to as q, is not generally equal to the length of the f-SS supersymbol, denoted as Lf−SS.

In the case that the macro BS implements a sBIA scheme for Km macro users served

by Nm antennas, from (2.15) notice that

q = (Nm − 1)Km . (5.65)

On the contrary, if each FAP transmits data to Kf femto users by employing Nf anten-

nas, from (2.22) we can also check that the length of the f-SS supersymbol equals

Lf−SS = (Nf − 1)Kf +Kf (Nf − 1)Kf−1, (5.66)

which is not necessarily equal to q. As a result, a FAP might not be able to implement

a f-SS supersymbol within one m-Block 1 so that the antenna switching pattern of each

femto user aligns into the same dimension the macro-femto interference caused by the

repeated transmission of a specific data stream u[mk]
ℓ . As shown in Figure 5.8, this

issue can be handled by forming a supersymbol whose Block 1, referred to as S-Block 1,

consists of q identical f-SS supersymbols and m-Blocks 1 repeated Lf−SS times for the

femto and macro users, respectively.

As a result, Block 2 in the new supersymbol, referred to as S-Block 2 from now on, is

formed by Lf−SS identical m-Blocks 2 for the macro users. Besides letting each macro

user to complete its alignment blocks and remove the intracell interference created by

the transmission from the macro BS to any other macro user, notice that the symbol
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extensions in S-Block 2 allow the femto users to measure the macro-femto interference

caused because of transmission in S-Block 1. However, to fully remove the macro-femto

interference based on the measurement performed during S-Block 2, each femto user

needs to keep the same channel mode along all the symbol extensions over which a

specific data stream u[mk]
ℓ is repeatedly transmitted. This condition determines how the

Lf−SS m-Blocks 1 and the q f-SS supersymbols should be combined to form S-Block 1.

Moreover, it allows to determine the preset mode of the femto users in S-Block 2 given

a specific distribution of the Lf−SS m-Blocks 2 over S-Block 2. For instance, for our toy

example considering the supersymbol shown in Figure 5.9, the following beamforming

matrices

X =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

u[m1]
1

u[m1]
2

u[m1]
3

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

u[m2]
1

u[m2]
2

u[m2]
3

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I I

I 0

0 I

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡

⎣u
[f1,ϕ1 ]
1

u
[f2,ϕ1 ]
1

⎤

⎦ (5.67)

where u
[f1,ϕ1 ]
1 =

[
0T2,1 u

[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1]
1

T
]T

∈ C4×1, u[mk]
ℓ =

[
u[mk,M ]
ℓ

T
02,1T

]T
∈ C4×1 and

X = col{x[t]}9t=1 with x[t] = col{x[M ][i],x[ϕ1][t]} formed by the signals x[M ][t] ∈ C2×1

and x[ϕ1][t] ∈ C2×1 are transmitted by the antennas of the macro BS and FAP, respec-

tively.

By inspecting the supersymbol in Figure 5.9 and the corresponding beamforming matri-

ces in (5.67), note that the antenna switching pattern of the macro users during S-Block

1 and S-Block 2 simply consists of the concatenation of the antenna switching pattern

associated with Lf−SS m-Blocks 1 and Lf−SS m-Blocks 2, respectively. Since the macro

BS does not transmit data to the femto users and the transmissions of the FAPs do not

cause interference to the macro users, the aforementioned strategy allows each macro

user to cancel all the intracell interference, which is created by the transmission from

the macro BS to other macro users.
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Unlike the nBIA scheme proposed in the previous section, each femto user fk,ϕ1 only

receives the desired signals from theNf = 2 antennas of its FAP ϕ1, which only transmits

during S-Block 1. To send Nf = 2 distinguishable data streams, i.e., u
[fk,ϕ1

,ϕ1]
ℓ ∈

C2×1 without CSIT, the FAP repeatedly transmits u
[fk,ϕ1

,ϕ1]
ℓ during an alignment block

composed of two symbol extensions over which the antenna of femto user fk,ϕ1 switches

between 2 different modes. For instance, from the antenna switching pattern of femto

user f1,ϕ1 in Figure 5.9 and its corresponding beamforming matrices in (5.67), the signal

received by femto user f1,ϕ1 during the first two symbol extensions is given by

⎡

⎣y
[f1,ϕ1 ][1]

y[f1,ϕ1 ][2]

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎣h
[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1](1)T

h[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1](2)T

⎤

⎦u
[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1]
1 +

⎡

⎣
h[f1,ϕf

,M ](1)T
(
u[m1,M ]
1 + u[m2,M ]

1

)

h[f1,ϕf
,M ](2)T

(
u[m1,M ]
2 + u[m2,M ]

2

)

⎤

⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
macro-femto interference

+

⎡

⎣h
[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1](1)Tu

[f2,ϕ1 ,ϕ1]
1

0

⎤

⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
intracell femto interference

(5.68)

where h[f1,ϕf
,M ](l) ∈ C2×1 and h[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1](l) ∈ C2×1 contains the channel coefficients

between the transmit antennas of macro BS and FAP ϕ1 to femto user f1,ϕ1 at the preset

mode l, respectively. Since the channels h[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1](l) ∈ C2×1, l ∈ {1, 2}, are linearly

independent almost surely, femto user f1,ϕ1 can decode the data stream u
[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1]
1 ∈ C2×1

once all the interference is removed.

As in our first toy example, the femto users employ the symbol extensions of S-Block 2

in order to measure the macro-femto interference in a cognitive fashion. In this sense,

note that the FAP remains in silence during S-Block 2 and that the macro BS transmits

each data stream u[mk]
ℓ in an orthogonal fashion. Therefore, if each femto user keeps

the same radiation pattern along an alignment block associated with the transmission

of the data stream u[mk]
ℓ , then it can remove the macro-femto interference by applying

zero-forcing based on the signals received in S-Block 2. For example, if we ignore the

noise, during the alignment block of macro user m1 the signal received by femto user
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f1,ϕ1 is

⎡

⎣y
[f1,ϕ1 ][1]

y[f1,ϕ1 ][4]

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎣h
[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1](1)Tu

[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1]
1

0

⎤

⎦+

⎡

⎣h
[f1,ϕf

,M ](1)T
(
u[m1,M ]
1 + u[m2,M ]

1

)

h[f1,ϕf
,M ](1)Tu[m1,M ]

1

⎤

⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
macro-femto interference

+

⎡

⎣h
[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1](1)Tu

[f2,ϕ1 ,ϕ1]
1

0

⎤

⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
femto intracell interference

(5.69)

From (5.69), notice that the interference from the macro BS at femto user f1,ϕ1 is aligned

over the channel state h[f1,ϕf
,M ](1). In consequence, the user f1,ϕ1 can remove the macro-

femto interference caused by the transmission of u[m1]
1 by applying zero-forcing based on

the signal received during symbol extension 4. Similarly, by using the signals received

during symbol extensions {5, 7, 8}, femto user f1,ϕ1 can remove the rest of the macro-

femto interference in its first alignment block, which consists of symbol extensions {1, 2}.

Afterwards, the only remaining interference is caused by the transmission from the FAP

to the other femto users. That is, the FAP intracell interference.

To remove the femto intracell interference without CSIT, the FAP applies the same

technique as in sBIA. It relies on the idea of aligning the transmission of each data

stream, u
[fk,ϕ1

,ϕ1]
ℓ , into one dimension of all users subject to interference, i.e., the femto

users. To achieve the aforementioned alignment, the antenna of each femto user fj,ϕ1 ,

with j ̸= k, needs to keep the same radiation pattern along the alignment block of femto

user fk,ϕ1 . As a result, if the FAP transmits each data stream u
[fk,ϕ1

,ϕ1]
ℓ in an orthogonal

fashion, then note that the femto users can measure all the femto intracell interference

and remove it afterwards. For instance, after ignoring the noise and after subtracting

the macro-femto interference, observe that the two transmissions of u
[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1]
1 are aligned

into one dimension in the signal space of femto user f2,ϕ1

⎡

⎣y
[f2,ϕ1 ][1]

y[f2,ϕ1 ][2]

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎣h
[f2,ϕ1 ,ϕ1](1)Tu

[f2,ϕ1 ,ϕ1]
1

0

⎤

⎦+

⎡

⎣h
[f2,ϕ1 ,ϕ1](1)Tu

[f1,ϕ1 ]
1

h[f2,ϕ1 ,ϕ1](1)Tu
[f1,ϕ1 ]
1

⎤

⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
femto intracell interference

(5.70)

Similarly, we can check that the intracell interference created by the transmission of

u
[f2,ϕ1 ,ϕ1]
1 from the FAP to femto user f2,ϕ1 is aligned into one dimension in the signal
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space of femto user f1,ϕ1 . Since FAP transmits u
[f1,ϕ1 ,ϕ1]
1 and u

[f2,ϕ1 ,ϕ1]
1 in an orthogonal

fashion during symbol extensions 2 and 3, respectively, these symbol extensions can be

used by femto users f1,ϕ1 and f2,ϕ1 to measure the intracell interference and decode their

desired symbols afterwards.

In summary, the supersymbol of the proposed cogBIA scheme consists of two blocks of

symbol extensions, S-Block 1 and S-Block 2. During S-Block 1, the macro BS and the

FAP transmit to macro and femto users using Lf−SS m-Blocks 1 and q f-SS supersym-

bols as well as the corresponding beamforming matrices, respectively. On the contrary,

during S-Block 2, only the macro BS transmits to its macro users. This transmission is

undertaken in an orthogonal fashion by using Lf−SS m-Blocks 2, which allows the femto

users to measure all the macro-femto interference subspace. Hence, along the cogBIA

supersymbol, a total of Lf−SS sBIA supersymbols are distributed to transmit from Nm

antennas of a macro BS to Km users. Moreover, q sBIA supersymbols per FAP are

distributed over S-Block 1 in order to transmit from Nf antennas of each FAP to its Kf

femto users, respectively. To ensure that all the intracell interference and macro-femto

interference is fully cancelled, the key of cogBIA consists on combining the aforemen-

tioned supersymbols so that each user k, served by Nk transmit antennas, receives Nk

symbols over an alignment block. This alignment block should be formed by Nk symbol

extensions over which the antenna of macro or femto user k switches Nk different modes

and the antenna of all the other users, macro or femto, keep the same radiation pattern.

In the following, we will provide a systematic procedure to combine the supersymbols

and build these alignment blocks.

5.5.2 Construction of the supersymbol and the beamforming matrices

5.5.2.1 Antenna switching patterns and beamforming matrices for macro

users during S-Block 1

When designing the antenna switching pattern and beamforming matrix of each macro

user, one goal is to let the macro users achieve the maximum achievable sum-DoF.

Moreover, the resulting antenna switching patterns and beamforming matrices during

S-Block 1 should allow each femto user to implement different f-SS supersymbols such

that the macro-femto interference caused by the transmission of u[mk]
ℓ can be aligned into
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one dimension of its signal space. To achieve all these goals, assuming that each FAPs has

Nf antennas and Kf femto users, the antenna switching pattern and the beamforming

matrices of the macro users along S-Block 1 can consist of the concatenation of Lf−SS

m-Blocks 1 and their corresponding beamforming matrices with Lf−SS defined in (5.66)

(see Figure 5.8). Thus, recalling that the length of m-Block 1 equals q = (Nm − 1)Km

symbol extensions when the macro BS has Nm antennas to transmit to Km macro users,

the length of S-Block 1 is

LS−Block1 = qLf−SS. (5.71)

Since m-Block 1 is repeated Lf−SS times in S-Block 1, following the lines of the super-

symbol construction for the MISO BC in Chapter 2, we can verify that the temporal

correlation function of the macro user mk is

gmk(t) = h[mk](l) if mod
(
t, (Nm − 1)k

)
∈ Imk(l) (5.72)

where t ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,LS−Block1}, l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nm − 1} and

Imk(l) =
{
(l − 1)(Nm − 1)k−1 + 1, . . . , l (Nm − 1)k−1 − 1

,mod
(
l (Nm − 1)k−1, (Nm − 1)k

)}
.

Moreover, since each m-Block 1 consists of the first Nm − 1 symbol extensions of each

alignment block of macro user mk, the first Nm − 1 symbol extensions of the ℓ-th align-

ment block of macro user mk are in S-Block 1 and correspond to

{
pm(ℓ, k)(Nm − 1)k + κ(Nm − 1)k−1 + ςm(ℓ, k)

}Nm−2

κ=0
, (5.73)

where

ςm(ℓ, k) = mod(ℓ− 1, (Nm − 1)k−1) + 1 (5.74)

and

pm(ℓ, k) =

⌊
ℓ− 1

(Nm − 1)k−1

⌋
(5.75)

with ℓ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p(Nm − 1)Km−1} and k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Km}.
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Since simultaneous transmission takes place at each symbol extension of m-Block 1, the

macro BS transmits data to all macro users at each symbol extension of S-Block 1. The

signal transmitted to macro user mk is the result of multiplying its beamforming matrix

and the following data vector

u[mk] =

[
u[mk]
1

T
u[mk]
2

T
· · ·u[mk]

LS−Block1/(Nf−1)

T
]T

(5.76)

where u[mk]
ℓ ∈

[
u[mk,M ]
ℓ′

T
0TNf×1

]T
C(Nm+Nf )×1 with u[mk,M ]

ℓ ∈ CNm×1 containing the

Nm symbols transmitted from the macro BS to macro user mk during its ℓ-th alignment

block. As a result, the ℓ-th alignment block of macro user mk corresponds to the block of

columns {(Nm+Nf )(ℓ−1)+1, (Nm+Nf )(ℓ−1)+2, . . . , (Nm+Nf )ℓ} of its beamforming

matrix. The structure of each one of the aforementioned block columns is obtained by

placing an (Nm+Nf )×(Nm+Nf ) identity matrix, I(Nf+Nm) at the rows corresponding to

the symbol extensions of the alignment block. Hence, by knowing the symbol extensions

that constitute each alignment block of each macro user, we can easily determine the

beamforming matrix of macro user mk during S-Block 1.

5.5.2.2 Antenna switching patterns and beamforming matrices for femto

users during S-Block 1

As can be seen in Figure 5.10(a), S-Block 1 of the femto users is closely based on the

supersymbol of a BIA scheme for the MISO BC aimed at transmitting from Nf antennas

to Kf users. In particular, as shown previously, for the femto users S-Block 1 can be

divided in two sub-blocks, f-Block 1 and f-Block 2. The first Lf−Block1 = q(Nf − 1)Kf

symbol extensions belong to f-Block 1 while the last Lf−Block2 = qKf (Nf − 1)Kf−1

symbol extensions correspond to f-Block 2, with q = (Nm − 1)Km . Recall that both

f-Block 1 and f-Block 2 take place in S-Block 1.

During f-Block 1, the mode of a femto user fk′,ϕf
is periodic with the building block

shown in Figure 5.11. For the k′-th femto user, this block is repeated (Nf − 1)Kf−k′

times to form S-Block 1 where k′ ∈ {1, . . . ,Kf} and f ∈ {1, 2, . . . , F} with F equal to

the total number of FAPs. Similarly to the supersymbol of a BIA scheme, the building

block is composed of Nf − 1 sub-blocks. However, for the considered f-Block 1, the
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Macro users m-Block1 m-Block1 … m-Block1 m-Block1 … m-Block1 … m-Block1 … m-Block1 m-Block1 … m-Block1

 f1, ϕf
←h(1)→ ←h(2)→ … ←h(Nf -1) → ←h(1)→ … ←h(Nf -1) → … ←h(1)→ … ←h(Nf -1) → Macro interrferennce removal

¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦

 fKf, ϕf
←h(1)→ ←h(1)→ … ←h(1)→ ←h(2)→ … ←h(2)→ … ←h(Nf -1) → … ←h(Nf -1) → Macro interrferennce removal

Nm −1( )Km N f −1( )K f

Nm −1( )Km N f −1( )
Nm −1( )Km

K f Nm −1( )Km N f −1( )K f −1

(a)

 m1 h(1) h(2) … h(Nm -1) … h(1) … h(Nm -1) h(1) … h(Nm -1) … h(1) … h(Nm -1) … h(1) … h(Nm -1) … h(1) … h(Nm -1) 
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Figure 5.10: a) S-Block 1 of the cogBIA scheme and b) m-Block 1 for transmission
to Km macro users
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lengthgroup group group

Nm −1( )Km N f −1( )k−1
sub-block 1 2 N f −1

User: fk ',ϕ f

Figure 5.11: Building block of femto user fk′,ϕf .

length of each sub-block equals q(Nf − 1)k
′−1 with q given in (5.65). As in the sub-

blocks associated with the macro user mk, the l-th mode is used in the l-th sub-block,

l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nf − 1}. Thus, during f-Block 1, the temporal correlation function for

femto user fk′,f for any femto-cell f ∈ {1, 2, . . . , F} is

gfk′,ϕf
(t) = h

[fk′,ϕf
]
(l) if mod

(
t, q (Nf − 1)k

′
)
∈ If (l), (5.77)

where t ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Lf−Block1} and

If (l) =
{
(l − 1)q(Nf − 1)k

′−1 + 1, . . . , l q(Nf − 1)k
′−1 − 1

,mod
(
l q(Nf − 1)k

′−1, q(Nm − 1)k
′
)}

.

with l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nf − 1} denoting the preset modes selected by the femto user.

Similarly to Block 1 of the sBIA scheme, simultaneous transmission to all femto users
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takes place during the symbol extensions that constitute f-Block 1. The signals transmit-

ted to femto user fk′,ϕf
are the result of multiplying its beamforming matrix associated

and the following data vector

u
[fk′,ϕf

]
=

[
u
[fk′,ϕf

]

1

T

u
[fk′,ϕf

]

2

T

· · ·u
[fk′,ϕf

]

Lf−Block2/(Kf )

T
]T

(5.78)

where u
[fk′,ϕf

]

ℓ′ ∈
[
0TNm×1 u

[fk′,ϕf
,ϕf ]

ℓ′

T
]T

C(Nm+Nf )×1 with u
[fk′,ϕf

,ϕf ]

ℓ′ ∈ CNf×1 denoting

the Nf symbols transmitted from the f -th FAP to femto user fk′,ϕf
during its ℓ′-th

alignment block. Hence, as it occurs for the macro users, each block of (Nm + Nf )

consecutive columns of the beamforming matrix of a femto user corresponds to one

different alignment block.

To determine the symbol extensions that constitute the alignment blocks of each femto

user, and therefore, determine the rows that should have an identity matrix I(Nf+Nm) in

each block column of the beamforming matrix, two requirements have to be taken into

consideration. On the one hand, to maintain the data beams of one alignment block

distinguishable at the femto user for which they are intended, the antenna of the femto

user sets a different mode at each symbol extension of the alignment block. On the other

hand, to align the transmission of the aforementioned data beams into one dimension

of the signal space of all users subject to interference, the antenna of the affected users

has to keep the same radiation pattern.

The decodability and interference alignment requirements can be satisfied during f-Block

1, by forming groups of symbol extensions. For each femto user, each group consists of the

first Nf − 1 symbols extensions of each one of its alignment blocks. Given the antenna

switching pattern of the femto users during f-Block 1, to ensure the aforementioned

requirements the ℓ′-th group in a specific building block is the result of selecting the

ℓ′-th symbol extensions of the (Nf − 1) sub-blocks within that particular building block

(see Figure 5.11). Recalling that S-Block 1 of femto user fk′ϕf
consists of (Nf − 1)Kf−k′

building blocks of q (Nf − 1)k
′
symbol extensions, the ℓ′-th group in the p′-th building

block of femto user fk′,ϕf
comprises symbol extensions

{
p′q(Nf − 1)k

′
+ κq(Nf − 1)k

′−1 + ℓ′
}Nf−2

κ=0
(5.79)
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where ℓ′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q(Nf − 1)k
′−1} and p′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , (Nf − 1)Kf−k′}. Since each sub-

block is composed of q(Nf −1)k
′−1, a total of q(Nf −1)k

′−1 groups can be formed within

one building block. Hence, from (5.79) notice that the symbol extensions of the ℓ′-th

group of femto user fk′,ϕf
are

{
pf (ℓ

′, k′)q(Nf − 1)k
′
+ κ(Nf − 1)k

′−1 + ςf (ℓ
′, k′)

}Nf−2

κ=0
, (5.80)

where

ςf (ℓ
′, k′) = mod(ℓ′ − 1, q(Nf − 1)k

′−1) + 1 (5.81)

and

pf (ℓ
′, k′) =

⌊
ℓ′ − 1

q(Nf − 1)k′−1

⌋
(5.82)

with ℓ′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q(Nf − 1)Kf−1} and k′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Kf}. By evaluating

fb−f (i) =
{
iN + i′

}N
i′=1

(5.83)

at each symbol extension in (5.80), we can determine the rows of f-Block 1 that should

have an identity matrix IN in the ℓ′ block column of the beamforming matrix of femto

user fk′,ϕf
.

At this point, we only need to design the antenna switching pattern and the beamforming

matrix of femto user fk′,ϕf
during f-Block 2. Following the lines of previous chapters, the

symbol extensions within f-Block 2 are employed to complete the alignment blocks of the

femto users. Since q(Nf − 1)Kf−1 groups are distributed over f-Block 1 for each femto

user, a total of q(Nf − 1)Kf−1 symbol extensions are needed to complete the alignment

blocks of each femto user. For femto user fk′,ϕf
, these symbol extensions are

{
Lf−Block1 + (k′ − 1)q(Nf − 1)Kf−1 + ℓ′

}Lf−Block2/Kf

ℓ′=1
. (5.84)

Since the ℓ′-th element of the previous set corresponds to the last symbol extension

of the ℓ′-th alignment block of femto user fk′,ϕf
, the evaluation of (5.83) at the ℓ′-th

element in (5.84) allows to determine the only set of rows of f-Block 2 that should have

an identity matrix I(Nf+Nm) in the ℓ′ block column of the beamforming matrix of femto
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user fk′,ϕf
. The remaining rows in each block column of the beamforming matrix should

be filled with an (Nm +Nf )× (Nm +Nf ) zero matrix, 0(Nm+Nf ).

According to the resulting structure of the beamformng matrix, during each symbol

extension in (5.84), the FAP ϕf only transmits signals to femto user fk′,ϕf
. To ensure the

decodability of these signals, which are the same as the data stream u
[fk′,ϕf

]

ℓ′ repeatedly

transmitted over the symbol extensions associated with ℓ′ group of femto user fk′,ϕf
, the

receiver of this femto user has to set Nf -th channel mode. On the contrary, to satisfy

the interference alignment requirement given in the definition of alignment block, the

remaining femto users fj′,ϕf
, with j′ ̸= k′, have to set the same channel mode as the

one used by its antenna during the ℓ′-th group of femto user fk′,ϕf
. Since the femto

user fj′,ϕf
has the same channel mode along the symbol extensions of the ℓ′-th group of

femto user fk′,ϕf
, the channel state of femto user fj′,ϕf

during the ℓ′-th symbol extension

in (5.84) equals

gfj′,ϕf
(pf (ℓ

′, k′)q(Nf − 1)k
′−1 + ςf (ℓ

′, k′)) (5.85)

with gfk′,ϕf
(·), pf (ℓ′, k′) and ςf (ℓ′, k′) defined in (5.77), (5.81) and (5.82), respectively.

In this way, the antenna switching pattern of all femto users during f-Block 2 is fully

determined.

5.5.2.3 Design of S-Block 2 and cognitive cancellation of the interference

Once the antenna switching pattern and the beamforming matrices are designed for

S-Block 1, the S-Block 2 can be easily constructed. Notice that each element within

S-Block 2 provides an additional symbol extension to complete each alignment block of

a specific macro user. Since there are Lf−SS(Nm−1)Km−1 alignment blocks for each one

of the Km macro users with Lf−SS defined in (5.66), the S-Block 2 comprises

LS−Block2 = Km Lf−SS (Nm − 1)Km−1 (5.86)

symbol extensions, which are divided in Km blocks, each associated with one specific

macro user. For macro user mk, the corresponding sub-block is formed by the following
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set of symbol extensions

{
Lf−SS + (k − 1)Lf−SS(Nm − 1)Km−1 + ℓ

}LS−Block2/Km

ℓ=1
. (5.87)

The ℓ-th element of the previous set corresponds to the last symbol extension of the

ℓ-th alignment block of macro user mk. As a result, the evaluation of (5.83) at the ℓ-th

element in (5.87) yields the only set of rows of S-Block 2 that should have an identity

matrix I(Nf+Nm) in the ℓ block column of the beamforming matrix of macro user mk.

Due to the resulting structure of the beamforming matrix of macro user mk, the macro

BS only transmits signals to macro user mk during each symbol extension specified

in (5.87). To ensure the decodability of the signals transmitted over the ℓ-th symbol

extension in (5.87), which corresponds to the data stream u[mk]
ℓ repeatedly transmitted

along the ℓ-th group of macro user mk, the antenna of user mk sets the Nm-th mode.

On the contrary, during the ℓ-th symbol symbol extension in (5.73) any other macro

user mj ̸= mk has to set the same channel mode as the one used by its antenna during

the ℓ-th group of macro user mk. Since the macro user mj has the same channel mode

along the symbol extensions of the ℓ-th group of macro user mk, from (5.73) notice that

the channel state of macro user mj during the ℓ-th symbol extension in (5.87) equals

gmj (pm(ℓ, k)(Nm − 1)k + ςm(ℓ, k)) (5.88)

with gmj (·), pm(ℓ, k) and ςm(ℓ, k) defined in (5.72), (5.74) and (5.75), respectively. In this

way, the repeated transmissions of u[mk]
ℓ along the ℓ-th alignment block of macro user

mk are aligned into one dimension in the signal space of macro user mk. Furthermore,

macro user mj can measure and subtract the macro intracell interference created by the

transmission of u[mk]
ℓ during the ℓ-th group of macro user mk. Recall that due to the fact

that femtocell transmission does not cause interference to the macro users, the signals

transmitted by the FAPs do not hamper the macro users when decoding their desired

data and cancelling the intracell interference.

As we have shown, the beamforming matrix and the antenna switching pattern of the

femto users satisfy the decodability and alignment conditions during S-Block 1. Thus, we

can easily check that each femto user can remove all the femto intracell interference and

decode all its desired data, i.e.
{
u
[fk′,ϕf

]

ℓ′
}Lf−Block2/Kf

ℓ′=1
. However, due to the transmission
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of the macro BS to the macro users during S-Block 1, this is only possible if the macro-

femto interference is fully cancelled. Toward this goal, the femto users will employ the

symbol extensions of S-Block 2 in a cognitive fashion. First, to measure the signal u[mk]
ℓ

transmitted from the macro BS during the ℓ-th symbol extension in (5.87), the FAP ϕf

does not transmit any signal to its femto users along S-Block 2. As a result, considering

that the signal transmitted to each of the femto users is the result of multiplying its

beamforming matrix with the data vector provided in (5.78), during S-Block 2 the

beamforming matrix of the femto users is an all zero matrix 0af ,bf with af = (Nm +

Nf )LS−Block2/Km and bf = (Nm+Nf )Lf−Block2/Kf
. Later, to ensure that the measured

signal is aligned with the Nm − 1 transmissions of u[mk]
ℓ along the ℓ-th group of macro

user mk, the antenna of each femto user fk′,ϕf
sets the same channel mode as the one

employed along ℓ-th group of macro user mk. In particular, during the ℓ-th symbol

extension in (5.87), from (5.73) we can check that the channel mode of femto user fk′,f

is

gfk′,ϕf

(
pm(ℓ, k)(Nm − 1)k + ςm(ℓ, k)

)
(5.89)

for k′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Kf} and all f ∈ {1, 2, . . . , F} and with gfk′,ϕf
(·), pm(ℓ, k) and ςm(ℓ, k)

defined in (5.77), (5.74) and (5.75), respectively. With this procedure, note that each

femto user fk′,ϕf
can apply zero-forcing based on the signal received during the ℓ-th

symbol extension of (5.87) in order to remove the macro-femto interference caused by

the repeated transmission of u[mk]
ℓ along the ℓ-th group of macro user mk.

5.5.3 Achievable Degrees of Freedom

In the proposed scheme the macro BS employs BIA transmission independently of the

femto tier transmission. As we have shown in Chapter 2 each user attains Nm DoF in

each of the (Nm−1)Km−1 alignment blocks, which are repeated Lf−SS times. Therefore,

the normalized sum-DoF per symbol extension for the macro users is given by

DoFmacro =
Lf−SS

(
KmNm(Nm − 1)Km−1

)

LS−Block1 + LS−Block2
=

NmKm

Nm +Km − 1
. (5.90)

As was expected, the achievable DoF are not affected by the femto tier deployment, and

therefore, do not depend on any of its parameters.
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In the proposed scheme, each femto user employs q (Nf − 1)Kf−1 alignment blocks with

q defined in (5.65). Each of these alignment blocks is formed by Nf symbol extensions

over which the femto user receives Nf desired data beams transmitted from the FAP.

Since the femto intracell and macro-femto intercell interference can be fully removed

by applying the antenna switching pattern and beamforming matrices of Ssection 5.5.2,

each femto user can attain Nf DoF in each alignment block. Since LS−Block1 symbol

extensions are employed for femto transmission and LS−Block2 are required to measure

the macro-femto interference in a cognitive fashion, the normalized sum-DoF per symbol

extension for the femto users is

DoFfemto =
NfKf (Nm − 1)

(Nm +Km − 1)(Nf +Kf − 1)
. (5.91)

5.5.4 Achievable Rates

Until now this work has been focused on the achievable DoF. To complete the char-

acterization of the proposed cogBIA scheme, this section analyzes its performance in

the finite SNR regime. Assuming equal power allocation to each stream, we derive the

closed-form expressions of the achievable rates for cogBIA. For comparison purposes, we

will use the achievable rates of nBIA and sBIA that have been derived in Chapters 2

and 4, respectively.

Macro users are not affected by interference caused by the transmission of the FAPs.

In consequence, their achievable rates are given by the sBIA expression in absence of

intercell interference (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4). Thus, the normalized rate per symbol

extension of the macro user mk is

R[mk] = BmE
[
log det

(
I+ P̄mH[mk]H[mk]HR[mk]

z̃

−1
)]

, (5.92)

where the channel matrix H[mk] is defined in (5.3) and Bm = 1
Nm+Km−1 is the ratio of

alignment blocks per macro user over the total number of symbol extensions. Since equal

power allocation to each stream is assumed, P̄m = Nm+Km−1
N2

mKm
Pm is the power allocated

to each symbol, and

R[mk]
z̃ =

⎡

⎣KmINm−1 0

0 1

⎤

⎦ (5.93)
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is the covariance matrix of the noise after zero-forcing cancelation at the receiver.

For the femto user fk′,ϕf
subject to interference from the macro BS, the signal ỹ

[fk′,ϕf
]
=

[
ỹ
[fk′,ϕf

]
(1), . . . , ỹ

[fk′,ϕf
]
(Nf )

]T
received during a generic alignment block after zero-

forcing interference cancelation can be written as

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

ỹ
[fk′,ϕf

]
[1]

...

ỹ
[fk′,ϕf

]
[Nf ]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

h
[fk′,ϕf

]
(1)T

...

h
[fk′,ϕf

]
(Nf )T

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
u
[fk′,ϕf

]

ℓ + z̃
[fk′,ϕf

]
, (5.94)

where

z̃
[fk′,ϕf

]
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

z
[fk′,ϕf

]
[1]−

∑Km+Kf−1
τ=1 z[τ ]
...

z
[fk′,ϕf

]
[Nf − 1]−

∑Km+Kf−1
τ=1 z[τ ]

z
[fk′,ϕf

]
[Nf ]−

∑Km
τ=1 z[τ ]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (5.95)

Since equal power allocation is assumed and the FAPs do not transmit during m-Block

2, the power allocated to each symbol transmitted by the FAP is P̄f =
Nf+Kf−1

N2
fKf

Pf .

Moreover, (Nf − 1)Kf−1 alignment blocks repeated (Nm − 1)Km times are employed

for transmitting to each femto user over the entire supersymbol. Hence, the ratio of

alignment blocks per femto user over the total supersymbol length is

Bf =
Nm − 1

(Nm +Km − 1)(Nf +Kf − 1)
. (5.96)

Therefore, the normalized rate of each femto user fk′,ϕf
is

R
[fk′,ϕf

]
= BfE

[
log det

(
I+ P̄fH

[fk′,ϕf
]
H

[fk′,ϕf
]H

R
[fk′,ϕf

]

z̃

−1
)]

, (5.97)

where the channel matrix of user fk′,ϕf
is given by

H
[fk′,ϕf

]
=

[
h
[fk′,ϕf

]
(1)

T
. . . h

[fk′,ϕf
]
(Nf )

T
]T

, (5.98)

and

R
[fk′,ϕf

]

z̃ =

⎡

⎣(Km +Kf ) INf−1 0

0 Km

⎤

⎦ (5.99)

is the covariance matrix of the noise for each femtocell user after zero-forcing cancelation.
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Figure 5.12: DoF region of macro users and each femtocell for cellular and cognitive
BIA. The achievable sum-DoF is depicted for F = (1, 10).

5.6 Simulation Results

The region of the sum-DoF achievable in each femtocell regarding the one achieved

in the macro tier is depicted in Figure 5.12. For F = 1 it can be seen that nBIA

achieves greater sum-DoF of both tiers comparing with cogBIA. Although this is true in

general, it is possible to find examples where even at F = 1 this assertion does not hold.

However, notice that nBIA does not attain the optimal DoF in any tier. In contrast, by

using cogBIA, the optimal DoF in the macrocell is always achieved while femto users

reach the DoF given by (5.91). As the number of FAPs deployed within the macro

coverage increases, the same DoF as using nBIA are achievable in each femtocell by the

proposed cogBIA scheme with only F = 3. In other words, the same DoF as employing

a cooperative scheme such as nBIA are achievable in each femtocell by using cogBIA

while the macrocell users still achieve the optimal DoF is absence of CSIT. For F = 10

it can be seen that the performance of nBIA is considerably affected.

Figure 5.13 shows the achievable sum-DoF in the entire network, i.e. over the Km+FKf

users deployed in the proposed scenario. Consider F femtocells where each FAP is

equipped with Nf = 2 antennas serving Kf = 2 users. It can be seen in Figure 5.13 that

cogBIA overcomes the sum-DoF achieved by nBIA when more that F = 3 femtocells
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Figure 5.13: Sum-DoF of macrocell and femto tier for nBIA and cogBIA.

are in the coverage area of the macro BS. Similarly, only F = 2 femtocells are enough to

obtain more sum-DoF by cogBIA that using a cooperative scheme such as nBIA. It is

interesting to remark that the achievable sum-DoF of the entire network grows linearly

regarding the amount of femtocells deployed for the proposed cogBIA scheme. However,

this growth is inversely proportional to the amount of the femtocells deployed for nBIA

as can be checked in (5.59)-(5.60).

A comparison of the sum-rates attained with cogBIA, nBIA, sBIA and FR where the

bandwidth is split between macro and femto tier is shown in Figure 5.14. In similar

fashion to [95], we consider a one-dimensional configuration where the FAP of interest

is located at a distance d from the macro BS. Moreover, the path loss model of [37] is

assumed, which is given by

g(d) =
G0δκ

δκ + dκ
, (5.100)

where κ is the propagation exponent, δ is the 3 dB breakpoint distance, and G0 fixes

the transmitted power at the BS. For the Macro BS, κ = 3.8, δ = 0.05 km and G0 = 80

dB, whereas for the FAP, κ = 5, δ = 5 m and G0 = 20 dB.

As can be seen in Figure 5.14, the sum-rate achieved by the femto users in the femtocell

of interest by using cogBIA overcomes the performance of sBIA, i.e. when macro BS

and FAP do not manage the inter-tier interference, in a wide range of distances between
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of the sum achievable rates of macro and femto users for
nBIA, cogBIA, standard BIA used by the FAPs over the entire supersymbol, and stan-
dard BIA together to FR for macro users. Nm = 6, Km = 10, F = 12, Nf = 2,

Kf = 2.

macro BS and FAP. Specifically, the interference due to macro BS transmission can

be treated optimally as noise for a distance between macro BS and FAP beyond 1.3

Km, from where sBIA achieves greater sum-rate than cogBIA. Besides, notice that since

cogBIA does not involve any penalty for the rate of macro users, the same performance

is achieved in the macro tier by using both schemes, cogBIA or sBIA. On the other hand,

the sum-rate achieved by nBIA for femtocell users is greater in comparison with cogBIA

until a distance of 0.8 Km. However, taken into consideration the network resources

needed to its implementation, this improvement results futile. Moreover, and even more

important, the macro users suffer a considerable penalty regarding the performance

achieved by cogBIA or sBIA. Note that by employing an orthogonal approach such as FR

where the available bandwidth is halved between macro and femto tiers, the achievable

rates of the macro users are also divided by 2. Furthermore, consider the sum-rate

achieved by the femto users for sBIA at a distance of 3 Km as the achievable sum-rate

in absence of inter-tier interference because of the path loss. Thus, the proposed FR

scheme would achieve this sum rate divided by 2. We can easily check that it is lower

than the sum-rate achieved by cogBIA in the whole range of distance between macro

BS and FAP.
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5.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we analyze the use of BIA schemes in heterogenous cellular networks. We

derive an extension of the network BIA scheme presented in Chapter 4. Basically, macro

users are treated as private users that only receive signal from their corresponding macro

BS, whereas femto users can be considered as shared users that receive a useful signal

strength from their corresponding FAP and also from the macro BS. It is demonstrated

that this approach does not result optimal in DoF because of the particular topology of

the multi-tier heterogenous cellular network. Indeed, the achievable sum-DoF does not

scale with the number of femtocells deployed within the coverage of a macro BS.

Encouraged by the non-optimality of network BIA in heterogenous networks, we derive

the DoF region of the two-tier cellular network. We demonstrate that the upper tier,

i.e. the macro users in our case, can achieve the optimal DoF in absence of CSIT while

the lower tier, i.e. the femtocells within the macro BS coverage, achieve non-zero DoF.

After that, we derive a BIA scheme based on cognitive femtocells that achieves the

outer-bound of the DoF region for two-tier networks. It is shown that macro BS trans-

mits independently of the femtocell deployment within its coverage. Since cooperation

between both tiers is avoided, macro users achieve the optimal sum-DoF without CSIT

as in a MISO BC. On the other hand, femto users leverage the structure of the BIA

supersymbol and the transmission beamforming of the macro BS to remove the inter-

tier interference in a cognitive fashion. Femto users attain a significant amount of DoF

without affecting the rates of the macro user. It is shown that the proposed scheme can

yield the optimal sum-DoF at femto users subject to optimal sum-DoF for the macro

users. Furthermore, the proposed strategy does not require any CSIT or data exchange

between the macro BS and the femtocells. Only synchronization is needed to implement

the proposed cognitive BIA. Comparing with the previously proposed schemes, cognitive

BIA overcomes the sum-rate achieved by the femto users in a wide range of interference

received from the macro BS.



Chapter 6

Blind Interference Alignment for

practical channels

This chapter consider the use of BIA in practical channels where the users operate at

finite SNR regime and the physical channel only remains constant over a determined

coherence time. The use of orthogonal resource allocation combined with BIA trans-

mission allows to handle both limitations. The solution to the optimization problem

that achieves the most favorable trade-off between multiplexing gain, noise increase and

coherence time is obtained avoiding the need for CSIT. It is shown through computer

simulations that this approach improves considerably the use of BIA in practical chan-

nels.

6.1 Introduction

The performance of BIA schemes has been widely analyzed in this work. Until now the

research efforts have focused on deriving the DoF for homogeneous and heterogeneous

cellular networks in absence of CSIT and how to achieve these DoF. However, it is

necessary to recall that the DoF metric assumes SNR → ∞. Although the achievable

DoF is an excellent metric to describe the potential of a transmission scheme, it is

unavoidable to analyze the performance of BIA at finite SNR regime. Furthermore, it has

been also assumed that the physical channel between the transmitter and users remains

constant over the entire supersymbol. That is, the channel of each user only depends on

170
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the preset mode selected at any time. This is not exactly true in real implementations,

then physical channel varies and can only be considered constant during a period of time

denoted as coherence time.

For practical implementations the SNR of each receiver is finite and the channel only

remains constant during a period of coherence time. As we have shown in previous

chapters, the BIA schemes cancel the interference by subtracting these interfering terms

using the signals received in other symbol extensions of the considered supersymbol.

Hence, a noise increase appears just due to this subtraction. In consequence, the sum-

rate performance at finite SNR is highly handicapped because of the noise increase

inherent in any BIA scheme. At this point, it is interesting to remark that the noise

increase is proportional to the number of users served. For instance, checking the results

obtained in previous works such as [95, 96] we can conclude that a SNR above 14 dB is

required when the number of users equals 6 to outperform the rate assuming a Single

User (SU) MISO channel without CSIT. On the other hand, to the best of our knowledge,

all the previous works assume a constant channel over the entire supersymbol. This issue

is presented as a drawback in [145], where an alternative supersymbol design based on

grouping users is proposed to reduce its length at expense of losing DoF with respect to

the optimal value.

Interestingly, when the fbwBIA scheme was presented in Chapter 4 we called attention

to the benefits of using an orthogonal approach such as bandwidth division joint to

BIA schemes; few users are served in each band, and therefore, less terms of interference

must be subtracted bringing down considerably the noise increase, and a reduction of the

supersymbol length is achieved. Following this idea, in this chapter we devise a practical

BIA (pBIA) scheme based on the implementation of standard BIA schemes transmitting

data to different sets of users grouped in an orthogonal fashion (over different frequency

bands or time slots). By employing the proposed pBIA scheme the achieved sum-DoF

decreases because of the use of orthogonal resource division. Nevertheless, at expenses of

this loss in DoF, fewer terms of interference must be subtracted in each division, which

reduces the noise power and also the supersymbol length. The optimization problem

that solves this trade-off can be expressed easily as a function of the resource division

given by pBIA.

The contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows
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• We analyze the performance of BIA in practical scenarios where the users operate

at finite SNR regime over varying channels.

• We propose the use of orthogonal resource allocation joint to BIA schemes with

the aim of managing the multiplexing gain, noise increase, and channel coherence

time.

• The optimization problem that achieves the optimal resource division is formulated

in this chapter. We derive a closed-form expression of the optimal value as a

function of the system parameters such as the number of transmit antennas, Nt,

the amount of active users K, and the SNR of the set of users. Notice that CSIT

is not required to obtain this solution.

• We show through computer simulations that the proposed pBIA scheme improves

the achievable sum-rate considerably regarding pure BIA approaches while it re-

laxes the coherence time requirements.

• We present an experimental evaluation of the BIA scheme in a hardware testbed.

It is shown that BIA can outperform other transmission schemes based on CSIT

such as LZFB, which achieves higher sum-rates theoretically, because of the im-

plementation impairments related to providing accurate CSIT.

6.2 System model

For simplicity we consider a MISO BC as proposed in Chapter 2. The transmitter

is equipped with Nt antennas that send data to K active users, each equipped with

one reconfigurable antenna. The antenna of each user can switch its radiation pattern

among a set of Nt preset modes. The signal transmitted at time t is given by x(t), where

x(t) =
[
x1, . . . , xNt

]
∈ CNt×1. However, the assumption of constant channel over the

transmission of the entire supersymbol does not hold. Let us denote h
(
l[k](t)|t

)
∈ CNt×1

as the channel between user k and the transmitter at time t when the preset mode l[k](t)

is selected. Thus, the signal received by the user k at time t can be written as

y[k](t) = h
(
l[k](t)|t

)T
x(t) + z[k](t), (6.1)

where z[k] ∼ CN (0, 1) is AWGN.
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Tx

User 1

User 2

User K

. . .  

vK

v1

v2

Figure 6.1: MISO BC scenario with Nt = 2 transmit antennas and K users equipped
with reconfigurable antennas. Each receiver moves at velocity vk generating a time-

selective fading channel.

It is assumed that the transmitted signal is subject to an average power constraint

E
{
∥x(t)∥2

}
≤ P . The channel coefficients between the transmitter and users are i.i.d.

complex Gaussian random variables of zero mean. Furthermore, the physical channel is

not strictly constant in time. It is assumed that each user is moving with a velocity vk

generating a time-selective fading channel because of the Doppler spread [146]. In this

setting, the channel between transmitter and each user varies due to the Doppler effect,

which is characterized by a frequency deviation fD = vk
λ with λ denoting the wavelength

of the wireless signal. Indeed, by applying the Clarke model [147], the coherence time

of each user is given by

Tc ≈ 0.423

fD
. (6.2)

In the considered setting, we also assume that the transmitter does not know any channel

state information other than the coherence time and the received SNR of each user. For

simplicity, we focus on the temporal dimension without loss of generality. Therefore,

each symbol extension corresponds to a time slot t.

6.3 Blind Interference Alignment for varying channels

Until now, it has been assumed that the channel stays constant during the transmission

of the BIA supersymbol. This section analyzes the performance achieved by BIA in
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1 2 3

User 1 h[1](1|1) h[1](2|2) h[1](1|3)

User 2 h[2](1|1) h[2](1|2) h[2](2|3)

Figure 6.2: The supersymbol structure for the K = 2, Nt = 2 MISO BC during a
varying channel.

previous toy examples when the physical channel is not constant over the entire super-

symbol. After that, the closed-form expression of the achievable rates for the MISO BC

under channel variations are derived.

6.3.1 Toy example K = 2 user Nt = 2 MISO Broadcast Channel

For illustrative purposes, consider the Nt = 2 transmit antennas and K = 2 active

users case. Following the BIA scheme and considering a non-constant channel, the

supersymbol for this case is as shown in Figure 6.2. Notice that in contrast to the

supersymbol described in Figure 2.3 for the same scenario, a physical channel that

varies in each slot is taken into consideration. Focused on user 1, the received signal

during the transmission of the supersymbol is given by

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

y[1][1]

y[1][2]

y[1][3]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[1](1|1)T

h[1](2|2)T

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
u[1]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[1](1|1)T

0

h[1](1|3)T

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
u[2]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

z[1][1]

z[1][2]

z[1][3]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (6.3)

where following the same lines as in previous chapters, u[k]
ℓ ∈ CNt×1 is the symbol

containing Nt DoF transmitted to user k during its ℓ-th alignment block.

It can be seen that, as occurs in Chapter 2, simultaneous transmission is employed in

the first symbol extensions while the symbols u[1]
1 and u[2]

1 are transmitted in orthogonal

fashion during the second and third symbol extensions, respectively. Hence, assuming

that the physical channel remains constant during the 3 symbol extensions that comprise

the proposed supersymbol, it is clear that the interference is aligned as is show in (2.4).

In consequence, user 1 can remove the interference because of the transmission of u[2]
1

by measuring it at symbol extension {3} and subtracting it from the symbol extension

{1} afterwards. Let us consider again the toy example where Nt = 2 and K = 2. If the
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channel varies in each symbol extension, the received signal at user 1 after zero-forcing,

which is shown in (2.4) for constant channel, can be written now as

⎡

⎣y
[1](1)− y[1](3)

y[1](2)

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎣h
[1](1|1)T

h[1](2|2)T

⎤

⎦u[1]
1 +

⎡

⎣
(
h[1](1|1)T − h[1](1|3)T

)

0

⎤

⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆H[1]

u[2]
1

+

⎡

⎣z
[1](1)− z[1](3)

z[1](2)

⎤

⎦ .

(6.4)

Notice that a new element given by the differences of the channel at symbol extensions

1 and 3 for the preset mode 1 appears in (6.4). In consequence, the interference because

of u[2]
1 transmission cannot be fully cancelled at user 1. On the other hand, this term

could be treated as noise when it is small enough.

6.3.2 Toy example K = 3 users Nt = 3 MISO Broadcast Channel

1 2 3 ... 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

h[1](1|1) h[1](2|2) h[1](1|3) ... h[1](2|8) h[1](3|9) h[1](3|10) h[1](3|11) h[1](3|12) h[1](1|13) h[1](2|14) h[1](1|15) h[1](2|16) h[1](1|17) h[1](2|18) h[1](1|19) h[1](2|20)

h[2](1|1) h[2](1|2) h[2](2|3) ... h[2](2|8) h[2](1|9) h[2](2|10) h[2](1|11) h[2](2|12) h[2](3|13) h[2](3|14) h[2](3|15) h[2](3|16) h[2](1|17) h[2](1|18) h[2](2|19) h[2](2|20)

h[3](1|1) h[3](1|2) h[3](1|3) ... h[3](2|8) h[3](1|9) h[3](1|10) h[3](2|11) h[3](2|12) h[3](1|13) h[3](1|14) h[3](2|15) h[3](2|16) h[3](3|17) h[3](3|18) h[3](3|19) h[3](3|20)

Figure 6.3: The supersymbol structure for the K = 3, Nt = 3 MISO BC during a
varying channel.

Consider now a more complex toy example where the transmitter is equipped with

Nt = 3 antennas serving K = 3 users. The corresponding supersymbol is shown in

Figure 6.3. Thus, the signal received at user 1 during its first alignment block comprising

the symbol extension {1, 2, 9} can be written as

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

y[1][1]

y[1][2]

y[1][9]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[1](1|1)T

h[1](2|2)T

h[1](3|9)T

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H[1]

u[1]
1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[1](1|1)T
(
u[2]
1 + u[3]

1

)

h[1](2|2)T
(
u[2]
2 + u[3]

2

)

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

z[1][1]

z[1][2]

z[1][9]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (6.5)

Notice that the first two symbol extensions are polluted by the interference because of

the transmission to the remaining users. Following the BIA scheme for the MISO BC

described in Chapter 2, the interference at the first element of (6.5), which corresponds

to the transmission of u[2]
1 and u[3]

1 can be measured at the channel mode 1, i.e. h[1](1|t),
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during the symbol extensions {13} and {17} of user 1, respectively. Similarly, user 1 can

measure the interference because of the transmission of u[2]
2 and u[3]

2 at channel mode

h[1](2|t) in the symbol extensions {14} and {18}, respectively. Thus, the signal after

zero-forcing interference subtraction during the first alignment block of user 1 is given

by

ỹ[k] =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

y[1][1]− y[1][13]− y[1][17]

y[1][2]− y[1][14]− y[1][18]

y[1][9]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[1](1|1)T

h[1](2|2)T

h[1](3|9)T

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H[1]

u[1]
1

+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

(
h[1](1|1)− h[1](1|13)

)T
u[2]
1 +

(
h[1](1|1)− h[1](1|17)

)T
u[3]
1

(
h[1](2|2)− h[1](2|14)

)T
u[2]
2 +

(
h[1](2|2)− h[1](2|18)

)T
u[3]
1

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
channel variations

+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

z[1][1]− z[1][13]− z[1][17]

z[1][2]− z[1][14]− z[1][18]

z[1][9]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise increase

.

(6.6)

It can be seen in (6.6) that the subtraction of the terms of interference because of trans-

mission to all other users leaves a trace when the channel varies during the considered

supersymbol. Therefore, we can conclude that pure BIA transmission schemes1 are not

resilient to channel variations. However, the interference because of channel variations

could be treated optimally as noise when it is small enough. Furthermore, the received

noise increases proportionally to the amount of users served by the transmitter because

of the interference subtraction process inherent in any BIA scheme. As a conclusion af-

ter analyzing this toy example, we can assert that channel variations and noise increase

are the two limiting factors when using BIA in practical implementations. The follow-

ing subsection is devoted to derive the general closed-form expressions of the achievable

rates of BIA for varying and SNR limited channels.

1Note that all other BIA schemes follow a similar decoding methodology. This analysis can be easily
extend to any BIA scheme.
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6.3.3 Achievable rates for the varying channel

For the general case, the interference subtraction involves to use measurements altered

by channel variations. We define t[k]m,ℓ ∈ CK×1 as the vector that contains the temporal

indexes of the symbol extensions involved in the interference subtraction process of the

alignment block ℓ of user k at preset mode l. The first entry of t[k]ℓ,m(1) corresponds

to the symbol extension from Block 1 over which user k sets the l-th channel mode

of the ℓ-th alignment block. The remaining entries j = 2, . . . ,K of the vector t[k]ℓ,m(j)

contain the temporal indexes associated with the symbol extensions from Block 2 used

to remove the interference terms received by user k during the l-th element of its ℓ-th

alignment block, i.e. t[k]ℓ,m(1). For instance, t[1]1,1 = {1, 3} is the vector that contains the

symbol extensions for the first element of (6.4). Similarly, this vector corresponds to

t[1]1,1 = {1, 13, 17} for the symbol extensions involved in the first element of the alignment

block of user 1 in (6.6).

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

y[k]
[
t[k]ℓ,1(1)

]

...

y[k]
[
t[k]ℓ,Nt−1(1)

]

y[k]
[
t[k]ℓ,Nt

(1)
]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[k]
(
1|t[k]ℓ,1(1)

)

...

h[k]
(
Nt − 1|t[k]ℓ,Nt−1(1)

)

h[k]
(
Nt|t[k]ℓ,Nt

(1)
)

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

u[k]
ℓ

+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∑K
j=2

(
h[k]

(
1|t[k]ℓ,1(1)

)
− h[k]

(
1|t[k]ℓ,1(j)

))
u[j]
ℓ′

...
∑K

j=2

(
h[k]

(
Nt − 1|t[k]ℓ,Nt−1(1)

)
− h[k]

(
Nt − 1|t[k]ℓ,Nt−1(j)

))
u[j]
ℓ′

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆H[k](ℓ)

+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

z[k]
[
t[k]ℓ,1(1)

]
−

∑K
j=2

[
t[k]ℓ,1(j)

]

...

z[k]
[
t[k]ℓ,Nt−1(1)

]
−

∑K
j=2

[
t[k]ℓ,Nt−1(j)

]

z[k]
[
t[k]ℓ,Nt

(1)
]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
z̃[k]

.

(6.7)

It is interesting to compare with the same equation when the physical channel remains

constant given by (2.24). Note that a new term appears because of the subtraction of

non-equal channel values over the considered supersymbol. In consequence, the signal
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in each alignment block depends on its position in the supersymbol. Assuming that

the term given by the channel variations is treated as noise, the Nt DoF comprised in

the symbol u[k]
ℓ during the ℓ-th alignment block of user k are decodable by solving the

equation system given by

ỹ[k](ℓ) = H(ℓ)[k]u[k]
ℓ +∆H[k](ℓ)ū[j]

ℓ′ + z̃[k](ℓ). (6.8)

In contrast to (2.25) the decoding process depends on the position of the alignment

block ℓ in the predefined supersymbol. Thus, the channel matrix of user k during the

ℓ-th alignment block is

H[k](ℓ) =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h[k]
(
1|t[k]ℓ,1(1)

)

...

h[k]
(
Nt − 1|t[k]ℓ,Nt−1(1)

)

h[k]
(
Nt|t[k]ℓ,Nt

(1)
)

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ CNt×Nt , (6.9)

the matrix that contains the residual elements because of the interference subtraction

over a non-constant supersymbol is given by

∆H[k](ℓ) =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∑K
j=2 h

[k]
(
1|t[k]ℓ,1(1)

)
− h[k]

(
1|t[k]ℓ,1(j)

)

...
∑K

j=2 h
[k]

(
Nt − 1|t[k]ℓ,Nt−1(1)

)
− h[k]

(
Nt − 1|t[k]ℓ,Nt−1(j)

)

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ CNt×Nt ,

(6.10)

and z̃[k](ℓ) ∼ CN (0,Rz̃) is the noise after zero-forcing interference cancellation where the

covariance matrix is given by (2.27), (2.32) or (2.32) depending on the power allocation

strategy. For simplicity, constant power allocation is assumed in this chapter so that it

is given by

Rz̃ =

⎡

⎣(2K − 1) INt−1 0

0 1

⎤

⎦ . (6.11)

Therefore, assuming varying channels, the normalized rate per symbol extension of the

user k can be written as

R[k]
varC =

1

Nt +K − 1
E
[
log det

(
I+ PstrH

[k](ℓ)H[k](ℓ)
H
Rz̃,varC

−1
)]

(6.12)
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where the covariance matrix of the noise plus interference due to the channel variations

is

Rz̃,varC = Rz̃ + PstrE
[
∆H[k](ℓ)∆H[k](ℓ)

H
]
, (6.13)

and Pstr is the average power assigned to each stream according to the power allocation

strategy (2.27), (2.32), or (2.35). Since constant power allocation has been assumed in

this chapter, Pstr =
P
Nt

.

6.4 Practical Blind Interference Alignment transmission

Until now we have shown that BIA achieves the optimal DoF in absence of CSIT in

many scenarios. However, as it has been shown in the previous section, there exist two

main hurdles to achieve a reliable BIA transmission in practical scenarios

• Limited power transmission involves to amplify the noise because of the interfer-

ence subtraction process of BIA. In other words, at finite SNR regime, the mul-

tiplexing gain achieved with BIA results futile when many terms of interference

must be subtracted.

• Practical channels are not constant in time/frequency. Therefore, the supersymbol

length, which increases exponentially regarding the amount of users, is a limitation

for the implementation of BIA schemes in practical scenarios where the physical

channel only stays constant during a coherence time period.

In order to deal with both limitations, we suggest to employ simple orthogonal resource

allocation joint to the BIA schemes developed in previous chapters. This approach will

be denoted as practical BIA (pBIA) from now on. For simplicity we focus on BIA for

the MISO BC described in Chapter 2. The extension of pBIA to other BIA schemes is

straightforward.

The proposed pBIA scheme divides the transmission resource, either bandwidth or time,

in α slices transmitting only to a portion of the total users in each one. Notice that

orthogonal resource allocation is in fact a simple form of interference alignment without

the need for CSIT [68]. Therefore, the BIA transmission over a MISO BC with Nt

transmit antennas and K users is divided in α MISO BCs where BIA for Nt transmit
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time/bandwidth

K
α

K
α

K
α �

1
α

1

Figure 6.4: Resource division for the pBIA scheme. The whole resource is divided in
α slices.

antennas and K
α users is carried out in each one2. Figure 6.4 shows a generic example

of the proposed orthogonal resource allocation joint to BIA.

For illustrative purposes consider the toy example shown in Figure 6.5 where the trans-

mitter is equipped with 2 antennas serving 4 users. Hence, the supersymbol comprises

5 symbol extensions and each user must subtract 3 terms of interference. According to

(2.23), the achievable DoF for this case is 8
5 . Assuming this setting, the proposed pBIA

scheme splits the time/bandwidth in 2 equal slices. Therefore, BIA transmission for

Nt = 2 and only K = 2 users is employed in each portion of the available bandwidth.

In consequence, 4
3 DoF are achievable in each slice, and therefore, 1

2

(
4
3 + 4

3

)
= 4

3 DoF

are achievable in the whole setting. That is 4
15 less than BIA for Nt = 2 and K = 4.

At expenses of this loss in DoF, the required coherence time has been reduced to the

duration of 3 symbol extensions and only 1 term of interference must be subtracted by

each user.

Tx

User 1

User 2

User 4

User 3

1 2 3

h[1](1|1) h[1](2|2) h[1](1|3)

h[2](1|1) h[2](1|2) h[2](2|3)

1 2 3

h[3](1|1) h[3](2|2) h[3](1|3)

h[4](1|1) h[4](1|2) h[4](2|3)

1 2 3 4 5

h[1](1|1) h[1](2|2) h[1](1|3) h[1](1|4) h[1](1|5)

h[2](1|1) h[2](1|2) h[2](2|3) h[2](1|4) h[2](1|5)
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Figure 6.5: Resource division for the pBIA scheme in the Nt = 2, 4-users MISO BC.

2If K
α is not an integer, the resource is divided in

⌈
K
α

⌉
bands where every band is allocated to

⌊
K
α

⌋

users but the last band where mod (K,α) users are assigned.
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As we have shown, two benefits are obtained with the proposed pBIA scheme. First,

only a portion of the total users is involved in the subtraction of the interference. Hence,

the noise increase inherent in BIA schemes can be handled by dividing the transmission

resource while grouping the users in each piece of resource time or bandwidth. Secondly,

shorter supersymbols are required in each slice, and therefore, a relaxation of the required

coherence time is obtained. On the other hand, pBIA involves a penalty in DoF regarding

the optimal, because of the use of orthogonal resource allocation. Therefore, a trade-off

between multiplexing gain, noise increment, and coherence time is expected when using

pBIA in a realistic scenario.

6.4.1 Achievable Degrees of Freedom

With the pBIA scheme the available resource, either bandwidth or time, is divided

in α slices grouping the total K users in sets of K
α users in each slice as is shown in

Figure 6.4. The interference between the groups of K
α users is aligned because of the

previous orthogonal resource allocation. Besides, a BIA scheme for Nt transmit antennas

and K
α users is employed to align the interference between the users served in each slice.

In consequence, the supersymbol length in each slice is reduced to

LpBIA = (Nt − 1)
K
α + K

α (Nt − 1)
K
α −1. (6.14)

On the other hand, the use of pBIA involves to divide a MISO BC for K receivers in α

MISO BCs serving K
α receivers each, both for Nt transmit antennas. Since the achievable

sum-DoF in each MISO BC is given by (2.23), the achievable sum-DoF by using pBIA

is given by

DoFpBIA =
α∑

i=1

1

α
·

Nt
K
α

Nt +
K
α − 1

=
1

α
· NtK

Nt +
K
α − 1

. (6.15)

It is interesting to analyze the limits of the achievable DoF of pBIA. For α = 1 pBIA

coincides with the pure BIA transmission scheme and the achievable sum-DoF is given

by (2.23). In contrast, pBIA corresponds to a fully orthogonal scheme when α = K,

and therefore, the sum-DoF is fixed to 1 DoF divided between the K users.
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6.4.2 Achievable Rates

Assuming that the physical channel does not vary during the transmission of the entire

supersymbol, the achievable rate by the k-th for the pBIA scheme can be easily derived

from (2.34). Taking into consideration that a BIA scheme for Nt transmit antennas and

only K
α users is carried out over portion 1

α of the transmission resource is employed in

each slice, the normalized rate per symbol extension achieved by user k for the pBIA

scheme is

R[k]
pBIA =

1

α
· 1

Nt +
K
α − 1

E
[
log det

(
I+ PstrH

[k]H[k]HR−1
z̃ (α)

)]
, (6.16)

where H[k] is given by (2.25). Since constant power allocation over the entire super-

symbol has been assumed in this chapter, the average power assigned to each stream is

Pstr = P
Nt

. Moreover, only the K
α − 1 terms of interference because of the transmission

to users in the same slice must be subtracted by each user. Hence, the covariance matrix

for pBIA is given by

Rz̃ =

⎡

⎣
(
2K
α − 1

)
0

0 1

⎤

⎦ . (6.17)

It is interesting to remark that because of the orthogonal resource allocation a penalty

1
α appears in the achievable rate of user k. At expense of this penalty, from (6.17) we

can notice that the increase of the noise due to the interference subtraction has been

lessened in comparison with the standard BIA scheme described in Chapter 2. Besides,

the supersymbol length has been reduced considerably according to (6.14).

Similarly, when the decoding process of each symbol is affected by the channel variations

over a considered supersymbol, the achievable rate of the k-th user can be derived

following the lines of (6.16). Considering a BIA scheme for K
α users and Nt transmit

antennas over a portion 1
α of the total transmission resource the normalized rate per

symbol extension achieved by user k is

R[k]
pBIA,varC =

1

α
· 1

Nt +
K
α − 1

E
[
log det

(
I+ PstrH

[k](ℓ)H[k](ℓ)
H
Rz̃,varC

−1
)]

(6.18)

where Rz̃,varC is given by (6.13). Assuming constant power allocation, the covariance

matrix of the noise after zero forcing Rz̃ is given by (6.17) and Pstr =
P
Nt

. As it occurs
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when the channel remains constant over the entire supersymbol, notice that a penalty

1
α appears because of the orthogonal approach of pBIA.

6.4.3 Optimal orthogonal resource allocation for practical Blind Inter-

ference Alignment

The question that naturally arises after analyzing the performance of the proposed pBIA

scheme is how to find the optimal resource division to achieve the most favorable trade-

off between coherence time, multiplexing gain, and noise increase? To determine the

value of α that achieves this trade-off, which is denoted as αopt, we focus on maximizing

the achievable sum-rate. Note that in contrast to most of the optimization problem

solutions, the amount of information available is quite limited for pBIA transmission.

Therefore, the solution αopt cannot depend on CSIT knowledge. It could be referred to

as a blind resource allocation optimization problem. In this sense, it is assumed that the

transmitter only knows the coherence time and the SNR of the users.

The first step to solve the described trade-off consists in selecting a resource division

large enough to consider the physical channel constant over the entire supersymbol.

That is, a value of resource division α able to ensure that the transmission period of

the pBIA supersymbol is shorter than the coherence time Tc of the system. Hence,

the rate equation given by (6.16) can be used from now on. In particular, assuming

constant power allocation and bands of the same size, the normalized sum-rate per

symbol extension achieved by pBIA when K
α users are served in each one of the α slices

can be written as

RΣpBIA =
α∑

i=1

K
α∑

k=1

1

α
· 1

Nt +
K
α − 1

E
[
log det

(
I+ PstrH

[k]H[k]HR−1
z̃ (α)

)]
. (6.19)

Considering that the users are statistically equivalent, the optimal resource division αopt

can be obtained by solving the following optimization problem

maximize
α

K
α

Nt +
K
α − 1

E
[
log det

(
I+

P

Nt
H[k]H[k]HR−1

z (α)

)]

subject to α ∈ [1,K]

LpBIA ∈ [0, Tc]

(6.20)
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The optimization problem (6.20) is non-convex and difficult to solve by applying stan-

dard optimization tools. To obtain a more tractable problem it is assumed that the sys-

tems operates at medium SNR regime and the approximation log(1+SNR) ≈ log(SNR)

is reasonable. Note that at low SNR, BIA or even other IA schemes do not perform well

and fully orthogonal schemes achieve better performance.

Given the previous approximation, the optimization problem can be written as

maximize
x

f(x)

subject to x ∈ [1,K] ,

where x ≡ K
α , x ∈ [1,K] and

f(x) =
x

Nt + x− 1
E
[
log det

(
P

Nt
H[k]H[k]HR−1

z̃ (α)

)]
=

x

Nt + x− 1
·
(
log

(
P

Nt

)Nt

− log det(Rz̃) + E
[
log detH[k]H[k]H

])

x

Nt + x− 1
·
(
Nt log

(
P

Nt

)
− (1−Nt) log (2x− 1) + E

[
log detH[k]H[k]H

])

(6.21)

where the determinant of the diagonal matrix Rz̃ is given by

log

⎛

⎝det

⎡

⎣
(
2K
α − 1

)
0

0 1

⎤

⎦

⎞

⎠ = log

(
2
K

α
− 1

)Nt−1

= (Nt − 1) log(2x− 1). (6.22)

Furthermore, since H[k] ∼ CN (0, INt), H
[k]H[k]H is a Wishart matrix W ∼ WNt (Nt, I) ,

applying [134, Theorem 2.11], it is verified that

E
[
log det

(
H[k]H[k]H

)]
=

Nt−1∑

l=0

ψ (Nt − l) , (6.23)

where ψ(·) is the Euler digamma function. Hence, we can rewrite f(x) as

f(x) =
x

Nt + x− 1
(Z − (1−Nt) log (2x− 1)) , (6.24)

where the terms that do not depend on x ≡ K
α are grouped in

Z = Nt log

(
P

Nt

)
+

Nt−1∑

l=0

ψ (Nt − l) . (6.25)
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Notice that the optimal resource division αopt is obtained by solving ∂f(x)
∂x |x∗ = 0.

However, it is not possible to obtain a closed-form solution of this equation. To obtain

an analytical expression of the resource division, the following approximation is proposed

log(2x− 1) ≈ x− 1

µx+ 1
, (6.26)

where µ is the value in the middle of the x range, i.e. K
2 . Therefore,

µ =

(
K
2 − 1

log (K − 1)
− 1

)
2

K
. (6.27)

After employing the previous approximation, the derivative of f(x) with respect to x is

given by

∂f(x)

∂x
=

1

Nt + x− 1

((
1− x

Nt + x− 1

)(
(1−Nt)(x− 1)

µx+ 1
+ Z

)

+
(1−Nt)x

µx+ 1

(
1− µ(x− 1)

µ(x+ 1)

))
,

(6.28)

and the resulting optimal resource division, denoted as α∗, is obtained by solving

∂f(x)
∂x |x∗ = 0, which can be written as the solution to a second order equation

ax2 + bx+ c = 0, (6.29)

where

a = µZ −Nt − 1,

b = Z(1 + µ) + 2(1−Nt),

c = Nt − 1 + Z.

If x∗ denotes the positive solution of (6.29), we have that

α∗ =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 if K
x∗ < 1

round
(
K
x∗
)

if 1 ≤ K
x∗ ≤ K

K if K
x∗ > K

(6.30)

Notice that this solution only depends on the system parameters Nt, K, and the received

power P , i.e. the user SNR.
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6.5 Simulation Results

The performance of the proposed pBIA for different values of α is shown in Figure6.6. For

these results, coherence time is assumed large enough to consider the channel constant

over the entire supersymbol. It can be seen that the sum-rate is a concave function at

medium SNR regime where there exists an optimal value αopt that maximizes the system

sum-rate. Recall that the optimal sum-rate at high and low SNR is achieved at αopt = 1

(BIA applied over the whole resource) and αopt = K (fully orthogonal transmission),

respectively. As the SNR decreases, notice that αopt corresponds to a larger resource

division. The solution of the optimization problem described in 6.30 is α∗ = {1, 4, 7} at

the aforementioned values of SNR, respectively. As expected, due to the approximations

employed to derive α∗, this solution is not absolutely accurate regarding the theoretic

optimal resource division. However, the penalty is typically small. We can check that

at SNR = 22 dB the approximation log(1 + SNR) ≈ log(SNR) is not very accurate

and the value of α∗ is not exactly the optimal. Nevertheless, as the SNR decreases,

the sum-rate around the optimal point becomes flatter, and therefore, a small deviation

with respect to αopt does not involve a great penalty.
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Figure 6.6: Normalized sum-rate versus bandwidth division. Nt = 4, K = 60.

With the aim of analyzing the achievable DoF of pBIA, Figure 6.7 shows the sum-

DoF for the optimal resource division αopt plotted in Fig. 6.6. As expected, at high
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SNR values, the value of α that maximizes the sum-rate of the system, i.e. αopt, also

maximizes the sum-DoF. Therefore, pBIA transmission is optimal in relation to both

the sum-DoF and the sum-rate. However, when pBIA is applied in a setting with finite

values of SNR, there is a loss in DoF comparing with the optimal DoF achieved by

the use of BIA in only one slice. This loss in the DoF is caused by the application of

orthogonal transmission. At the expense of the DoF loss, the orthogonal transmission is

aimed at reducing the increase of the noise power caused by the interference subtraction

step of BIA, which severely affects the achievable sum-rate. As an example, for the

proposed MISO BC, there is a loss in the achievable DoF if pBIA is applied when α = 6.

Nonetheless, by employing the previous resource division, it is possible to achieve better

sum-rate than the BIA transmission over the whole resource, either time or frequency.
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Figure 6.7: Achievable sum-DoF regarding the bandwidth division. Nt = 4, K = 60.

LTE parameters for the 10 MHz configuration with a carrier frequency of 2 GHz are

considered in the following simulations. Moreover, a Doppler spread with fD = 55.5 Hz

of frequency deviation is assumed. Hence, the coherence time given by (6.2) is 7.6 msec.

The cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of the sum-rate in a scenario with Nt = 2

andK = 100 users for different resource division values are depicted in Figure 6.9. Notice

that the supersymbol for this case comprises 101 symbol extensions, which corresponds

to a transmission period much lower than the coherence time. Therefore, we can assume

that the achievable sum-rate is not limited by channel variations for this case. However,
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since each user has to subtract 99 interference terms, the sum-rate is severely degraded

by the noise increase due the inherent interference subtraction of BIA. It can be seen

that the achievable sum-rate increases by applying pBIA with an orthogonal division

given by α∗. In particular, the application of pBIA in the considered setting allows most

of the users to achieve a sum-rate improvement of at least 1 bit/sec/Hz.
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Figure 6.8: Cumulative function of the sum-rate for the standard BIA and pBIA at
different SNR values. Nt = 2, K = 90. No Doppler.

Figure 6.9 shows the CDF of the sum-rate for pBIA and BIA (α = 1) schemes when

Nt = 3 and K = 14 considering both varying and constant channel. Notice that for

this setting the supersymbol comprises more than 105 symbol extensions. Therefore, the

performance of BIA is limited by the coherence time while the degradation of the SNR

due to zero-forcing does not play a major role since only 13 interference terms must be

subtracted. Checking the values when α = 1 and Doppler spread is considered, it can be

seen that the channel variations penalize considerably the sum-rate. However, note that

the CDF curves when α = 2, whether channel variations are considered or not, overlap

with the α = 1 case assuming constant channel over the entire supersymbol. That is,

pBIA mitigates the effect of a non-constant channel without penalizing the achievable

sum-rates. In other words, pBIA allows to manage the coherence time requirement while

obtaining an optimal trade-off between multiplexing gain and noise increase.
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Figure 6.9: Cumulative function of the sum-rate for standard BIA and pBIA at
different SNR values. Nt = 3, K = 14. Doppler fD = 55.5 Hz.

6.6 Experimental Evaluation of Blind Interference Align-

ment

To understand the impact of BIA schemes in realistic implementations we carried out an

experimental evaluation of BIA in the MIMO testbed of University of Cantabria [148].

In contrast to other hardware implementations such as [149] where IA for the 3-user IC

is evaluated offline, in [150] the authors present a IA study based on the same testbed as

used in this section for BIA. This work identifies the main practical issues that degrade

the IA performance in real implementations, concluding that imperfect CSIT is the key

limiting factor. Encouraged by this fact, we compare the evaluation of BIA with a

scheme such as LZFB that requires CSIT knowledge. The proposed experiments are

based on a typical configuration of a LTE system for a bandwidth of 5 MHz where a

turbocode with a coding rate of 2
3 is employed for channel coding.

6.6.1 Measurement Set-up and Methodology

Following the lines of this chapter, a MISO BC is considered in the proposed testbed. The

transmitter is equipped with 2 antennas that serve 2 users equipped with a reconfigurable

antenna each. The transmitter and the receivers are located in a lecture room at the
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Table 6.1: System parameters of the BIA testbed

Parameter Value
Signal bandwidth 5 MHz
RF carrier 5600 MHz
Number of subcarriers 512
Subcarrier spacing 15 KHz
Data subcarriers 316
Null/Guard subcarriers 32
Cyclic prefix 1/8 of the OFDM symbol length
Sampling frequency 40 Msamples/sec
Sampling rate 8 samples/symbol
DAC&ADC resolution 14 bits
Root-raised cosine roll off 40%

University of Cantabria. The receivers are separated around approximately 4 meters

away from the transmitter with direct line of sight. Since the measurements are done in

an isolated room, the coherence time is large enough to consider that the channel remains

constant during each iteration. With the aim to simulate the behaviour of reconfigurable

antennas, two independent antennas from each node are taken into account. Therefore,

two streams, which correspond to the preset modes 1 and 2, respectively, are received

by each user.

The transmit and receive sides can be modeled as a combination of hardware and soft-

ware parts. In [148, 151] these elements are described in detail. The system parameters

correspond to a LTE configuration for a 5 MHz bandwidth and 512 subcarriers. In

order to obtain a sampling frequency of 7.68 MHz typical of this LTE configuration, a

resampling factor is applied. The parameters of the testbed are shown in Table 1. In

the presented implementation, the source bits can be mapped to a BPSK, QPSK, 16

QAM or 32 QAM constellation with one symbol per subcarrier. It is assumed that all

the subcarriers of the OFDM symbol employ the same constellation in each iteration.

Notice that this parameter fixes the sum-throughput of the proposed BIA implementa-

tion. The pilot symbols are always mapped to QPSK. Besides, LTE channel coding is

assumed, a 2
3 turbo-encoder is employed in this work. Regarding the noise, the testbed

is characterized by an average SNR of 16 dB.

The measurement methodology for LZFB transmission is shown in Figure 6.10(a). How-

ever, the same scheme can be employed for other techniques based on CSIT such as IA
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or BD. The frame structure is composed by a training stage, where orthogonal transmis-

sion is mandatory. It contains a PN sequence for synchronization and a pilot sequence

(PLT) for channel estimation. This sequence corresponds to entire OFDM symbol where

each subcarrier contains a known QPSK symbol. Once the channel has been estimated,

it is sent to the transmitters in order to calculate the corresponding precoding matri-

ces and generate the data signals. This process involves about 5 seconds to be done.

After that, 10 OFDM symbols are sent simultaneously to each user. Besides, since rel-

ative phases and time offsets have to be constant over the channel transmission, phase

synchronization is required to implement full CSIT techniques.

On the other hand, as other techniques that do not require CSIT knowledge, the imple-

mentation of BIA does not require any training stage, backhaul links or phase synchro-

nization. As can be seen in Figure 6.10(b) and (6.3), the OFDM symbols are transmitted

simultaneously during the first stage, which corresponds to first time slot (Block 1) of

the supersymbol of Figure 6.2. After that, symbols to users 1 and 2 are transmitted

in an orthogonal fashion according to the Block 2 of the supersymbol. Additionally,

since sequential transmission is used during Block 2, a pilot sequence is also transmitted

to get the CSIR required to solve the equation system of (6.4)3. Note that, although

synchronization requirements are more relaxed for the BIA scheme, PN sequences are

transmitted in order to detect the beginning of each frame.

6.6.2 Evaluation results

The theoretical achievable sum-rates of LZFB and BIA are shown in Figure 6.11. At first

sight LZFB exceeds the performance of BIA. This result should not surprise us, since

LZFB achieves 2 sum-DoF while the performance of BIA is only 4
3 sum-DoF for the

considered setting. Focused on the average SNR = 16 dB of our testbed, BIA achieves

4 bits/sec/Hz. Due to the LTE channel coding, the spectral efficiency, i.e. the bits of

the constellation employed in each, can be considered close to the capacity. Therefore,

each user would obtain a bit error rate (BER) close to zero for a spectral efficiency of 2

bits/sec/Hz, i.e. by employing a QPSK constellation to transmit each stream. On the

other hand, LZFB attains 5.5 bits/sec/Hz for the same SNR. In consequence, from a

theoretical point of view, it is expected that LZFB overcomes the performance of BIA.

3It is assumed that the coherence time is large enough to consider the channel variations as a source
of interference.
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(a) Frame structure for LZFB (full CSIT)

(b) Frame structure for BIA

Figure 6.10: Frame structure for LZFB and BIA transmission schemes

The BER for LZFB and BIA schemes is depicted in Figure 6.12. Note that the horizon-

tal axis represents the sum-throughput taking into account the costs of CSIT and the

structure of the frames shown in Figure 6.10. Each point corresponds to the constella-

tion employed to map the transmitted symbols (BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 32-QAM),

which determines the sum-throughput. It can be seen that LZFB achieves a lower BER

for a sum-throughput below 12 Mbps. However, BIA obtains a better performance when

more dense constellations are applied (e.g. when the symbols are mapped in a QPSK

constellation, BIA achieves a BER of 3 · 10−4 for 13.3 Mbps while LZFB obtains a BER

close to 1 · 10−1 for 15 Mbps).

Checking the results shown in Figure 6.12, the performance of BIA and LZFB can be

confusing. According to the theoretical sum-rate shown in Figure 6.11, it was expected

that LZFB overcomes the performance of BIA, however this only happens when a low

density constellation such a BPSK is employed. This effect can be easily explained

because of schemes based on CSIT such as LZFB are heavily handicapped by channel

estimation errors, synchronization drifts, and variations of the estimated channel, which

do not depend directly on the SNR of the system. On the other hand, BIA is mainly

limited by SNR. Therefore, it is expected that BIA achieves even better performance

than LZFB at higher SNR values in many practical environments.
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Figure 6.11: Theoretical sum-rate of LZFB and BIA transmission schemes at medium
SNR regime

6.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, the use of BIA schemes in practical time-varying channels and where the

users operate at finite SNR is evaluated. It is shown that both limitations, coherence

time and SNR are the two main hurdles to overcome for the implementation of BIA.

Specifically, it is demonstrated that the interference subtraction methodology inherent

in the BIA schemes leads to a trace of interference when the physical channel varies along

the supersymbol. Moreover, the subtraction of received signals involves a noise increase

proportional to the amount of users, and therefore, the multiplexing gain achieved by

BIA, which also increases with the amount of users, results futile when many terms of

interference must be subtracted.

We propose a combination of the standard BIA scheme for the MISO BC and orthogo-

nal resource allocation to handle the supersymbol length and the amount of interference

terms that must be subtracted, i.e. coherence time and limited SNR. By applying BIA to

send data to users over orthogonal transmission resources, bandwidth or time, the pro-

posed scheme aims at maximizing the sum-rate, which does not necessarily correspond
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Figure 6.12: BER vs sum-throughput for LZFB and BIA transmission schemes

to the optimal sum-DoF at finite SNR. Furthermore, the length of the supersymbol,

which increases exponentially as the amount of users served, can be reduced signifi-

cantly, relaxing the coherence time requirement. The optimization problem to obtain

the optimal resource division is formulated in this chapter and a blind solution, i.e. with-

out the need for CSIT, is derived. Simulation results show that this approach allows

to manage the trade-off among multiplexing gain, coherence time and noise increase.

Finally, the results obtained through a hardware testbed lead us to confirm that the use

of BIA outperforms the throughput achieved by schemes based on CSIT because of the

impairments of providing CSIT.





Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future

Directions

7.1 Summary

In this dissertation, we have analyzed the use of BIA transmission schemes in cellular

networks. At first sight, the BIA scheme originally devised for the MISO BC results

attractive for cellular networks, its implementation is nonetheless not straightforward.

An extension of the original BIA scheme where the set of BSs forms a cooperative net-

work MIMO is proposed in this work. It is shown that a fully cooperative approach

results inefficient because of the lack of full connectivity in cellular networks. More-

over, fully cooperative BIA involves to use an unacceptable supersymbol length and the

terms of interference given by transmission to the rest of users in the whole network

must be subtracted, and therefore, increasing considerably the noise after interference

cancellation.

First, we consider the use of BIA in homogeneous cellular networks in absence of CSIT

based on the topology of the network as an information resource to design the trans-

mission strategy. An outer bound of the DoF is derived for general partially connected

networks with single-antenna receivers when CSIT knowledge is not available. After

that, differentiating between shared users that receive a strong signal from the set of

BSs and private users located in the inner cell that can treat the signal from neighbor

BSs optimally as noise, we present several BIA schemes with the aim of reaching the

196
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optimal sum-DoF in cellular networks. It is shown that data sharing among the BSs

when transmitting to shared users allows to design a BIA scheme that cancels both

intracell and intercell interference. Although this approach improves significantly the

rates of the cell-edge users at low SNRs, there is a loss in DoF because identical data

are sent by all BSs that transmit to shared users. Moreover, it involves the use of back-

haul links for providing data sharing, which is one of the issues that blind transmission

schemes try to avoid. Then, the use of flexible bandwidth allocation is proposed to avoid

the interference between both groups of users, private and shared, by transmitting to

them in different frequency bands within the available bandwidth. In consequence, a

cooperative BIA scheme can be devised for transmitting to shared users while standard

BIA transmission is employed for private users reusing the BIA code due to the partial

connectivity. Although this scheme achieves more DoF in comparison with the use of

data sharing in most of the cases, it is still suboptimal in DoF because of the use of an

orthogonal scheme to avoid the interference between both groups of users. By appro-

priately combining the BIA schemes corresponding to the private and the shared users

in a way that leverages the partial connectivity a BIA scheme that achieves the optimal

DoF in symmetric cellular networks is presented. For asymmetric cellular networks,

an extension of this scheme is also devised to minimize the loss of optimality in DoF

because of asymmetric impairments. Interestingly, in absence of CSIT, schemes based

on the network topology overcome the DoF achieved by fully cooperative BIA schemes,

even when full connectivity among the whole set of BSs and all users is assumed. As

a main conclusion, we can assert that partial connectivity in cellular networks should

be treated as a resource instead of a limitation. Furthermore, a considerable reduction

of the supersymbol length is attained in comparison with the fully cooperative scheme,

rendering the scheme more robust to temporal and frequency variations of the channels.

Secondly, following the previous approach based on the network topology, we consider

the use of BIA in heterogenous cellular networks. Specifically, for macro-femto networks,

it is demonstrated that the cooperative BIA schemes lead to a loss in DoF because of

the particular topology of this kind of networks. In consequence, the DoF achieved by

macro users are heavily penalized due to transmission of their corresponding macro BS

to femto users while the femtocells are inefficiently treated as a macro BS, i.e. as in

homogenous cellular networks. Moreover, it is shown that the sum-DoF does not scale

with the amount of femtocells deployed, which considering a dense femtocell scenario
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penalizes the network performance significantly. Encouraged by this fact, we derive the

linear DoF of the two-tier cellular network subject to optimality in sum-DoF for the

upper tier. Then, a cognitive-based BIA scheme is derived to reach that optimal DoF

performance. For macro-femto cellular networks, it is demonstrated that the macro BS

transmits independently of the femtocell deployment within its coverage, and therefore,

achieving the optimal DoF as in a MISO BC. Meanwhile, femto users achieve non-zero

DoF exploiting the supersymbol structure to measure the interference subspace because

of macro BS transmission in a cognitive fashion. It is shown that the proposed cognitive

BIA scheme for macro-femto networks outperforms other transmission schemes. To

do so, the proposed approach does not require any CSIT or data exchange between

macro BS and the FAPs. Instead, a simple coordination between the macro BS and the

femtocells is required in order to transmit to macro and femto users in a synchronized

fashion, respectively.

We finally analyze the implementation of BIA schemes in practical scenarios. Coherence

time and finite SNR are pointed out as the main limitations of BIA in practical channels.

First, they require a coherence time large enough to consider that the physical channel

remains constant over the entire supersymbol. If this assumption was violated, the BIA

schemes would suffer a loss in both the sum-DoF and the achievable sum-rate. The

second limitation is related to the non-negligible increase of the noise power caused by

the subtraction of the interfering signals. This increase of the noise power does not

involve any loss of optimality in DoF. However, for finite SNRs, maximizing the sum-

DoF does not ensure the maximization of the sum-rate. As a result, the increase of the

noise power can reduce the sum-rate achieved by BIA schemes. This dissertation shows

that, since sum-DoF, noise power, and supersymbol length grow as the amount of user

increases, there exists a trade-off between multiplexing gain, sum-rate at finite SNR,

and coherence time when BIA is applied in practical channels. Orthogonal resource

allocation joint to the BIA schemes presented in this work is proposed to handle both

limitations. It is demonstrated that, at expenses of a loss in DoF, this practical BIA

approach optimizes the sum-rate of the network. Moreover, it is interesting to remark

that any resource allocation strategy applied to blind schemes should not depend on CSI.

We devise a practical BIA scheme that allows to obtain the optimal resource division

depending only on the system parameters, coherence time, and users SNRs. To complete

the study of BIA schemes in practical scenarios, we present an experimental evaluation
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of BIA in a hardware testbed. It is shown that BIA outperforms a transmission scheme

based on CSIT such as LZFB because of the hardware impairments and the costs of

providing CSIT.

7.2 Future Directions

Blind Interference Alignment for practical channels. The practical BIA scheme

developed in this dissertation is subject to very rigid constraints such as same SNR

for the whole set of users or same size of the resource partitions. To improve the

resource allocation in BIA schemes, which plays a major role to optimize the sum-

rate, future works would consider more flexible resource allocation schemes. Moreover,

channel variations and how to deal with this limitation will focus our future research.

Multi-tier networks. Theoretical limits in absence of CSIT. Future cellular will

be extremely heterogeneous, two-tier networks can be extended to multi-tier scenarios

where macro, micro, pico, femto cells and relays coexist generating environments limited

by inter-tier interference. Since providing CSIT or cooperation among the different tiers

results unaffordable, the use of BIA will be proposed as in the cognitive scheme devised

in this work. In this sense, future work focuses on analyzing the performance of BIA

using stochastical geometry theory for modeling muti-tier environments.

Massive MIMO in heterogenous networks. Massive MIMO transmission has been

presented as a key element for future cellular networks. However, the interaction of

the massive MIMO tier and small cells, which also are considered an element for future

networks, is still an open issue. Cognitive approaches based on BIA schemes for small

cells can be developed for mitigating the inter-tier interference without requiring CSIT

or cooperation among the different tiers, e.g. between massive antenna BS and small

cells.

Practical applications. The main theme of this dissertation was the use of BIA

schemes in cellular networks. Future works will investigate the use of BIA in other

applications. More specifically, we will focus on MIMO Free Space Optical Systems,

where CSIT is unfeasible to obtain and the two main hurdles for the implementation of

BIA, namely coherence time and finite SNR, do no represent a major limitation. On the

other hand, we analyze the wireless energy harvesting as a source of interference, where
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as it occurs in optical systems, CSIT is not a quantifiable measurement. BIA schemes

can deal with both sources of interference, caused by data and energy transmission.
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